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QolUioal dUUdmiyudUm, ooupJUd udtU •oanomic duUui du^inf iUe 
fS*^ o»*UM»4f 94taUed tU Sail OtuUa. Gompatuf U UififM^ 9ndia. *fU 
BtuUik HMUM, tUtfujftfie. iHi*od44aed a iafUei o^ a^fiatUtm, induihial and 
tuid» fulotmi. QMiA ikefialif ifuut^JU aiout UemUUoHal eiuutftl in ftalitieal, 
dooio'^oimomie ^ieiM., HeltdUnf in total aUlaf4» o^ •MJitiMf JMadlitioHai 
90o*iomif and Utut, ^ndia OMU ptJictd to. iecom* a coUmf «/ Um B^iUiU 
•mftifi^ Bui luf the. imie we HeacJi mid o^ tUe f9^ oaHttiiUf ^ndia'l amiaej 
wiik wiUfut woiild 4^e<a and OMdioHi iefOH HaalifiHf ai ko4» tUaf iocte 
Hohhed fioUiieaUf and Itow. tUeiit. aft old iociO'^eoHomie ifitom ufoi i^oMoH 
*JUo itUnodudum o^ CmfluU iati^Ma^e and Ut^uduHo and umitoHM 
CMUMJUU idoai ffuuted to- he a hoon in dUfMUt-. Cduaatod 9«diaiU, wUo 
could Hoiu loaAH iJtAoufk CtifluU lanqMOfo atid UtmHalMh; tko idea o^ 
tuUioHoUim Ulo>d*f and tqualiif and imfofdoMce. o^ ieioneo and UekmUoif^ 
in ftAodsidUm, ioaamo amdeio*U 0/ l&nituk imtoHJionl amd Utoti IfdUtuod 
momtMitim iHitiaU^ waA iiom and UedUfud, Mtu^tlflmiA tUt ptofU iia/dtd 
oUiioifUtf ike Butuk fuUioiel HuuuifU iccUcmfiM^ and commimioaimf 
*JU» fifuAi cmd oHuJt madia, aaUuiiimi iuata intact UmiUd and 
AcatttJud, MOHeiluUu Ute. lad lemtUni tUat ^ uddUf ipfuad €mU-B>UtiiU 
Wafi o^ 1S57, fui/U*euta>df ifeaiuMf 4H tUe. MoidUun Ondia amd oUieJi 
adfoitUHf ftfuudncai, tUe HCditAfUifuA. and oiUt*. mmUaJ. plaiftd a ii€>uf 
Ufni^caiii HoU. *1Ue. majot ftoAi o^ 40'-calUd mnUkafut Ottdia wai ^idu 
IpeoAtHf and tUt^*lo*e 'U'ldu Muitdfape/tl and fiunuiaii ieetune fofuda/i 
BefoJia 1S59 aiout 75 daiiiel and fuHiodicak fuJUukad in 14IUIM. 
<«ete in oUotdaUon ^ tUe time we luacli 1900 tlt» Humhefi o^ daditA cmd 
fiuuuuih hecame mimit. tUan iuuuUed 9H. tkut dailui and joMfmaU 
•ducaied fieofUe uAed ia wfdU tdUoJdaU and afUicUi. meatd ^ a/litati*ca. 
co*UaiouiHeii cmd aumketuMf ofcuHAi tUe mUdtedi o^ tkt B>UiuU 
fooeAHmeHi OM, UU. one lumd cmd iooial cmd eMUuHal itiU OH tif oikan. 
PolUicaUf f«ofJe. we*e ^ iaen ta undtfutcmd tke. HoUe idmai o/ MoUoHaliim, 
liUfU^ and •qMaJjtf i^^ote lout, SocicJiif, too-, ftmfU umfi* >c^ o<«</ o^ UiaiH, 
iocleU luU and hockiuaAdtiali, PtoftU w^ ajmd Mot to. look tUomioiuoi ai 
ut^efiuPi,, tke llo<faH o^ Haoial U*fwAioJui4f itf tUe B*ituUofU titai cuiiiciftd. 
OHO <d Uu. iocial etUU ^  otuunftU. wai tUat tUo odMeatioH o^ icioMct and 
teoUnolo^ ^aniicMlaHl4f. to. i^ifi to. tUe Madimi 4ikU oo4Uid»/iod atUi^ 
KelufiottA. 
BVi, Sifod AUmad KUoH. and mamf oiUo/ii, ^UowJMf ktm. tJutoMfU 
tittifl Uf'lititJGA told tita pfOfiif tUot AoiOMOO and ttfttfWiOQM tltOA tttlftH 
a^a44tit tUo ^elifion, tUu^ wefbt. fUt«H to undefMand tUai in o>id»K to ^Mp 
fuioo miU tUo utoiJd it utaA oiiuUicU to Ua/ut 4ciutoe and taeknolo^if. Bi>t 
Sifed AUmad KUOH ouen went to tUo oiUeMt tkdt Uo ofktHed Hiatuf iokooU 
liofi tlto futftfkojg.. 
*1ko fHopoJsJ *MedU ieelu to. itwUitfoio into tko HoU cmd 
co4tit>iiludio*i o^ 'Uldu jo*4futaliim ^ cft»ati*Uf. iooio-politioal coHieioMimtU 
and iuuakeninf amo4*^ tko maiioi. *JUo4e wJto audd not a^ffHid ^ Cnfluk 
ednoaiion tke4^ conid at Uait Ua/ui tlMutfk l4>idM, fiftoii wUat actMoUtf wad. 
foinf on in Ondia and 04d iide Ondia in tito Woidd ^idn fOMfmaliim t/uU 
nlaHtdl a tumtHiLuU >uUe UtfuuufU lUsHfUisHtHf Hi* iooio-poiiUoal biMtdi 
andaJUo. ktif> ikt HtUumal maueme*U ia iffuuu. 
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iliAoufU Uaclnf ike oAifUi and ^AaudU o^  fi/iUi. in Sitdia. joMfmaUim in. 
Ondia U fttfa^dtd ai OH oj/liUooi o^ CnfluU fttwmalUm. 91 wad, tli* fkfiitUmf 
fAiUi, wkicU Utlped foWuuilUm. to. ffuuiA. 9M, OHoUni 9Hdia dotim. io. 
m*Jie4tai fitfuod elpioHafe. UfUam, and ftodial dMmced mof i* oalUd majdf 
9*idia. SUiAtMf iUe oHoiuU fUAdod eiMfuf kuuf. utai. Utfiftodad io. mrt/fttttin cm. 
•l^ioUni iHUUiftHce ifdtm, 4fuU and •miUafuU «wte imfondad ai it— 
*7o. (fuoie Kxudalifa, "*1lte. tt^LcUMOf. o^ adtHinUifudioM. deftendeJ- OH luuu. 
•^^toiia* tUt •ifioHOfe iiflUmwai WO^MM^. 
A ^ tU» *t*ifikiiU coHfjmd, tkt. Mudim alia adofitd Uf OMoUtd 
i^lUm o^ *iUiMf tlie OO44HU^ udtU, ti» UUp. o^ df^itdf tmiUa^tti •tc 
AUuidAiH, fUuUfi'l dtifuUidm. wai lafufelif^ la4«d OH ifUf itfitom, *Jlu4f 
hfut44flti ^nfUUeK imftfuutemoHi in tU ii/uicitiAe. and ^MHCUOHUI^, to. make, it 
mofi» •^CftdiUu Mike, Alud ^ofl laid omfiUaiU OH tUo HUIAI ufiUUnf jftfi 
h«ttoH f04t»*HaMoo. *1Utii, tUoif afi<poi*ii«d uioftu' HtffOtd, udio. Miad ta «u4iie 
HMtl km^ulafU^ to keep. tUo kUuf. iH^oiimed aUuU UaftfioHiMf in and oMiiide 
tko ompi^o. 
At MufUal coMfd tkefu. Ua/Ued a ttaditioH o^ dadf iUuUu^ in tko 
eaoHiHf a Uimmafuf o^ what kapfUHed dtifUH^ tko da4f in tko auUt, OHO 
ojJ^Mud Miod to Haad it ie^oAo lafi^ mtmieft o^ paoplo iHcLtdiHf fl/aJtdU o^ 
HoJdu tku waA, coiled ^AJi^i4€i/-*-3a*^a*'e-AfMa//a. 
*Jko oakUmit diUtHct moHtioH o^ €iHti-4fpo^*apkie Howdpapo* U to le 
IfmMd in tko ^im/a64a/-u/-^<itJlaJ o^ Kka^ Kkan. ^bwUH(^ Anfumiffeh'l 
time, UwaA, cuiiamafuf tUat wefif ioidieK utai iMfkfdud MttvifafMi. JU 
alLuued ffieat tUe^if to. tUe ftAeil. 
*tke ^bui dt^uUte and ame^eie U»p. to. (nUtu^ out a Hmwlpap»H. maL 
taUn ^ WdUam BoUi in 1776. *tUo4*fk Uo failad to do 4a, Jfo4mamii, it 
UMU le^ to. jamU AMifuUU JkcJuf, wUo. fkukluiwd ^fUi M0iitdf»afM. 
Heiu4fUifUi>U in ve/maotdafk UuufMoqaA. ie^em to fuUiiiU. 
^U SmxmJ (Sl&ofa/^ uUUUd - 'kfidu goMMalUm f 850-f 906 doaU 
witU tUe IUUHUO hefUmUu^ o/ 'Undti jo*Omaliim datmd hook a>to*md fS23. 
*JUeH tnaooi. itl j/oMfmu^ tiuoufU otU tUe f»fuod o^ pttmdom Uuifflo. *UiU, 
alio. dUc4€iUi tko daitaU *tfa*d*Hf tUe. J^IKU 'Uldn MtMAfkafml. OH tko ItaUi 
o^ aoallaUe in^oJutuMoH, it ii afteed ufxoH tUal ^AJlida* /am* JIaJluyt 
^Mma UMU tU» ^Uui l^ndu neutipofufi in Ifndia. 
Sbue to il/ite^cof and look o^ UdoM*c«d. OftHOHf Mtiilimif V^du 
newdfOfWil Uad a limitgd oinctdaiUm. i^ comfta^od witk Cnfliik daiUmi. 
jBeUet OM. udtU tUo ifJuad o^ Idtudu Um^siOfo wJtioU Aecamo ^omiliaH. hoik 
amoHf MniJUmi, atidcMiMdui. and alio tUfioufk tUo OH^OHU. and ooHtuLttioH 
o/ SU Z4fd AUmad KkoK 74itdu H»uf4, ftapefiA Itacama fkofjulak amoH^ 
maiUl €md tUu led to. ifHowtU o{ "UIJM. fOMfuuUUm, Sift Sftd Akmad KUan 
utoA iUe moit itooal mufOK 
Mudimi. 9tUada 
<fH«ai imftoot OH tUe muuU o{ MtuLmi in NofUU Ondia. WUU tit*. k$if. o{ 
%Jli^'^-M/-^MJliJaf, SU Sftd ioMfUt to. UiMf 4oeial and HtJi^ioui •o/o4m in 
tUe MuUim, iadttif. 
^buAitUf. tUU fiefiiod /j>A-s-/lfoo*y a tuufifuhp^it ftMUiiUmd pumi 
JUaUoHe., wai the maU fofudoK, amd ^ auo*it». ono, tUu U tUe *oaioH ptJt iti 
i*tH4U4ud ^  a loHftH fu*iod /aji-^Aiio* utai a ftfio^BiUtuU MtuiApaft** tliat 
ii itftnf it wftioutct RHitiAtt pot^ottoot 
VAm ^ Jl^ 61/luspU* - QUmfUU o/ Soeial ^JuMndl foctUU OH tUo 
Social fifuJtUmi. BecoMie o^ uUdo ifi/iead o^iUodo^cf, mUMMtlaititaHdiMf, 
iUiieAotuf etc tUe Mtukm GomtmuUtf iecame iooiaUf and ocoHomieaUsf 
^ckMahd'. AmoHf JtrnddU hmoauU. o^ fifiMUHoe. o^ wiHiituU ioeio-Holi^oHi 
teptfUH. mooemuUl, comfoHatuudif tko Jkndui, malUl enntiMMod to. kaao ttt» 
e^^eot o^ HMuoalui and HeptMiUt moatmuiti Uke. Atufa Samof, BftaUmo-
Bamof, f^afusUuma Bamofotc. 
4 ^ Muitimi it uuU o*df WJMH SU Sftd /Utmaif affsa4«d attd ke. 
o^ Bu Sfed Almutd KUoH wai to. •ducaU attd fiude ike MHUUK 
com0U4mif ia tkat tksf ctudd came oid ^lom, daoadttict. JU ikioMfk ku 
uflttifiQ4 tfutd ti^ ttU tkt fttvfitt tkt t0tpo%f(tMct M tduoatiottf uiJtictt ctmtfX 
kelp, tk» MttUuKi to. k»«fi ftaoe in tke ^mdioH maJMitkmam attd ^ tkat /te 
•Atalduittd' tdtioatiattal ittltiitdiotti. Jte i^uidad tkt MttiUtni itt the. modi 
dUmal fiefuod o^ tkufk kutofuf ttdtkout kafuttit*^ oUt»K comtHttttitiei. 
Su Stftd alio. t/Uad to. ootuUtioe. MttUittti to do autof tko iooial ooili, 
wUiok woAo c/ioftt itiio tko iocial ^atnuc JU eondtHMod tko itfitttn o^ fiM-
mtt^uk Jfo attaekod tko ittiiUtUioti o/ ilauoitf attd dotetUlod it ai 74tt^ 
OUatitia. Jkl fHoif/ioiUoo iocial idoai too** ft/tofOfatod tk*oufk kii 
macfo/^itto 
*Jko 74*dti fJioli fouo dtto atiottUoH to tko ioeial ftJtoAlotK o^ tko 
coutit*!^ 9t oxfuUed iocial ouili luoU ai caiUiut, Qkild moMiofo, fettdoA. 
ittocjualUtf, tiddowA fUifkt alookolUtit, oiimo oin. *lku. okapion iooki to 
ektcidaie tko moJud ideal attd cnUomi, tiiaditiottA, kaUt, *iittaU otc 
ittculcaied if tko foofJo dttftitt^ tko 1^ ootittifuf, *Uto fUoid, diiCMiiod tko 
ftAolUmA. piced luf maUU and HMidefied tUuA loltdUm. in Ufifi column. *JUe. 
eulU 0/ /4e dooutf wefu. eofuUtd to- tUe mtM»i ^ dUcuUioH. and mamt tUi 
tftuta/mmud iMfi* to- take, actum, atfoinii tkoAt tUl and oe**tifi fi4aotio»L 
^4* 4%Mfl^  aiofi^* - PoUUeal fUj/MoUoH dUoiUUi, tU faU 
^fuuMH^ fuUUical cUoHftd. in tUe 2Cr*' outUifif tidtU ipoeial Mm^ttHcm to 
emefifeHce 0^ Mttdim fkoliii<e4k in Ifttdia, *JUe R0OOU nondtHtd MulUml 
Julpleii cmd daftoUdf tUe^ utefu. tlto utoJtU iu^Hioft; lait tUuft folUioal 
fum>oft ond fUtBiiiao: thtift oliitoclocM nHid afcitnottd tfttM lodt dt/t ttHMtct 
and 4al^-oaH^d»Mce, tUe^ uMfu, deduced to. ^fuai dotfiondone^. *1iiMfk 
eooHomic condiJioH dttefUoiudtd to cm alafutu**f futoo. 
*1ko diiUdoq/uiiioH o^ tUi MiUfUal Cm^uAo and eoMJolidatioH o^ tko 
Btitiili tuiU in Ondia decided tUo ^nittifto oottfii* 
the eiiaUiiUmud 0/ tUe. ^Mtiik ^ude, tUe Mtutim Uad to /eu» now. 
fiftolUmi, *Jlu4f wefto kdd mainly l>UpoHiiUe /»» tUe fUaoU o^ 1S57. 
^JUefio^oJio, Ut»4f ddihofUiULf. adofUed a fuMof Uoitito to Utom and aimmd at 
UMdeAmimMtf. tUuft in^ence. On tUU oi^cumUanoU Sin. Sfod Akmad KJum. 
and Uu comfumioH, camo pi4uta^ed. to *eloMe tUu4, oomrnHMttif ^tom iti 
4€nJi9fUHnato fAmiieamonL Sift Bfed and ill contomfuHuMU took up. tUo 
edttccMoH, (ud camUnoed Muilimi, it wai UtMuufU ontf ZtufUiU wAuodUoH 
tUe4f amid co4HfdeiU uUtU Hiein, coutU>UftM«H. 
*JUe MtuUtfU Uoiueoet cosdd Hoi HemaiH oomfJdUlf MHofftotid ^ 
fuUiiioeU UUiaiUm in tUe aumt/u^ WiiU tUe IpAtad o^ Zm^iik mduoaiioH, 
UtMfi i*ti«>uAi in foliiid utofiealed Mudim a*u€JieHiHf dufUnf iUu fWUod 
wai ifitiioiiftd if MAO QoUefi, AlUfo^k and hf tUe. OuiUal Natural 
MoUammadoK AliocUUion, tin ^>ui Muilim o^i^aMifcUioH. *Uie >iafUA 
9mefife*ice o^ M*UUHt leaded and fuditioal aiiocUstUml tiMl a iuma*Laole 
fJteHomeHim. o^ HUi ftefUod ^bufiii*^ UUi f«fuod MMilim. imfOH tktiii 
afifAuUiceiUip. in fuUiticeit oAfotUiaiioH and fiJiofto^ahda. WitU fuUiUeal 
acUolifm, iU» ^*du fowutaliim foi imfutsU eutd oiHctdatUut o^ 74*du 
HsutifjOfie* t>i»muidouiiif iKcfiMiAed 
MtuUmi het^an to. >uiii». tUei^ uoice. pA edMoatioH, •mftlwfm^Ht and 
*iefaAeieHtaiio4t. *JIIA MuiUm. itrnfCfU to- i«iuv» tUeifi, nifUtitH tUoie ifJim*U 
oulmmaied in Uuit. HjejeclUm o^ tUe Oudian NatUutal coMfHoU, and ledefi 
tU«4f fud jfudit tke demand o^ iefuifude HeffiUuUaidoH. *Jlio. lemfMOfe. 
co*iUo4teMif tUoufU o^ fAime. imfo^toHce in tUo JkndurMiAlim cnUmud 
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oiUeK Ucmd Uai ifUuui^ cJttmt tUe MuiUm. KefeotioM. o^ tU* am^^mU. and S*^ 
Sfed'l RpJe ii duelf iU^UUfUied. 
'/JU/^ G&oftUi - I4>idu JoMMolUm and iU MtUitmal Mo4>mmmMi, 
ieeJu to- tluddtUt Ut» lalaiioniUip. heiuMut I4fidu J944fuudUm attd MdUoHol 
mooemenL *JUe 1S^ c«4tttiA4f ma/i^ed tUe coHioUdatUm o^ Uut BniUiU 
Ondia. *1U ectmomici fuUictel o^ BuiUiU wefi*. uUdalf HmianUd 
uducU ^aue. imfieiiU cmd €HcoMKat^ma*tt to. tlw 9*uUan national mouomtnt 
and Ondian fuJdic a44>akenin^ 6onicio4UneA4. amon^ juitdic o^ til 
defUo^aMe oonditioH nndeft, ptJiaifn domination ii tUe main doaaloftmont o^ 
tUu fuJiiod and it utai mainly duo to tlte iocial, fiotiticai and islufioHi 
moaemeni ita/Ued l^ tUo ie^otml and futl/ici^od ^ tUe pJUid.. 
*7<Ue i4ted/e*n education h/um/fld fieoolniiona^tf olumfoi in ioeiottf, 
efuaied a claii o^  UdeUUfeHtUa, undeA. wJtoie. ailo qnidance Ondia ^ou^Ut 
Uefi. laitte o^ !tndefundenoe. *JUe woitefm odncation of»n tUa jjtood ifoto o^ 
ULoAal CufiofuoH tUouflU and ^oUe^ed tlte. dftifUt 0/ funaiiianoo in Ondia, 
condeqnenii^, ^iainf. ii*Ut iodo^Jielitfioui moaomenL Qolonial usiU, itdal^ 
fene*aied a 4enie o^ nniif ^ nni^ffin^ uUtU 4oadutafd and 4a//ttfa^d, 
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uMijftJim iifiiuK of odmtmihtUioH, ^ooe^MOHoe, io4u. maune •ia. fuUUioal 
WitU an. «^»k/ o^ utKHOCuloK ftfiMli, a lafuf*. Humlfh o^ Aooial atid 
fuMiioat' oJifOMfifatiimA. camt ptHe puutt emd Ui oUctdaiiiut Ktlattd- inia. 
puttidaiioH 0^ IfnAioH HatioHol Qtuuf^sAl. *JU» OMJUOH MOUOHOI QoHf^aU^ 
fUit ^ofMi iUe dtmemd o^ lUfiAeWHiaiioe mUittUioHi, SHdioHifcUion o^ 
lefuUoei, iUafie. in tUe. fiut«>uuiHoe, iM^oAm. in, ^Ucal poiioiei, ismooal o^ 
ft4H/e*if tic Ut» ^tmdamudal oJtfeot44U. o^ GoH^fitli JMcLtdtd fifiomotUm. o^ 
OndioH. KaUoHolUm. Uti aim, UMU to- loiitfi 
oiumtfu^ *JU». u^mooulal. ffntii iecame. tUt mouikpitee o^ ^ndkuU and 
cfteaUd auMfuwuli. amoHf tUe fteopU. 
^ 4*0^ 6!liaftJlu - (ipU 4H NaUoH BmUitu^ UiM^ to. tU 
^oJMpumi tko ^olt^fJa^ed tuf tUo l4ndu f044fuudUm. In mMoH UuUUnif, *fUo 
fAUi AefU fuofdo in^ftMHod a&out tUo UofftentHf, afuumd turn. 9ti, noU 
became imfkontaut ^ iUafUHf and motdduuf, tko fuJdie oftimoH. *JUo fHuii 
UMU hoAfumUitU jftK dif/^tUioH o^ UnoiiUedfo and, tlmi iooamo a Itfmiol o / 
fAof^^U. &4f. IjiJnfinf tUe poofdo o^ ^ atuat^ tuofuuU o/»4«« to oacU otkafi, 
fonfiMoUim jfi&tohod tito 4fu*it o^ national iHtef^attoH. 
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RtUa. oj tUe ft/teii, Up/eciaUif ttutMfuU modtldiH^ tUt duUnf o^ HOUOH 
dwUtuf, iJte 1T^ cmd 2(r* oudtifuf wai HoimwtpMu^ *1li» ftHoiUm like 
maladmiHUtlaiiott, HadicaUim, 9d*tcatioHat fudicUi, diicfumUtatUm., 
aciiidUel o^ GUfUUian mUiioMOJueA, a^cfUoitaUae •eoHomic fuUdeiti o^ iAe 
HnituU wefte. Ui^JUifUUd in Ut«. 'Uldu f^sU. QoMUfnttUlf, eUdUd a 
VefuiaotdaA p t e^ fioAed a <f/uat tltft»at to- tUa. umll-tihtMoUaa 
ctJoHial fUHUtfi, it eUJMHted tUe 4o/e o^ oftpoditiimat ^o4oe to. tne BidtOiU 
<f04*en4UHe*iL OiUfOimiad futMic ofUnioH utai tUt maHi^itatioH o^ tlte 
deaelofUKeHt o^ tUe ftfieii. 9t titimttiattd fuJtUc IpMt and Ati kifk 
ittittati'Uf ot pHinic <w/w. 
WiiU tUa <^io4uiU o^ HatioHal tmut»ma*U, ftA»ii iK Ondia iaeamt ooeal 
and odticed o/ BuitiJi fuUioiel. *Jlufi^aJu., tUa etdminUtuUioH mad* iti. 
•a^HuAt »Ha*t ta avuU iU. ^^tuidit if »HaciiH^ ua*ioMA it^iiiatioMi, SdHtoJU 
«xe4e fufiA«c44i«d cmd moHf weJie ttouuduied o^ diA» ooHieqMeHoai. 
'Unde^ tita. iM^ence o^ Pan-^diamiim. 74*dM. f044futaUi*K Aeetune mo*e 
tufifffMlUue in, tUeiJi tone atfOinU tUa &>uiiiU imftafUal drnUfn in *jMiJmf. *JUe 
newdfUifjeM like. &m*eJe, /^«^!^i^ trnd Jemdke^t fifieaekad atUl-BfUtUk 
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ofUHdOH tmd Ondian. Mtulimi utefut co4udttctd o^ tUtU uiifUtM. UUnf in 
damftK. *7ii4U V^du PleAd. came UeatUlf tm Z4e fout*HmMtt and iU foiioiei. 
*1U I4>uiu PnUi at tkat time. UoiUfld tke. Mtutdm 
udUak UMU tUe fffuaUU oo*itUiu€i*oH o^ tUe y*du P^Uid, fUoftd. Buidt, iUe 
ftAmU, mad* ualua^e conUiidiUoM. in tUe ^ald o^ aiMu4al ifUmu it alia 
Haiud finoidtm^ ^ aeed ^ cimutum. man. 
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Hot udtU UOHAUU^ Ul i4Kme4i4e. imfto'daMcef atai not 
cfuiicaUif iindied. *Jdl date na wofMuJUU wo^ 
Uu^AlifUimf I4fuiu f04€^iHalUm m J^iUofucal fjAoifMecJiae 
du/imf laie^ koJH o^ tlte f9^ xx4>dwuf did ofipeaA. On Ute 
fi/iofioded iJUudtf an attempi ii made to. look, into tlte 
fudiiicaif iociO'-eco4i04nic and cultural a/ieai o^ Ondian 
Jfiiio^ tliAoncflt dfiectaclei. of fon^Hotiim, *7Ae tltoUi U 
la/ufeltf laied on in^o^unxUion aaailaUe in newAfuifU^ 
tUen ouAAoni in c4^c4fctaiio4U *1Uo fte/Uod coue^ed id 1S50 
to 1906 A%. 
*1Ue wsfmoMulan. pAeiA. did tUo/ioui^IiLf deic/Ulte tlto 
eack and eoefuf, aA/pect of the iocietif. 9t t^ied to eoKilnaie 
luUo^AcaX doaelof^mnii emlodifinf. naiionaliU 
fJiono^nenoH. ai Uen in the t<i4Uf44a<^e pAeU edfocialLf, 
inldn. ^Ue political deaelopmenti, in tlte co4itnbin 
HeceiUtaied tlu. (ytoijidk o^ a oocai fiAeii. BOOH. I4fidu 
ft^eid. cdoHa udtU oUte^ ue^ncumla^. newijfuip/efii ftoAed a 
a^eat UtAeai ta tUe welL-e*iUe4icked coltmial fuuue^ ai 
Uten. heoam& nefiAe4e*daiioe. o^ futMic ofiiHian aiul 
inc/ieaied awaAene<ii. 
JLiq^iudatuut o^ tUe MufUal Cmfu^e, attd ^uuU Ucuu 
in iS57 uHtneUed the. (>ciAo4HouHic4f o/ tUe. l^futuU 
colo4tUdii*n uJ*fi4j^atUu^ OnAltian ijocietif, fxoiiUcaUif, <U 
weii <U ecoH04fucaUtf'. ^Ue fiAedd mal tlt& onLf fiiauUMe 
medi444nf tUntuu^ udUoU a fiAoteAt ac^aiHit tUe tyiMocmcei 
COHM J» loafed. *1Ue pAedd, iUui. hecame. out e^^icaci044d 
4Ji34Ce 44t 
^Boiio^ ojf tUmf oe^naculaA. fiAeAi ^e(^a4t 
to. 
AUc/UmUiaiio4t, economic ti/uUn. etc. in tke*^ coLuMHi. 
lefL^edAiifo 4*iecM4AeA. o^ the <fO<teAiune4it eKe^Ued an 
adue^ie e^/ec^ on tUe fuMic, and instead o^ IfcUuf. calmed 
dcMm,, tke. laiteA, itecatKe. mo^e. coHicioHi and fiAeAi 
hecam& mofie mcfilani. ^Ue fUifM/i4, o^ tUode timed, oe^ 
well ne^KJed Ike mind a4id tlUnJUiUf, o^ tUe peofUe and 
tUetf, utUced UteVi (UUne o^ a dUane in tUe ^04te^uui4ice o^ 
tUe C0444iifl4f, 
WlieH lite fiAedi in Oadia hecame a UiAeai to- tlie 
impe/Ualidtn, Icuad wene e4Uicied and o^ulitiancei 
idAi4ed to- cUecJi tUe ^IOH^ tide o^ OndUwi H<itio*tcMd*n. 
OndUi tlte finedd-, it deemd-, wad aitned at to ^ftake tUe 
IMU^ CMKiAe o^ tltei^ middeedd. l/OUett OndUiKd took- to 
f044^uudid4K, tlte dtMiqtfle. fot iHtendi^ied. *7lte eafdie^ 
fOM^uudidtd iiood ^ fioUtical and dooial ^e^otmd. 9H tUe 
fAocedA, deue/ial fou^4uUidid Uad to dacAilice tUei^ tile lo^ 
tlte fi/uUeciion o^ f^teedom o^ fAedd,. Ad loM^uaCfe <pAedd 
dioAied heco4tuK(f. iac^eadinc^ fiofuila/if mo4e and mjo/ie 
ed44caled fieofxU joined fou^4talilni. Boon diUe^ent 
*1Ue, fiAofoded UteUi U iiUictltf. Ia4ed 04t fiefo^ o^ 
iUe He44AdfiafieM fuJduUed itt oe^HoaUaA. laH<fUa4^eA. 
tliem Uaae. leett de>Ufi04fed 04. lo4i. WUate4te4, ii aaadoMe. 
ca»tt le nead oat fi^ofie^ltf., Utene^a^e; om Uai to. W!^ 
44fum. tlte imfio^toHi e^U^act of Hei4*ifuifae^ aacUloMe in 
uoUufteA in ^.P. Statei AlclUiMi JliUik4i04A*. and tUe, 
/i/cUiOHcU A^clUueAf Pile4U. %eUu. Pnittta^ 6o44/uxi in tlte 
pt44ti o^ ^ooo4¥UHeHt ^ecoidd Acute heen uded e^xieti4iaeltf. 
"Me /7/^^a4A ^Hd/^/u/e ^a^e^ doAted ^ BVi, Bifed 
AluKcJ, Kkan in 1S66 udUck co4itimted HfUa 1S9S 
coKUii44iei tlte main 6ouAce. BimilaAlif ^aJ!i^4^¥€/-esJJ!i/a^ 
0/ BiA, Bifed AUmad KUOH, WlUcU U auKUicMe <d tlie. 
Mcu4i(ma Afad£iUaAif, A.MM, Alifatlt U 0/ 
Iwlfi. Gofuel 0/ ^///id^ft-^-^4ic^Htua U aucUlaMe at Ai>a*u/ 
J^U^OH Redea^cA £iUaA4f, 2>efUt. 0/ JfidUi^, A.MM, 
AUfo/Ui. 
motUe/t G4ui ^ aiUe/i ^  tUelt faaUent uHdeUtandiHf and 
<fOod 4AUilie4k ^ tUu wo^f ai it ettolaed twe/i ma4Uf 
ifeoAi. WiiUcud Ute4A, bUuuUfi., 9 tkUtk tUu wo^k ocuM 
#ie«ie4 luu/je heen amtpAeted. 
9 otK dedicaiincf, tke Uieiii to. Hi4f Qn<i4uL-^<iiUeft 
Ja/e ^ajU/lJ^ma4 and Qnawi-MoUu^ £^ife^ /JAmad 
*1Ue4^ loue and of^eoUoH iudiamed me JUiAuUf. 
cltaUe4UfUuf, and ^o^imaiiae. datfi, 64Hce> icUoolUu^. ^ke4f 
fiemxuHed a coHUant ixutAce o^ UtUufuiiioH. 
9 am uftmeH^eLf <yuite^td ta .3^ A^B/tendta ^ E / 
^fH^A, wAa took fijouu to okeck e«te^ iitu^ We^e#tce 
atid d^uuu aUe4itio*t to tUo ie4«ei o^ Unnde^f udt4ck olten 
edcofied. m^ odfUoHce. 9 am ifAeatt^ UidelUed to Uu 
of OwLoH ludoMf. <MU Uiffo^ 
and kmAneAi wiii alufOtfA lemaiH OJ^UAU Ui mif. me4njo^. 
OH^act 9 don't Uaoe. antf, UeiUaUoH, acktuuidedfmf tUat 
none of tUu could Uaoe of co44/Ue, heen fM46iLU wUluud 
ike. UideLaiufoMle atui e4iUu444a<6iic lufi/jfui^t of uU. 
SiM^A. 9 a»H alia <yuUeful to J2i*. SiM^'k e4itine. fa4fulif 
Lofi> aUection catd UtifU^atuut, uducU 9 alutcufi. fteceioea. 
9t 
edfjecdalLf. to P4o^ S. P. ^ufi/a, QUa4A4Ma4i. & 
Qoo^dUusio^, Qeitien. of /JduoHced Stadiff ^efus/U^nent of 
tJfiilo/Uf. and 3ieaH^ ^ticult^ of Social Sciencei, fo^ Uu 
enUuiidaitic Aufipo^. 9 find HO wo^uii to e^x/pAeii, Ht4f 
tkatiUi to Piof. Q*ipia UAUO fuided me at e>ae^ itofe of 
tfUf ReAeatcU fU4AA*Ut6>. 
9 null he faiUiUf, in mif dtdif. if 9 do not 
ia 
camfleU tlUi dufje^uixuU taik. 
Amo4Uf. tlie ma4Uf> teacLe^ to- udumt 9 tuue feMonal 
de6t ol ^^atUude^ 9 wiudA Uke to- cuJutowledfe 
^a4a ^/lU, ilwif. wene aUuKUfi i^ene/uuii and Uelp^j^. 9 
lutd Ha €uatdA ta ex/pAedd. nuf tyiaiitude to- m4f >te4M^^ea 
teacJie/i. Afo/id. /joUat ^CUHOH yo^ heitUf. tlte. i^iUdUuf-
^iMefi. 9 f^ leUolien ta, ta 3t. SJluuics^ JeA 
/JAOH, aUut- i^pent Uu luUucUde time ta nead (uU the tUeUi 
and cafiAected udte^ev^e^ HeceHaMf., ipeciai tUattki ta J2U. 
AfofSotfJ ^AmaJ /!Aa^ and 3d. ^m/i^a^ ^JtmaJ 
ficAtuudaAlif. afu- ta he- tUanked ^ ^itUtUf, coAuui catutiel 
a4id ooofie^aiUm. *1Ue 644fi^pjo^ exiended tuf- m4f, buendi 
^m/* ^/a^My ^^Jta^ j8a^ S/iamd and ^/im Suidtfu* wUo. 
tUaJu to. ^^AauJJ^ / 7 ^ 
^Jufuu^ udui. worked o«/uf meUculouiltf j ^ tUe 
A44CceAA<^ co4fvpletio4i oj tUe taik, 
*1Uu iuo^ uMudd Hot luute. heen fioiiiMe uutitout 
tliA kelp, o^ fKtf It^JoiUe^ Komeltf: ^€!44^ue , ^i^a^H , 
/j/!ui/ui y ^kt^oofue^ %M4iee* and ^daJ. Mtf UdteAd: 
Ho^neUf, AiSHeea a4<id ^oMee^ too- dia Uaae im<me4tie 
a^eciio4>i. 9 am miuJt Uuielied to ^H4iMi4, j^uu and 
^ifi^i/* JS/US/. 9 am. alia tUaHk^ul to {//ui^ia^ Sa^dti lo^ 
Uu Uelp.. 9 am (fnai^ul to AfiSH^oc^. /<? SuAid^ud, 
e^UendeJi tUein. iuUucJUe Uela.. 
Amjon^ tke. in^UUutUmal delU,, tUattki. a4e dtM. lot 
<MSA404U ^o^UKd. o/ indidfteHdolUe aiUUoHce to dtall oi 
NatioHoi AnclUueA, New. %eUu, W StaU State^'uJuv^, 
£i4ckMow., Kliuda Rokik fCUoH OfiUfUal JLiUaAAf, PcMus., 
McudoHO, /lysd JUl4aA4f, AMV. 9 am lufkUf. tUan^ld to-
the dta^l o^ ^uAuUkuian RedeoAc/t JUiUa^, Jbefxi/UmeHt 
9 <UK <yuUe>^uJ. to. ^4^ jSAeu iiJui. fiaiie4Ulif, 
decifdiened nuf w^UtUu^ and <^ it OH the Wo^ PloceUo^ 
in time^. 
AfcUn 9 fui4f mtf 4fieoicU tUa4iki to. nuf, ^cUUeA. 
jancM RaiUeieMiddiH, AUmad (Uid m4f ^eacUe^ ^ 4 . M.P. 
BUu^f UAUO. Uai tteen a model o^ fUitie4>vce, eue*i (f^eate^ 
fuUience Uai Iteeti. e^Kendied tu^ ^ui/ieHti ai e«ie .^ 
Needled to. iejf, aMf, e/i/ui^ that tu 
tUedii a^e. mine aloHe. 
%ate: :3?- X - 9 ^ 
If OL*^ 
P/ace.- >^(^f<^^ /^e*ate^As^ 
URDU JOURNALISM - A BACKGROUND 
URDU JOURNALISM - A BACKGROUND 
Journalism means writing for newspapers, magazines and 
periodicals. It is conmiunication of infonnation through writing in 
periodicals and newspapers. The human being has an inborn curiosity to 
know about day to day happenings around him. A journalist plays a 
significant role to keep people well informed about different affairs of 
human society. 
According to Webster's Third International Dictionary journalism 
means "the collection and setting of material of current interest for 
presentation, publication or broadcast."* Twentieth century Dictionary 
defmes journalism as "the profession of conducting or writing for public 
journalism." In other words journalism means the communication 
regarding the events of a day through written words, sounds or pictures. 
Journalism is basically the communication of news but it may also 
contain certain features for the entertainment of the readers. According to 
the Columbia Encyclopaedia, Journalism means the collection and 
periodical publication of news. It includes writing for editing and managing 
such media as the newspaper and periodical. Journalism had grown 
proportionality with political, socio-religious, economic, cultural and 
technological advances of the various countries throughout the world. 
1. Webster, Third International Dictionary, p. 470. 
2. Chamber, Twentieth Century Dictionary, p. 662. 
In the 20**" century the power of the individualistic journalist 
declined in the face of rapid technological advances. The growth of the 
news agency made vast stride in reporting techniques, heavier dependence 
on advertisement and further broadening of education and reform. 
Journalism tremendously ramified in all places but tended to become more 
standardized, impersonalized and sensationalized in England and in the 
United States of America. 
Journalism aims at the service of people by dissemination of news. 
Its purpose is not only to spotlight the social, political and economic evils 
but also to educate, inform and instruct the general masses. The press helps 
greatly in the formation of public opinion^ .^ 
In modem age the press is called the "Forth Estate". It enjoys a very 
important place in the society and plays a very vital role in a democracy. 
The press protects the ordinary persons against the injustice and tyranny of 
the rulers. It is the upholder of rights and freedom of the citizens. It is the 
voice of the people and watchdog of their interest. 
With the growth of human society, necessity was felt to know about 
the different people living at distant places within a certain geographical or 
territorial limit. Subsequently, the desire to know about others and also to 
let other know led to news collecting, writing, communicating and 
2A. Abdus Salam Khursheed, Sahafat Pakistan-o-Hind Mein, P. 131. 
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transmitting and this culminated into what is called modem journalism. 
Since time immemorial travelers and trading caravans constituted the 
primary vehicle for transmission of news. Wherever they visited they 
narrated their story of journey, social, polity and economic aspect of their 
native places. Climatic conditions too, remained a great attraction for the 
people of different regions. 
Sense of insecurity promoted the human being to organize 
themselves into a political and social unit to safeguard their economic and 
social interest. As a result monarchy came into being. Manu^ is accredited 
to be first political theorist, who formulated a constitution, democratic in 
nature as its basic characteristic, wherein Manu propounded the village as a 
basic unit of administration. For every village a headman was appointed 
and he was held responsible for transmitting the news of all-important 
happenings to his superiors'*. This was the mechanism adopted to keep the 
king informed about day to day happenings as well as public opinion. 
Public opinion has been regarded as the mainstay of political authority. The 
vedic scriptures ordained a king to abdicate if the public opinion went 
against the king .^ 
3. Manu famous sage and lawgiver of Hindus, his book the Manusamhita deals with 
all aspects of domestic life of an orthodox Hindu. S. Bhattacharya, A Dictionary of 
Indian History, P. 579. 
4. Manu, Manusmirti, Chapter 7 clause 115, 116. 
5. R.K. Mukheijee, Hindu Civilization, Vol. 1, p. 82. 
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In ancient India theorists and lawgivers prescribed an elaborate 
system of espionage ensuring collection and transmission of news for state 
purpose and king, therefore, maintained a vast body of intelligence officers 
and secret servicemen. Kautilya* advised the king to employ efficient spies 
for knowing what was happening in the realm . 
Arthasastra" contains a detail account of secret services, which 
constituted the fundamental aspect of the Muryan administration. The 
Secret Services, in fact, kept the king in touch with problem of the people 
and of course this added to kings popularity in the Empire'. 
The spies were recruited from different walk of life barber, 
astrologer, humble survitudes, students, prostitutes, dancing girls, orphans 
(especially trained for the work), holy men, beggars, fortune tellers etc. 
They in the absence of any news writing provided necessary details to the 
king^", who with help of these spies strengthen, his control on the 
administration. Thus espionage system did work somehow as modem press. 
Detectives played a crucial role in the formation of public opinion as well 
6. Also called Chanakya or Vishnugupta was a Taxilan Brahman. He was the author 
of Arlhasastra, the most famous book in Sanskrit an polity. He was Chief Minister 
of Chandragupta Maur>'a. S. Bhattacharya, Dictionary of the Indian History, p. 
515. 
7. R.C. Majumdar, Age of Imperial Unity, p. 325. 
8. Shama Sastri, who discovered the book and edited and translated it (1909-15) for 
the first time. Jacobi, V.A. Smith, Jayaswal, Ganapati Shastri who issued a fresh 
edition of the Text with an excellent commentary, J.J. Mayar who translated the 
work into German; K.A. Nilkantha Sastri, Age ofNandas and Mauryas, pp. 190-
91. 
9. A.L. Basham, The wonder that was India, p. 123. 
10. Romila Thapar, A History of India, Vol. 1, p. 84. 
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in countering the insurgency. The king through detectives kept himself 
fully informed regarding secret activities of the people, officials and other 
rebellious tendencies before taking an ugly turn". 
Through ambassadors, appointed into different countries the 
rulers gathered information about political and military occupation of those 
coimtries. A.L. Bashasm, rightly argues that in the territories of enemies 
diplomatic personnels not only obtained information on the strength and 
plans of the king's foes but also encouraged sedition and plotted the 
assassination of the enemy king and his ministers* .^ 
In ancient India, though news writing was not a fiilly developed 
institution but the people realized its significance in political arena of life. 
Intelligence system during medieval period remained one of the 
most important pillars of administration. Efficiency of administration 
depended on how effectively the espionage system was working. It helped 
in maintaining and strengthening the despotism of the rulers. Under the 
Delhi Sultans, Barid-i-Mamalik, the chief news writer, under whom there 
was a host of news writers and spies hold high position in the 
administration . Widi the help of these spies and news writers, the emperor 
11. Natrajan, History of Indian Journalism, Report of the press Commission 
(1955),Vol.II,p. 3. 
12. Basham, A.L. The Wonder that was India, p. 123. 
13. Zaiuddin, Bami, Tarikh-e-Firoz Shahi pp. 24-25, see also Siyasat Namah pp. 57-58 
and 65; Aufi; Tawamiul-Hakayat, p. 319. 
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kept himself fully acquainted about the happening within and outside his 
empire. 
Abul Fazl has rightly remarked that Oriental monarchs, realised 
from earliest times the necessity of news services*'*. "Keeping records is an 
excellent thing for a govenmient, Abul Fazl writes, it is necessary for every 
rank of society. Though a trace of this office may have existed in ancient 
times, its higher objects were recognized in the present reign. His majesty 
has appointed zealous, experienced and impartial clerks."*^ 
To appoint news writers or Waqianaw is'' in different parts of the 
country was prevalent under the Delhi Sultans and the Mughals. On the 
basis of their reports important decisions were taken and imperial pohcies 
were formulated and promulgated*'. Kotwal was supposed to appoint spies 
for ensuring the observance of Emperor's ordinance and for acquainting 
government with important developments'*. As far as court was concerned, 
utmost care was taken for the preparation of official bulletin of day today's 
occurrence at the court and several of these Akhbarat are still available in 
archives*'. 
14. Abul Fazl Ain-i-Akban. p. 258. 
15. Ibid., p. 268. 
16. The word Waqianawis is derived from Waqia means an event and nawis means 
writer, also called Waqia Nigar. There was a Waqia-nawis in each subah. From 
several places in the Tuzuk-i Jahangiri we see that the bakshi of the subah often 
held the post of Waqia-nawis at the same time vide, Tuzuk-i- Jahangiri, pp. 121, 
137. 
17. Ain-i Akbari, p. 258. 
18. V.A. Smith, Akbar - The Great Mughal, p. 382. 
19. The Akhbar-e-Darbar-e Mualla or Court bulletin for 51 years of Auranzeb's reign 
and early years of Bahasdur Shah reign are available in large number at Bikaner 
Archives, see M.P. Singh. Town, Bibliography, pp. 339-40. 
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System of postal service was well established under Sher Shah. He 
gathered information from all parts of his empire through his trusted and 
expert spies. Sher Shah revolutionized the transportation system by 
constructing roads often described as arteries of the empire. Further he built 
Sarais which were utilized as Dakchowki^^. Sher Shah, though had a brief 
period of administration but he established a very efficient postal system. 
He received news one through government officials and secondly from 
secret news services. Even they used to send the important news of outside 
ofhiskigdom . 
Oriental monarchs realized the significance of dak to keep 
themselves frilly acquainted with happenings, they appointed waqai in 
every district and they held responsible for quick transmission of news to 
monarch as well as ministers. Any failure or fault could invite severe 
punishment^ .^ 
Under the Mughals, Akhbar-nawasi or Waqia-Nigari made 
remarkable progress. The necessity of gathering news of the Empire, 
according to Abul Fazl meant, "an excellent thing for a government and 
even necessary for every rank of society". The importance of maintaining 
news is even more forcefiiUy emphasized by Aurengzeb, in his last will he 
20. Ghulam Husain Tabatabai, Siyar-ul- Mutakherin, p. 224. 
21. Qanungo, Sher Shah, p. 393. 
22. Nizamuddin Ahmad, Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Vol. I, p. 79. 
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writes "The main pillar of government is to be well informed in the news of 
kingdom, negligence for a single moment becomes the cause of disgrace for 
longer years". 
The art of news writing, though prevalent in ancient time as well but 
people realized its real value only during Akbar's reign, writes Abul Fazl. 
The Mughals organised an elaborate system which has been well described 
by Sir Jadunath Sarkar. According to him there was four-fold organization. 
1. Waqia-nawis or WaqianigaP^ 
2. Sawaneh-negaP'^ 
3. Khufia nawis^^ 
4. HarkarcP'^ 
In fact these officials helped successfully to run the administration which 
required close contact with different parts and provinces of the Empire. 
23. Abul Fazl, Ain-i-Akbari (Phillot) I p. 268-70; Jadu Nath Sarkar, Aurengzeb, Vol. II, 
p. 216; Siyar-ul-Mutakherin (Centenary) Vol. HI, pp. 173-5. 
24. The term Waqia-nawis sometime written as Waqia-nigar and Swanehnigar means 
something, viz. a writer or surveyor of occurrences. Waqia-nigar was more regular 
and public reporter. Waqia-nawis attached to every field, army, province and large 
towns (Mirat-e-Ahmadi 174 - 75). In Hedayat-ul-Qawaid, the waqia-nawis is 
charged to send his reports of occurrence once every week. 
25. The duty of Swanehnigar was of the nature of a secret reporter on important cases 
only. Sawneh-nigar were placed at important places and times only. He was 
intended to be spy and a check on the former. (Mirat-i Ahmadi, 175). According to 
Hedayat-ul-Qawaid, the Swanehnigar send his reports eight times in a month. 
26. Khufia Nawis or 'secret writer' was the most confidential agent. He reported 
secretly on events without any communication with the local authorities who often 
did not even know his name (Alamgimamah 1081). 
27. Haricara literally meanings carrier of news, but really a spy who generally brought 
oral news and some times also sent news letters c/M.P. Singh, Town, p. 89. 
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Unless the ruler kept himself informed of news, events throughout the 
empire he would never feel safe at the capital. 
All these officials enjoyed special privileges, and humiliation to 
them might attract the wrath of king and offender was accordingly 
punished^*. Under Mughals the Waqianawis were guaranteed security and 
safety to their life and property. Khafi Khan described that in the 11* 
regional year of Jahangir, Abdullah Khan, the subedar of Ahmedabad 
humiliated and misbehaved a waqianawis. The matter was reported to the 
Emperor who immediately removed the subahdaP'^. 
Under the Mughals, the art of Akhbamawesi made a phenomenal 
progress. With the passage of time, during Aurangzeb's time Akhbarnawis 
spread throughout the empire. As a matter of fac^ t one come across with an 
abundance of Akhbarnawis and Swanehnigar. This has mistaken the 
historians as they derived the conclusion that during the reign of Auranzeb 
newspapers were being published. 
"This is very interesting fact", writes Margarita Bams that, 
"newspapers enjoyed fiill liberty during the Mughals what was lacking 
under their successors that is the English."^" It were English who imposed 
restriction till Charles Metcalf liberated the Press. 
28. Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar, Mughal Administration, p.51. 
29. Khafi Khan, Muntakhab-ul-Lubab, Vol. II, p. 286. 
30. Margarita Bams,772e Indian Press, p. 5. 
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Margarita Bams quoted S.C Sanyal in favour of his argument, 
Sanyal said that the referred handwritten newspapers of the Mughal period 
are found in Muniakhab-ul-Lubab of Khafi Khan. He described that 
newspapers were distributed among soldiers, further he informed that under 
Aurangzeb newspapers enjoyed full liberty^*. Sanyal further remarked that 
before the coming of printing press in India it was generally believed that 
newspapers served the purpose of secret service. But this was not the case 
of hidian newspapers during the 17* century. These papers are not only 
meant for king and nobility but for public as well. These newspapers in true 
sense were similar to modem newspapers. They served truly as public 
press^ ^ and were issued to give information for people of the country. 
During the Mughal period we are told about Court bulletin issued 
daily in evening at the Royal Court. It contained news of the court 
proceedings of day just passed and also there used to be news sent by waqai 
from different parts of the Empire. It was in the form of public 
announcement of the news of the Empire. Under Akbar this paper was 
designated as Akhbar-i Darbar-Mualla^^. During the reign of Shahjahan it 
was popularly known as Akhbar-i Darul Khilafat-i Shahjahanabac^. 
31. Margarita Bams, op. cit., p. 32, Calcutta. Review, Vol. CXXIV, p. 355. 
32. Islamic Culture, Hyderabad, Vol. I, No. I, pp. 122-23. 
33. Khafi Khan, op.cit., p. 496. 
34. Ibid. 
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In Oudh, the Nawabs also issued similar newspapers, which was 
called '"Akhbar-e-Dewrhr^^. The Nawabs of Oudh also employed a large 
number of akhhamawis, they enjoyed the same position and status as the 
waqia-nawis under the Mughals^ *'. 
In this way the art of news writing and its transmission started long 
ago. But it was during the British rule that modem press developed and 
Journalism took its present shape. 
In the history of human civilization, the invention of press occupies 
most remarkable achievement. The Chinese are accredited for this 
invention, motive behind this was the publication of Buddhist literature. 
The Chinese achieved a landmark when they actually developed art of 
printing through block printing in the 7*'' century. From China the art of 
printing reached to Europe during the 12^ century. From Europe it spread 
to other parts of the world. 
There is a great deal of controversy about who has invented the 
printing in Europe. One view is that Lowrance Coster invented the art of 
printing. Contrary to this other view is that John Gutten Berg, native of 
Germany has invented the press and this is widely accepted view. It was 
through Germany the art of printing reached to other countries of Europe. 
William Cokston introduced printing press in England. 
35. Sleeman, Journey Through The Kingdom of Oudh, Vol. I, pp. 66-68. 
36. Margarita Barns, op. cit., p. 5. 
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In India, it were Portuguese who introduced printing press in 1550. 
Firstly, they imported two printing machines, which were used for the 
publication of religious scriptures. First printed book of vernacular 
language by the Portuguese preachers was the Tamil translation of Francis 
Xiveir's religious book in 1557. It was prescribed in the schools. A copy of 
its second edition of 1559 was preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale of 
Paris, France '^. 
This was the period of Akbar 1556-1605, when European Christian 
scholars in his darbar offered a few specimen of the European printing, the 
monarch did not like it in comparison to calligraphy. Thus Akbar didn't pay 
any attention towards the development of printing press in India. Had the 
monarch realized its significance and extended patronage to press the 
history of literary activities would have been quite different. 
After a long gap of twenty years, we came across a Malayali 
translation of Francis Xaviers book published in 1557. The printing press 
was established in 1602. After this we do not have any evidence of 
establishment of printing press. In the mid 17* century, there is an evidence 
of printing press of the Gujrati script, established by a Parsee Bhimji 
Parekh. Its printing was very attractive^*. 
37. William Carey, Exhibition of Early Printing, Calcutta, 1948, Catalogue, p. 1. 
38. Natrajan, History of Indian Journalism, Report of the Press Commission (1955) 
Vol.ll,p.3. 
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History of the development of printing press in India, to a large 
extent was associated with the expansion of political power of the East 
India Company. In 1772 an English printing press was established at 
Madras. Another was estabhshed at Calcutta in 1779. R.K. Trivedi says 
"the press in India like other western institutions implanted here owed its 
origin not to the government but to individuals inspired by a sprit of 
enterprise or service"''. With the introduction of printing press books, 
journals etc. began to be published. Private individuals and missionaries 
societies started their own presses. 
William Bolts was the first to announce his intention to pubhsh a 
newspaper in 1776 to highlight the misdeeds of the Company's servants^". 
But Mr. Bolts, though not succeeded in his mission for the publication of 
newspaper, he however created sensation when he pasted an advertisement 
seeking help for the printing press'**. Publication of any advertisement was 
unique one'*^  because in Calcutta and its surroundings there was no printing 
press. 
Bolts in his book 'Consideration of Indian Affairs' boldly confessed 
that how the Company's servants were draining away the wealth of the 
country*". From the tone of this book it is evident that if he had succeeded 
in his mission and got published newspaper the situation for East India 
39. R.K. Trivedi, The Critical Triangle, India, Britain and Turkey, p. 249. 
40. Buckland, Dictionary of Indian Biography, see Bolts. 
41. HoUward, William Bolts, p. 88. 
42. Busteed, Early Echoes from Calcutta, p. 161. 
43. Ibid. 
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Company's government would have become very critical. He was deported 
to England as punishment'* .^ 
After twelve years of abortive attempts of Mr. Bolts the first 
English newspaper was published by James Augustus Hickey on 29 
January 1780. Which was popularly known as Rickey's Bengal Gazette or 
Calcutta General Advertiser, a weekly political and commercial paper 
opens to all practices but influenced by none^. This paper was very famous 
by the name of Hickey's Gazette. Mickey's Bengal Gazette was in no way 
meant for the Indians to bring any sort of awakening among them. The 
paper was published in English, edited by an Englishman and meant only 
for the English readers. These people however also published sometimes 
very bold comments on the Indian Government and its policies'* .^ Which 
annoyed the British government and fmally Rickey's press was seized in 
March 1782 , with that his journalistic career came to an end. Mr. Rickey 
can rightly be regarded as father of the modem journalism in India. Other 
papers followed him. They also faced the similar wrath of the government, 
some of the editors were extemed from India. 
After nine months of the publication of the Rickey's Gazette another 
English newspaper was published known as the India Gazette. The basic 
44. William Bolts, Consideration on Indian Affairs, pp. IV-IX. 
45. Bams,77je Indian Press, p. 46. 
46. Ibid., p. 48. 
47. Hickey's Gazette No. 43, Nov., 18, 1780. 
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difference between the Mickey's Gazette and India Gazette was that the 
former was anti Company while later had supported and patronage of the 
Company. 
The third newspaper of India was Calcutta Gazette or Oriental 
Advertiser, fu-st issue of this paper was published on 4 March 1784 . The 
editor was Mr. Francis Gladwin. He was a great scholar of English and 
Persian - Calcutta Gazette also enjoyed patronage of the Company and 
published its editorial based on material provided by the Company '^. 
Since Persian was official language it became necessary to every 
official to learn it. Francis Gladwin wrote a book entitled 'Farsi Munshi\ 
edited dictionary on Mohammedan Law, and he also compiled a Persian-
English dictionary. 
One of the notable feature oi Calcutta Gazette was the publication of 
a regular Persian column under the head Akhbar-e-Muallaa at 
Shahjahanabad. The English translation of this was also published. 
Abdullah Yusuf Ali, is of the view that Calcutta gazette was the first 
printed newspaper in current language^". Through the news items of this 
newspaper People used to know about socio-political as well as educational 
48. Margarita Bams, The Indian Press, told the date of publication of Calcutta Gazette 
in February 1784. This is not true. This first issue of the Calcutta Gazette was 
published on 4th March 1784. See also Seton-Kar, op. cit., p. 2. 
49. See correspondence of Francis Gladwin and permission granted for its puWication. 
Official correspondence (Home Public) No. 20 20A February 9, 1780. 
50. Yusuf Ali, Cultural History of India British Period, p. 89. 
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activities of that period. Besides the entertainment avenues of the European, 
it also contained current market rate of the commodities. The Calcutta 
Gazette, published the news of martyrdom of Tipu Sulatan and besiege of 
Srirangapatnam. The Europeans on a massive scale celebrated this tragic 
event, as they successfiiUy removed a great hurdle for their mission to 
subjugate Hindustan*'. 
On 12 October 1785, first newspaper of madras was published. Its 
name was Madras Courier, its editor and owner was Mr. Richard Johnson. 
This was a weekly paper containing four pages. In first two pages the 
summary of news fi-om England was published. On the third page Indian 
news were pubhshed. Letters fi-om readers also published on this page. 
Though this was not a regular paper, yet enjoyed the patronage of the 
British government. 
Another newspaper of Madras was Harkaru, its editor was Mr. Hug 
Boyd. It was published in 1793. In January 1795, Mr. Williamson 
published a newspaper, which was known as Madras Gazette. Afterwards 
Mr. Hamphrey published a newspaper known as Indian Herald. He 
published this newspaper without the permission of the government and 
therefore he was deported to England for violating the govermnent rule* .^ 
51. Selection from Calcutta Gazettes, Vol. Ill, pp. 28-29. 
52. Official Correspondence (Home Public) No. 1 May 15, 1795. 
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In 1795, Madras Gazette published some very objectionable news 
items which was not desired and therefore the Madras government ordered 
the news item to be censored. This was the first censor of the press in India. 
From Bombay, in 1789 first paper was published known as Bombay 
Herald. In 1790 Bombay Courier was published. The characteristic feature 
of this newspaper was that it used to publish advertisement of Gujrati, 
Marathi, Kannada and Urdu scripts. Its owner was Mr. Douglas Nicholson 
and editor was Mr. Luke Ash Burner. Another newspaper of Bombay was 
Bombay Observer, which was published in 1791. Before this Bombay 
Gazette was also published. According to William Carrey its pubhcation 
was started on 25the June 1790^ and this is true^ '* Calcutta Gazette no 
longer enjoyed the patronage of the British government, because once 
Calcutta Gazette criticized the police force. Thus censor was imposed on it. 
Later the owner of this newspaper accepted the complete subordination to 
the Bombay Govemment^ .^ 
In 1799 a paper namely Asiatic Mirror was published; Mr. Charles 
K. Bruce was its editor. It was he who published an article on the strength 
of the Company's army and local rulers, which fiiriated Wellesley who was 
engaged in war with Tipu Sultan. Wellesely asked the Company's servant 
53. Carrey, Good old Days of Honourable John Company, Vol. I, p. 314. 
54. Carrey, op. cit., p. 29. 
55. Margarita Bams, op. cit., p. 60. 
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to deport him to England. But Bruce excused and pardoned on the 
condition of adopting a soft attitude towards the government. 
Thus right from its inception, the press had to face certain challenges 
which raised the very question of its life and death. The more serious trial 
for the press however came in the time of Lord Wellesley and Lord Minto 
when for the first time in its history regular press laws were formulated. 
Wellesley a man of strong spirit and imperialistic disposition imposed the 
strictest censorship on the newspapers. Thompson writes regarding 
Wellesley "Journalist had to Avrite what he approved, if they wrote 
otherwise they left India"* .^ Lord Minto issued more severe directives 
against the freedom of press. Under him writes; Kay "this drain of the free 
difftision of knowledge became a chronic disease... It was our policy in 
those days to keep the natives of India in the profoundest possible state of 
liberalism and darkness" '^. 
During this period, Calcutta remained the biggest centre of 
newspapers. As Calcutta grew one of the largest conmiercial centre, 
therefore, there was every opportunity for these papers to flourish. As a 
result it was in Calcutta there was need to formulate regular press laws. In 
May 1799, Governor General in Council passed laws regulating press in 
India. 
56. Thompson, LordMetcalf, p. 317. 
57. Kaye, Life of Metcalf, Vol. II, p. 245. 
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The most important aspect of news writing during the 18^ '' century 
was that it was in no way Indian. During this period no vernacular 
newspaper was pubhshed. The English newspapers, which were published, 
were completely European in their appearance, tone and description. The 
editors as well as owners were English. Therefore, it can rightly be called as 
alien news writing system in India. 
In India the foundation of khabarnawisi was laid down by the people 
of ruling class who were disgruntled against the east India Company. 
Therefore, there was always tussle between these newspapers and 
Company. Till date there was no specific laws to regulate the press in India. 
Indian press was guided by those, which were promulgated in England. But 
the press enjoyed considerable freedom, of which press in India was 
deprived. The East India Company was not ready to bear the bum of any 
criticism. Any negligence in this regard was severely punished or even its 
editors were deported to England. 
Lord Hastings was totally opposed to the censorship therefore he 
decided to abolish censorship, but other restrictions, he however did impose 
for instance in the same year a law was passed by which anybody can be 
imprisoned without giving any prior notice of his crime. 
"A study of the Indian press, writes Margarita Bams," is necessarily 
also a study of the gradual and continued enlargement of the public 
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opinion."*' The consciousness for their rights and position among the 
public is more apparent with the growth of national movement and the 
press. The government realized its power and enacted special legislation to 
deal with the newspapers. If the press was not influential, the government 
would not have been vigilant on the press. Press legislation in India shows 
how the government was sensitive to the criticism of the press. The British 
authorities feared a violent overthrow of their rule. The government, 
therefore, discovered all possible methods to check the growth of press and 
consequently to arrest the progress of the national movement. 
The 19* century marked the beginning of a new era in the history of 
journalism because National consciousness went on increasing. 
Consequently, the newspapers has became an important means of mass 
communication, hence the study of vernacular press became important. The 
press was a medium of inter-communication between the govenmient and 
the public. 
"Many are the miracles of the modem age", says C.R. Srinivasan, 
"of them all, I should think the greatest is the modem newspaper. It is not 
only a miracle in itself It has laid the foundation for many miracles that we 
have witnessed in modem life. It makes and unmakes things. It creates and 
distroys the strength of the nation. It is pivout around which revolves the 
58. Margarita Bams, op.cit., P.XIII. 
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universe. It occupies the nuclear position in the life of the world. The 
present is essentially the age of the news paper and the immediate future is 
not likely to be different.". '^ 
The present is the 'propaganda age' where the press is the vehicle of 
propaganda and 'mass mobilization' regarding the significance of the press 
Wickham Steed has said, "The press is the Central problem of modem 
democracy" **" The power of the press may be realized from what the great 
philosopher Emerson has said, "No power in England is more felt more 
feared or more obeyed; what you read in the morning in The Times you 
shall hear in the evening in all societies, it has ears every where, and its 
information is earliest completest and surest". 
Abraham Lincoln, realizing the inmiense power of the press once 
said, ""The Times is one of the greatest powers in the world, in fact I do not 
know anything which has more power except Mississippi." The press was 
the formidable weapon in the hands of European, through which they 
organized their struggles against feudal nobility. Even in modem age, it 
was with the help of print media as well as electronic media the developed 
societies has maintained their hegemony over the developing and 
under-developed societies. It is said that Iraq War what is popularly known 
59. C.R. Srinivasan, Ttie Press and the Public, P. 1. 
60. Wickham, Steed. The Press, P.7. 
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"as Operation Desert Storm" was a "media war" which America fought on 
the soil. 
Jafferson, much criticized in Press, once he said that he would rather 
Hve in a country without a government but with a newspapers than in a 
countiy with good government and no newspaper. The newspapers kept the 
masses will informed about the happenings and ensure the people to 
perform their duties. They are sentinels of common weal. The press keeps 
vigil on politicians and government machinery to perform their duty 
judiciously. C.L.R. Sastri rightly remarks that, "They (newspapers) are the 
greatest need of the world". '^ 
The history of journalism is the history of man striving for ways and 
means of satisfying his curiosity about the happenings in and around the 
world. In the words of Herbert Breucker "Journalism, then, is the 
instrument we use to stock our heads with information about the world that 
we can never know for ourselves."" 
In the ever fast changing would and its day to day problems, the 
newspapers are the only means by which people can discuss the problems 
and rendered their solution. So the newspapers are fragments of history. 
Writing on newspapers, Norman Angell writes that "The newspapers are 
practically the only means which the conmiunity has of informing itself of 
61. Sastri C. L.R., Journalism, P.39 
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the facts which were to determine its collective decisions social or 
political." 
The newspapers are the world's encyclopaedia of life. They tells us 
everything from every quarter of globe. The press is a vital instrument for 
spreading views, holding discussions, making opinions effectively and 
quickly through its numerous issues available to the public. Desraeli, the 
great statesman, said, "The press is not only free but it is powerfiil. The 
power is ours. It has always worked for the people"." 
In modem times, the press has become such an important weapon 
that all the organs of the opinion in order to get publicity approach the press 
and they increase more influence if they have got a press to support them. 
They play an important role in shaping public opinion. The journalism is 
the most important effective, extensive, popular and convenient, and the 
cheapest and the surest method of moulding and formulating public opinion. 
It is the most important of the elements which constitute public opinion. 
It was during the second half of the 18* century, journalism stood as 
a proper medium to guide and infuse the spirit of nationalism. Harold 
Benjamin says, "Communication is a necessary tool of learning and mass 
communication is a prerequisite to mass education. A public spirited press 
62. Herbert Brucker, Freedom of Information, P.4. 
63. Norman Angell, The Press and the Organization of the society, P. 15. 
64. Dictionary of thoughts, P.497. 
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is a chief instrument whereby, contemporary society orders and changes its 
way in the director of clearly versioned goals of increased human 
welfare"*^ * 
The press which exercised influence every where in all the spheres is 
certainly a powerful institution and if properly used it is boimd to work for 
the good of humanity. If, the democracy is to work successfully the 
information system must be improved; it is the arms eye and ears of 
democracy. Newspaper served as the responsible advisor to the public. Its 
first duty was to provide the news without being subjective, secondly its 
duty was to present a certain view of public policy which is believed to be 
for the good of the state and the community. This made Wilkham Steed to 
say that the printing and selling of the news is a social service."^ 
Journalism is an aid to tiie administration and spokesman of the 
pubUc. It will bridge the gulf between the public and the government. It is 
the arms of democratic society. It served as a communication between the 
government and governed. Ramsay Macdonalled said that, "the journalist 
is a man whose craft means that by instinctive ability he can gather together 
and coordinate all those feeling that go to the making of public opinion". ^' 
Thus Newspapers constitute the 'life blood' of a democratic society. 
65. Quoted in New Survey of Journalism edited by G.F.Mott, P. 1. 
66. Wickham Steed, The Press. P.7. 
67. E. Sommerland, Mightier than the sword, (ed.) P.6. 
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URDU JOURNALISM 1850-1906 
URDU JOURNALISM I850 - I906 
By mid IS*** century, Urdu came to be spoken and understood by a 
considerable number of people in northern India and Hyderabad region. 
Yet, most of the government works and official communiques were still 
held in Persian. During this period there was such a powerful clout of 
Persian that writers and poets preferred Persian for their creative writings. 
Urdu as a mass media language had to struggle against the hitherto 
the Persian dominated intellectual circle. It was Fort William college,^  
where the shaping and development of Urdu was being undertaken by a 
large section of writers and Poets. Amazingly, a large number of books 
were translated into Urdu under the aegis of College. Composition and 
compilation of Urdu dictionary and prose books was undertaken with the 
support of the college. 
In spite of the remarkable progress made in Urdu prose writing, 
Persian remained the official language of the British East India company 
till 3^** decade of the 19* century. Consequently, Urdu newspaper could not 
attract the attention of the readers for a long period. This pathetic situation 
led the editor of Jam-e-Jahan Numa to remark that "the people of India 
whose language is Urdu but they need Persian writings".^ 
1. Fort William College was established in 1800, with an object to acquaint the 
British high officials with the vernacular languages like Urdu and Persian. 
2. Jam-e-Jahan Numa, dated 24th January 1828. 
When the British East India Company acquired political supremacy 
it started gradually to do away with the Mughal system. The British 
authorities regarded Persian as a symbol of the Mughal sovereignty, so they 
decided to replace Persian with Urdu and recognised Urdu as official 
language.^  Urdu under British patronage made tremendous progress and the 
number of Urdu newspaper increased considerably. A large number of 
Urdu newspaper. Journals and periodicals appeared on the scene. But the 
Urdu as a language was yet to gain wider popularity vis-a-vis the Persian. 
With the establishment of publishing houses in the first quarter of 
the 19^ century, at least a dozen of Urdu newspaper started publishing. 
John Handerson established a Urdu printing press at Agra. He published a 
vernacular paper in Persian script namely Agra Akhbar in 1832."* It was 
towards the second half of the 19* century, that the number of Urdu 
newspaper and printing houses increased in northern India. The first Urdu 
printing press was Abdur Rahman Printing Press estabhshed in 1813. 
Afterwards, a printing press was established at Lucknow during the reign of 
Ghaziuddin Haider. Virtually it resulted in the publication of a large 
number of books.^  
Historically the begirming of Urdu journalism is traced back to the 
first quarter of the 19^ century when the first Urdu newspaper 
Jam-e-Jahan Numa was pubhshed from Calcutta in 1822. 
3. Khursheed, Abdus Salam, Sahafat Hind-o-Pakistan Mein, p. 101. 
4. William Carry, Good Old Days of Honourable John Company, Vol. I, P.448. 
5. Ram Babu Saxena, Tarikh-e-Adab Urdu,ji.2(). 
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It's still controversial to specify a particular Akhbar as the first Urdu 
newspaper. Yusuf Kazmi Arif, Rais-e-Azam of Calcutta in his Presidential 
address delivered at the Bengal Urdu conference which held its session on 
25* and 26* January 1938, declared that the first Urdu newspaper was 
started in Bengal. It was called Miraat-ul-Akhbar published fi-om Calcutta 
in 1821. Though it is unfortunate that not a single copy of the paper has 
survived. 
By the same name a Persian newspaper existed which was published 
and edited by Raja Ram Mohan Roy. It's fu-st issue was published on 20* 
April 1822 and not 1821 as mentioned by Arif.* 
Another distinguished Urdu scholar; Qazi Abdul Ghaffar is of the 
view that first Urdu newspaper was published fi^om Banaras m 1837 known 
as Khair Khawah-e-Hind. But this claim does not holds authenticity, as 
according to him the Khair Khawahe-e Hind first appeared in 1837 that is a 
year later than the publication of the Dehli Urdu Akhbar.^ Qazi Abdul 
Ghaffar stated 1851 as the year of publication of Dehli Urdu Akbar which 
is further not correct. There is another eminent scholar, Margarita Bams 
who thinks that "Syed-ul-Akhbar was probably the first Urdu newspaper 
which was published in 1837".* So far as its date of publication is 
concerned it is right but the statement that Syed-ul-Akhbar is the first Urdu 
newspaper is not true. 
6. Hamari Zaban, Vol. I issue I April 1939, p. 12. 
7. Qazi Abdul Ghaffar, Ibid, Vol. II, issue 17 p.9. 
8. Margarita Bams, The Indian Press, p.231. 
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The controversy over the first Urdu Akhbar of India continues to 
attract the attention of scholars. A noted scholar Aslam Sidddiqui holds the 
view that Jam-e-Jahan Numa was the first Urdu newspaper as it was 
published much earlier than Dehli Urdu Akhbar that was in March 1822.' 
This was a bilingual paper, published both in Persian and Urdu. 
Professor S.C. Saniyal has used the earlier issues of Jam-e-Jahan 
Numa. He came to the conclusion that Jam-e-Jahan Numa was a Persian 
newspaper and it was first published on 28*** March 1822. He further says 
that in the second year of its publication, it had an Urdu supplement. Mr. 
Baley opined that Jam-e-Jahan Numa started as the Hindoostani weekly, 
but its eighth issue dated May 16, 1822 contained a portion of material in 
the Persian language. Later on, Persian ousted Hindoostani. By Oct 1822, 
Baley wrote that Jam-e-Jahan Numa had become a purely Persian paper. 
Margrita Bams also agrees that Jam-e-Jahan Numa is the oldest existing 
newspaper which made its appearance on 28^ March 1822.*" Rafique 
Zakaria is of the view that "probably the first Urdu newspaper was the Agra 
Akhbar which started its publication sometime in 1930".** 
Now it is widely accepted that Jam-e Jahan-Numa was the first Urdu 
newspaper. It is interesting to note that it was patronized by the government 
for a number of years. Earlier the government insignia, the royal arms was 
9. Aslam Siddiqui, The First Urdu Newspaper, Islamic Culture, April 1947, pp. 160-66. 
10. Margrita Bams, Ibid. P. III. 
11. Rafique Zakaria, Rise of Muslims in Indian Politics, p.21. 
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inscribed on the title page and the news published in it was more or less 
official. But from 1828 it began to appear without royal arms and its editor 
began to express his opinion more freely. 
URDU JOURNALISM BEFORE THE REVOLT 
Before the Revolt, Urdu Press virtually was of different character. It 
posed tough posture against British authorities in India and intensified its 
role as an educator to the masses. Prior to revolt, the majority of newspaper 
contained items which were usually related to political issues or military 
warfare. Further besides national affairs, these newspapers devoted a 
considerable space for the international issues. Educational news also 
occupied space in these newspapers. 
Before the Revolt the newspaper which were expected to present 
public opinion, largely failed to do so. Despite of the freedom of press, the 
British still excercized constant check on newspapers. But some Urdu 
newspaper such as Dehli Urdu Akhbar however, showed exemplary 
courage to expose the corruption in which the police force was indulged. 
Similarly Koh-e-noor asked the editors to work unitedly for the freedom of 
press and criticized the British government for snatching away its hberty.'^ 
In a nutshell, we conclude that the tone of Urdu newspaper was becoming 
increasingly critical. 
12. Khursheed, Abdus Salam, op. cit, p. 153. 
13. Ibid., op.cit, p.l55. 
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During the Revolt, several laws were passed imposing restriction on 
vernacular as well as Anglo-Indian Press. License of several press were 
cancelled under the Gagging Act. English newspaper became vehement in 
their attack on the rebels and even requested the government to destroy the 
city of Dehli to avenge the Revolt." This attitude of the English press was 
particularly aiming at the Muslims, whom they considered treacherous.*' 
Urdu and Persian newspaper played a significant role during the 
Revolt of 1857. It were the Urdu journalists who showed extraordinary 
courage and enthusiasm to overthrow the mighty British Empire. Though 
their dream failed to materialize. But their sacrifices did not go waste, 
consequently the British crown through the Promulgation of 1858, directly 
took over the Indian rule. 
British authorities in India realized that vernacular press was 
instrumental in generating the seeds of discontent throughout the country.*^ 
They held the vernacular press responsible for inciting the passion of Indian 
and convincing them to over throw the yoke of British imperialism. The 
situation became so volatile that Lord Canning, the then Governor General, 
introduced Licensing Act which imposed licensing restrictions in addition 
to the akeady consisting registration procedure laid down by Metcalf Act. 
Through this Act the Government reserved the right to stop publication and 
14. Lahore Chronicle, 18* November 1857, also see the Punjabee 5th December 1857. 
15. Lahore Chronicle, 8* July 1857. 
16. Lahore Chronicle, I I* My 1&57. 
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circulation of any newspaper. Several Newspaper such as Bengal Harkaru, 
Durbeen, Sultan-ul-Akhbar, Gulshan-e-Bahar - a Persian newspaper of 
Calcutta, lost their license for their seditious and objectionable writings. 
Besides, this a strict censorship was also imposed. 
Contrary to the vernacular press, English Press enjoyed some sort of 
autonomy. They also started a scatfiing attack against the vernacular press. 
Not only these newspaper bitterly criticized Indians specially the Muslims, 
whom they considered as conspirators,'^  the Lahore Chronicle requested to 
government to destroy to rumbles, the nerve centre of revolt, to teach a 
lesson to rebels,** so that they could not even think of any revolt in future. 
The role of vernacular press during the revolt was so damagingly effective 
that British virtually decided to crush the press. Specially, Urdu Journalist 
suffered a lot and Urdu newspaper were forced to close their publication.'' 
For detail description of Urdu Newspaper and Journals which remained in 
publication and circulation before the revolt. See the Table Number IV. 
Table-IV 
Name of Newspaper 
Akabar Jam-e-Jahan Numa 
Dehli Urdu Akhbar 
Syed-ul-Akhbar 
Khair Khawah-e-Hind 
Year of Publication 
1822 
1837 
1837 
1837 
Place of Publication 
Calcutta 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Mirzapur 
17. Lahore Chronicle, 8* July 1857. 
18. Ibid., 18* November, 1857, see also the Punjabee, 5 December, 1857. 
19. Natrajan, op. cit. p.68. 
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Makhzan-ul-Anwar 
Gul-e-Rana 
Kareem-ul-A khbar 
Qam-us-Sadain 
Fwaid-un-Nazereen 
Sadiq-ul-Akhbar 
Sadar-ul-Akhbar 
Fawaid-ush-Shaeqeen 
Jam-e-Jamshed 
Asad-ul-Akhbar 
Mirat-ul-Akhbar 
Mohibb-e-Hind 
Khulasa-e-A traf 
Sadiq-ul-Akhbar 
Mazhar-e-Haque 
Lucknow Akhbar 
Banaras Gazettee 
Miftah-ul-A khbar 
Azam-ul-Akhbar 
AftabAlam Tab 
Matla-ul-Akhbar 
Meyar-ush-Shoara 
Aina-e-Giti Numa 
Majma-ul-Akhbar 
Mirat-ul-Uloom 
Zia-ul-Akhbar 
Akhbar-e-Dehli 
1842 
1845 
1845 
1845 
1845 
1845 
1846 
1846 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1849 
1849 
1849 
1849 
Calcutta 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Agra 
Dehli 
Meerut 
Agra 
Calcutta 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Delhi 
Banaras 
Meerut 
Madras 
Madras 
Agra 
Agra 
Calcutta 
Bombay 
Banaras 
Dehli 
Dehli 
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Vmdat-ul-Akhbar 
A khbar-ul-Haqaiq 
Taleem-ul-A khbar 
Koh-e-Noor 
Khursheed Alam 
Akhbar-e-Lucknow 
Bagh-o-Bahar 
Akhbar-e-Bombay 
Matla-ul-Akhbar 
Jam-e-Jahanuma 
Zaereen-e-Hind 
Meerat-ul-Khiyal 
A njuman-e-A ara 
Qaisar-ul-Akhbar 
Zeenat-ul-A khbar 
Mazhar-us-Suroor 
Gawalior Gazettee 
Noor-ul-Amar 
Waheed-ul-Akhbar 
Qutb-ul-Akhbar 
Zubdat-ul-A khbar 
Mauj-e-Hind 
Noor-ul-Anwar 
Sadiq-ul-A khbar 
Aftab-e-Hind 
Umdat-ul-A khbar 
Gulshan-e-Nau Bahar 
1849 
1849 
1849 
1850 
1850 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1852 
1852 
1852 
1852 
1852 
1852 
1852 
1853 
1853 
1853 
1853 
1854 
1854 
1854 
Bareily 
Agra 
Bhopal 
Lahore 
Sialkot 
Lucknow 
Banaras 
Bombay 
Agra 
Meerut 
Banaras 
Calsutta 
Calcutta 
Madras 
Madras 
Bharatpur 
Gawalior 
Allahabad 
Dehli 
Agra 
Agra 
Banaras 
Agra 
Dehli 
Banaras 
Bombay 
Calcutta 
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Kashf-ul-Akhbar 
Refah-e-Khalaique 
Mutlaq-ul-Anwar 
Akhbar Bahar 
Fath-ul-Akhbar 
Mifrah-ul-Quloob 
Tafreeh-un-Nazreen 
Safeer-e-Agra 
Mazhar-ul-Akhbar 
Mufeed-ul-Khalaique 
Tilsm-e-Lucknow 
Sahar-e-samree 
Ajaz 
Tilsm-e-Hairat 
1854 
1854 
1854 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
Banaras 
Sahajahanpur 
Ahmadabad 
Calsutta 
Aligarh 
Peshawar 
Agra 
Agra 
Madras 
Agra 
Lucknow 
Licknow 
Madras 
Madras 
NEWSPAPER OF NORTH INDIA 
Available statistical data regarding the publication of Urdu 
Newspaper are usually incomplete. When Charles Metcalf liberated the 
press from restrictions imposed by the British East India company, there 
was rapid increase in the publication of vernacular newspaper (see the table 
I). Analysis of the data itself shows Koh-e-noor being one of the popular 
newspapers among the masses. 
The reason assigned for the limited circulation is that the Urdu 
Journalism was a new experience to the Indians. Thus their interest was not 
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well developed as far as Urdu newspapers concerned. Another reason can 
be assigned were large-scale illiteracy. Thirdly, the high prices of the 
newspapers, also prevented the circulation to shoot up. 
TABLE-1. 
Newspaper 
Koh-e-noor 
Koh-e-noor 
Darya-e-Noor 
Dehli Urdu Akhbar 
Dehli Urdu Akhbar 
Seyedi-ul-A khbar 
Seyed-ul-A khbar 
Seyed-uI-A khbar 
Fawaid-ul-Shaequeen 
Qam-us-Sadain 
Shimla Akhbar 
Qutbul-Akhbar 
A khbar-un-Nrnvah 
Noor-ul-Absar 
Sudhakar 
Banaras Akhbar 
Place 
Lahore 
Lahore 
Lahore 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Dehli 
Shimla 
Agra 
Agra 
Agra 
Banaras 
Banaras 
Circulation 
227 
349 
100 
69 
79 
50 
27 
200 
110 
14 
66 
42 
43 
244 
74 
44 
Year 
1850 
1854 
1850 
1844 
1848 
1844 
1848 
1857 
1850 
1853 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1849 
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Banaras Akhbar 
Banaras Gazette 
Bagh-o-Bahar 
Zaireen-e-Hind 
Miftah-ul-Akhbar 
Jam-e-Jamshed 
Malwe Akhbar 
Banaras 
Banaras 
Banaras 
Banaras 
Meerut 
Meerut 
Indore 
26 
26 
40 
75 
68 
100 
108 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1847 
1850 
Urdu Journalism progressed because the British used it as an 
instrument to propagate western education in India. They gave patronage to 
it with certain check and balances. Dehli and Lahore was two great centre 
of Urdu Journalism. Later on it spread to different other parts of the 
country. Dehli Urdu Akhbar: An Urdu newspaper started from Dehli in 
1838 by Maulvi Mohd. Baqar,^ " father of Maulana Mohammad Hussain 
Azad.^ * "The Delhi Urdu Akhbar," says Rafiq Zakaria, was more of a 
religious than a political in nature, perhaps because Maulvi Muhammad 
Baqar himself was a leader of a certain sect of the Sunnis and believed in 
propagating its superiority over the other sects in India"." 
"Dehli Urdu Akhbar was well edited and maintained a high standard 
of imperial criticism" says Sujan Lai, "it was well informed about world 
20. According Saxena, Maulvi Mohd. Baqar was a pioneer of Journalism in Northern 
India, See Ram Babu Saxena's A History of Urdu Literature, p. 274. 
21. Afamous Urdu Writer and critic, authored his famous book on Urdu Literature 
Aab-e-Heyat. 
22. Rafique Zakaria, op. cit. p.211. 
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affairs and Indian states and its comments were intelligent and shrwed"" 
He further says that, "The Dehli Urdu Akhbar throws refreshing light on the 
cultural, social and political life of Dehli".^ "^  Sujan Lai is of the opinion that 
this newspaper gave a due importance not only to rich people alone but also 
to poors as well. Its accounts of events, its references to various trends of 
contemporary opinion, the publicity given to the work of educational 
institutions, enhanced the importance and popularity of the paper among its 
readers. 
Dehli Urdu Akhbar was the fust Urdu newspaper of Dehli published 
in 1837. Akhbar was divided into columns. First column contained the title 
of Huzur-e-wala, under this portion, news of Royal palace was published, 
sometime government circular or advertisement also occupied place under 
the head Huzur-e-wala. On the very fu-st page after above column, another 
item was Saheb-e-Kalan Bahadur and it contained the news of the British 
resident and other influential people. Maulvi Mohd. Baqar, being the fan of 
Zauq, the famous Urdu poet of Dehli, targetted Ghalib and did not spare a 
single moment to criticize him. Ghalib remained adamant not to go through 
this paper and obviously then he chose not to describe anything about the 
newspaper in his letters, despite the fact that many references may be found 
in his letters about other different newspaper of his time.^ ^ 
23. S.K. Sujan Lai, The Dehli Urdu Akhbar and its importance. Islamic culture, Vol,24 
No.2, 1950, p.20. 
24. Ibid, see also Khursheed Abdus Salam. op. cit. p. 104. 
25. Ibid. 
26. Mirza Ghalib, Urdu-e-Mualla, letter dated 22 June 1853. 
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It was through this newspaper that the famous Urdu writer and critic 
Mohd. Hussain Azad started his career and subsequently became pubhsher 
as well as proprietor of this newspaper. Maulvi Mohd. Baqar, the founder 
of Dehli Urdu Akhbar got martyrdom during the Revolt. This was the first 
event of its nature that any journalist sacrificed his life for the sake of his 
country.^' 
Mazhar-e-Haque: was a fortnightly newspaper. Maulvi Mohd. Baqar 
started this newspaper also. It first appeared in 1843. Initially its object was 
to propagate the viewpoint of Shia sect among Muslims. It contained news 
related to international happenings as well.^ * 
Syed-ul-Akhbar : Syed-ul-Akhbar started its publication in 1837. The 
proprietor of this newspaper was Syed Mohammad Khan, brother of Sir 
Syed Ahmad Khan. Syed-ul-Akhbar was a weekly newspaper. The editor of 
this newspaper was Maulvi Abdul Ghafoor, a legal illuminary and this is 
why legal news occupied prominence in this newspaper. Maulana Altaf 
Hussain Hali^' gave a detailed description about this newspaper in his book 
Heyal-e-jawed. 
Syed Mohammad was Munsif by profession. He died in his prime 
age. The entire responsibility then had fallen on the shoulder of Syed 
27. Khursheed. Abdus Salam: op. cit. p. 109. 174. 
28. Siraj-ul-Akhbar, Vol.111 Number 113 dated 12 September 1874. 
29. A poet and prose writer, his impressive poems mostly recited in Mohammad 
Educational conference: revolutionized the slumbering Muslims. Wrote the famous 
Musaddas. K. K. Aziz says, nothing like this had been wTitten before. In sweet 
malonchol}' strjthen, he potrays the decline and fall of Islam in India and weeps 
over the misfortunes and miseries of his striken compatriot, see The Making of 
Pakistan, p.139. 
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Ahmad Khan. It was Syed-ul-Akhbar, which provided an opportunity to 
Syed Ahmad Khan to start his career as journalist'*". Sir Abdul Qadir has 
rightly observed that Sir Syed Ahmad Khan virtually laid the foundation of 
objective and scientific journalism.^ * He may rightly be regarded as the 
Father of modem Urdu Journalism. Ghalib, the famous poet, always 
acknowledged Sir Syed in his letters as a great scholar, journalist, social 
reformer and educationist. Ghalib has proudly informed one of his English 
friend that the style of writing in Syed-ul-Akhbar published by Sir Syed was 
praise-worthy and left a long lasting imprint on the minds of readers, 
published by sir Syed. 
With the suppression of the Revolt, the Anglo Indian-press launched 
a well organized campaign against the Muslims. These newspaper went on 
suggesting to proselytize Muslims into Christianity; to deport them to 
Africa; to stop the printing of the Holy Quran which teaches Jehad-^^ to 
debar the Muslims from all services, to avenge the Muslims. The gap 
between Muslims and English went on increasing while Hindu came closer 
to the British and availed the opportunity to get themselves acquainted with 
modem education. 
30. Asghar Abbas, Sir SyedAur Urdu Sahafat, p. 32. 
31. Abdul Qadir, Famous Urdu Poets and writers, p.75. 
32. Ghalib, Kuliyat-e-Nasar-e-Farsi, p. 124. 
33. A Jehad is a Holy War which Islam allows Muslims to fight against those who 
rejects its teaching 
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In such a disappointing situation, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan entered into 
the arena of joumahsm. He made Urdu journalism as a vehicle to educate 
the Muslims on the one hand and to bring MusHms and British closer to 
each other. In 1863, Sir Syed Ahmad laid the foundation of Scientific 
Society at Ghazipur and later on shifted it Aligarh. 'Akhbar Scientific 
society which was popularly known as 'Aligarh Institute Gazette' became 
the most vocal organ of the society in popularizing modem education 
among the Muslims. The paper was weekly and bilingual. It was the chief 
organ of Syed Ahmad Khan and his School of Politic it was constantly 
loyal paper it exercised considerable influence on Muslim of north India. 
The basic aim for publication of 'Aligarh Institute Gazette' was to 
make the Muslims familiar with the western knowledge. The 'Aligarh 
Institute Gazette' enabled the general public to seek benefit from the 
society's work and indeed it became part and parcel of the existence of the 
society. It continued to promote the purposes of the society when the 
society itself had ceased to strive effectively for its objectives and it 
survived the death of its founder to propagate his educational aims and 
ideas among his countrymen^ "^ .^ 
One salient feature of this paper was that it was bilingual-published 
both Urdu and English. Sir Syed expected that such a type of common 
paper would help the English and the Indians to appreciate each others 
33A. Rehmani Begum, The Politics of Educational Reform, P. 84. 
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thoughts and opinions and that it would bring about an understanding 
between them. 
The other characteristic feature of the Gazette was the regular 
pubUcation of educational and scientific article to familiarize the people 
with the new scientific and technological discoveries in the west. The 
educational articles were intended to emphasize the importance of 
education to Muslims masses in particular. The paper always avoided 
religious discussions and sectarian controversies from its columns^ '*. Sir 
Syed himself had declared that the Gazette should be exclusively devoted 
to purely social and educational purposes. 
Remarkably, the Gazette remained bitter critic of the government's 
policy wherever it effected the education of the Indian^*, During the time of 
Lord Lytton and Elgin, many Indian newspaper had been deprived of their 
freedom as a result of their own rash words. Sir Syed's Newspaper, 
however, through its very moderation, had shown that real liberty consists 
of the ability to preserve ones own freedom, and not the throwing it away 
through senseless and immoderate activity^ .^ It was due to these 
characteristics that Aligarh Institute Gazette occupies the same position in 
Indian Urdu journalism what the time enjoyed in England"^ '. Later on it 
became the organ of educated Muslims opinion. 'The Aligarh Institute of 
34. Hali, Ahaf Husain, Hayat-e^aved, P. 93. 
35. Ibid. 
36. Ibid. 
37 Khursheed, Abdus Salam. Op. cit. P. 219. 
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Gazette' was the example of a remarkable piece of Urdu journalism, a path 
fmder for the future journalists by laying the tradition of objective and 
scientific journalism. The Gazette always remained a valuable instrument 
for social reform in the country . 
In the field of Urdu journalism, another remarkable achievement of 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan was the publication of Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. It was 
aimed at largely reforming Muslims religious thinking and putting the 
Muslin back on the road to progress. In England, Sir Syed came across with 
two journals namely the Tatler and the Spectator. These two magazines, 
says Hali seem to have had a great influence upon the morals words, social 
costumes, tradition and national consciousness of the British"*'. 
The major aim of the Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq was to overcome those 
religious prejudices which were stopping the Muslims's from progressing 
and which really had nothing at all to do with Islam'*". The Tahzib-ul-
Akhlaq, says Hali, made its greatest impact on the Muslims of the middle 
class. Its message was essentially a modem one and very much in 
accordance with the spirit of the time, it had more success than might have 
been expected"*'. 
38. Hali, op cit, pp. 123-24 
39. Ibid. 
40. Hali. Op. cit., pp. 123-124 
41. Ibid. P. 126. 
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In 1837, a Urdu journal Khair-KhoM'ah-e-Hind "was started. Its editor 
was R.C. Mathew. During the turbulent days of 1857, indiscriminate 
destruction by the revolutionaries caused heavy blow to the publication of 
Khair Khawah-e-Hind. It was only after Crown, took over the affairs of 
Indian Government that the publication of the journal was restored. 
Lucknow Urdu Akhbar was considered as the first Urdu newspaper 
published from Lucknow. However the date of its begiiming is uncertain. 
There is indication that the paper was being published since in 1847. 
Two newspapers with the same name Sadiq-ul-Akhbar"', started 
publication simultaneously from Delhi. Both were in Urdu language. It is 
interesting to note that Sadiq-ul-Akhbar was first published in Persian and 
gradually it changed to Urdu. Ahsan-ul-Akhbar by Maulvi Abdur Razzaque 
passed many strictures on Sadiq-ul-Akhbar for the change of the language. 
However one thing was certain that Urdu as people's language had begun to 
show its impact and often guided the publishers to respect the demand of 
the readers*'. By the name of Sadiq-ul-Akhbar several other newspaper 
were published. 
Babu Kashi Mithar started Urdu weekly newspaper from Banaras 
known as Aftab-e-Hind. Its year of Publication was 1854. Its language was 
42. Garsan-Da-Tasi, Khutbat. P. 3 8. 
43. Imdad Sabri, op cit. P. 192. Sec. MisoAkhtar Shahan Shahi, bj Syed Mohd. 
Ashraf. 
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highly Arabo-Persianized Urdu. Whenever, it got an opportunity to criticize 
the British Government it did without hesitation. 
First Printing Press in Punjab at Ludhiana was estabhshed in 1836 
by the American Missionaries. Later on printing press at several places 
were established. From Lahore a very famous newspaper namely Koh-e-
Noor was published"*^ . Garsan Da Tassi was of the opinion that Koh-e-Noor 
was the most favorite as well as the most popular newspaper of North 
hldia'•^ 
Koh-e-Noor was the fu-st Urdu newspaper of Punjab. In the early 
days of Urdu journalism Koh-e-Noor became the guiding inspiration for the 
editors of newspaper of the Northern India. Koh-e-Noor survived for a 
longer period. In 1850, Munshi Harsukh Rai started Kooh-e-Noor from 
Lahore. Most of the newspapers, during the period were actually 
mouthpiece of British East India Company and Kooh-e-Noor among all 
these papers made strong advocacy for the company's rule^ .^ Consequently 
the British provided all sort of patronage. During the turbulent days of 
revolt, a large number of Urdu and Persian newspapers were banned. But 
Koh-e-Noor continued its circulation. 
44. Imdad Sabir, op. cit P. see also Akhtar Shahan Shahi. 
45. Garsan-Da-Tassi, Khutbat, "Histoire De La Literature Hinduie et Hindustanie". 
46. Khursheed, Abdus Salam, Op. cit. PP. 112 - 13 see also Natrajan's History of 
Indian Journalism. 
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Koh-e-Noor expressed its opinion freely on divergent issues of 
national and international importance. It once impressed that any sort of 
curtailment of the freedom of the press must be unitedly fought by all 
journalists^'. It vehemently criticized the government's failure to check the 
Aft 
wide spread corruption and ill management of the affairs at local level . 
Koh-e-Noor strongly advocated for imparting education in vernacular 
language instead of English. It made strong appeal to make Urdu as 
medium of instruction'*'. Koh-e-Noor was a radical newspaper and usually 
it crossed the limits of enemity and friendship. 
Beside, Koh-e-Noor, other newspaper for example Guhar-e-Pnjab, 
Chashma-e-Faiz, Mah-e-Noor, Darya-e-Noor, Reyaz-e-Noor etc. were 
other famous newspaper of Punjab. 
After a few months of the annexation of Oudh, two Urdu 
newspapers were published from Lucknow 1856. First was Tilism-e-
Lucknow and second was Sahar-e-Samri. Their editors were Maulvi Mohd. 
Yaqoob Ansari and Pandit Baijnath respectively. Tilism-e-Lucknow 
contained mostly news of Lucknow if we analyze the news items, we will 
fmd the bitterness against the alien rule. 
47. Kooh-e-Noor, 29 April, 1856. 
48. Khursheed, Abdus Salam, op.cit, P. 116. 
49. Koh-e-Noor, 8 April 1856. 
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When Oudh was annexed in 1856 on the pretext of 
maladministration, we find reflection of anger and hatred against the British 
Government in the articles of Tilism-e-Lucknow. When Wajid Ali Shah was 
deposed, the Company's Government assured a better treatment to the royal 
family, which the Company's officials seldom kept fulfilled. Taslim-e-
Lucknow described the true picture when the members of the royal family 
were iW-treated misbehaved and humiliated. 
Another Urdu weekly newspaper Sahar-e-Samri was published in 
1856. Its approach was similar to that of Taslim-e-Lucknow. Sahar-e-Samri 
described the socio-economic condition of the people of Lucknow in their 
words, "that prices of edible commodities are shooting up; purchasing 
capacity of people was declaring to a great event; people were starving; 
rampant unemployment causing panic among the masses; there was 
shortage of food grain creating horror among people. But government was 
not serious to tackle the issues judiciously. 
Urdu Journalism in Madras: 
Till the 19*** century, North India remained the cradle of Urdu 
language and literature, but during 20 century a new centre of modem 
Urdu language and literature also developed in south India. Hyderabad and 
Madras grew as a more popular centre where Urdu get nurtured and spread 
into deep south. The people of Ahdhra, Tamil Nadu, Mysore and Kerala 
showed keen interest in the proniotion'^f &e Urdu language. 
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In Madras, a considerable number of people used to speak Urdu 
known as Dakhni. But, since people of the area also speak Tamil, Telgu and 
Kannada being their main language. Thus large number of words of 
regional languages intermixed in Urdu to give way to a spoken language 
known as Madrasi Urdu and its pronunciation was difficult to understand. 
First printing Press of Urdu in Deccan was established in the second half of 
the 19*'' century in Madras. From this press Munshi Shamshuddin brought 
out the Urdu translation of Alaf Laila in 1836, which was renamed as 
Hikayat-ul-Jamila. This was included in the syllabi of the Madras College. 
In the field of Urdu journalism. Madras was in no way behind any 
province. 
A brief survey of Urdu newspaper published from Madras and its 
surrounding areas would reveal how the Urdu language was gaining 
popularity day by day (see the table II). Azam-ul-Akhbar was the first Urdu 
newspaper of Madras^ ". It was first published in 1848. It was named after 
Nawab of Kamatak Mohd Ghaus Khan Azam^V This newspaper usually 
contained the news of national importance. Such as Civil as well as military 
affairs." 
50. Dr. M Abdul Haque, Unnisvein Sadi Mein of Madras Ke Urdu Akhbar. 
51. Ibid. 
52. Azam-ul-Akhhar, 22 November 1849. see also Khursheed, Abdus Salam, op. cit. 
pp. 128-29 
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Other Urdu newspaper of Madras like Aftab Alam Taab, was first 
appeared in 1849. Its news were so authentic and reliable that Fawaid-un-
Nazerin, a newspaper of Dehli usually quoted news from Aftab Alam Taab. 
In 1849 another newspaper of prominence Taiseyar-ul-Akhbar began its 
publication. Its editor was Hakim Abdul Basit Ishq. Charles Metcalf when 
repealed the obnoxious ordinance of 1823, thereby granting freedom to the 
press, which proved to be a boon for the growth of journalism in India. The 
expression and tone of articles published in Taiseyar-ul-Akhbar was an 
evidence of the freedom, the press enjoyed at that time in India. 
Taiseyar-ul-Akhbar used to publish the news of native rulers which 
occupied most of the coverage. First column of this newspaper was 
exclusively reserved for the news of the Fort St. George. This newspaper 
was available at a very cheap price, in spite of this, its circulation could not 
increase, and consequently it was closed down. 
In 1856, Mohd. Khawja Badshah issued Mazhar-ul-Akhbar This was 
a weekly newspaper. In 1850, Tilism-e-Hairat was published, whose editor 
was Ghulam Mohiyuddin Hanif In 1852 Jame-ul-Akhbar was published 
which too was a weekly. Its editor was Syed RahmatuUah. 
After the revolt of 1857, the number of Urdu Newspapers in Madras 
and Hyderabad went on increasing. They like other newspapers of north 
India not lagged behind in their struggle for independence. They took active 
part in arousing the anti-British sentiments in the mind of people. 
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Hyderabad was another prominent centre of Urdu in South India 
where Urdu journalism got a new lease of life. Khursheed-e-Deccan was 
the first newspaper published from here. A large number of newspaper 
were also published from Hyderabad (See the table II). 
Table II. 
Newspaper 
Asaf-ul-akbar 
Hazar Dastan 
Shaukat-ul-Islam 
Muallim Shafique 
AkhbarAsafi 
Deccan Pauch 
Afsar-ul-Akhhar 
Kheyal-e-Luhab 
Mahboob-ul-Qulub 
Mulk-o-Millat 
Nazarah-e-Alam 
Year of publication 
1878 
1880 
1884 
1884 
1885 
1887 
1887 
1887 
1887 
1895 
1896 
Editor 
Narayan Rao 
Mohd. Sultan Aqil 
Jani Kartan 
Mohib Hussain 
Mohd. Sultan Aqil 
Kishan Rao 
Mushtaque Ahmadi 
Abdus Salam Arshi 
Abdus Salam 
Syed Ahmad Natiq 
Qudratullah Muztar 
The revoh of 1857 marked the beginning of a new era in the history 
of Urdu journalism. During this period the tone of Urdu press was normally 
mild and conciliatory. The vernacular press expressed its opinion freely to 
some extent. 
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In 1858, a very famous Urdu newspaper started its publication 
namely 'Ondh Akhbar\ Munshi Nawal Kishore was its editor^. Even Sir 
Syed Ahmad Khan praised its qualitative joumalism^^. Famous Urdu 
writers were Pandit Ratan Nath Sarshar and Maulvi Abdul Haleem Sharar 
remained associated with Oudh Akhbar. 
Its convass was wide, all type of socio-political and economic aspect 
of the society was discussed in detail. Oudh Akhbar always tried to divert 
the attention of the government machinery towards day to day problems of 
the people^*. Oudh Akhbar was a foreruimer of social reform. It made its 
earnest effort to make people ready to adopt western education. It also 
convinced the people to adopt whatever good things were available in the 
western culture. It was strong supporter of the values of the east*'. 
Abdul Halim Sharar was a protagonist of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. 
Though he asked Muslims to remain disassociated from Congress. In one of 
his articles he had suggested to divide the districts of India between Hindus 
and Muslims when the situation was unavoidable due to frequent 
occurrence of riots*'. Further he wrote that the political strength of the 
country depends on the unity of Hindus and Muslims. Every effort to 
53. Garsan-Da-Tassi, Khutbat, p. 514. 
54. Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, Vol. II, November 9. 
55. Khursheed, Abdus Salam op.cit., p. 192. 
56. Oudh Akhbar, 3 December 1880, Vol. 22, Number 288. See also Khursheed, 
Abdus Salam. op. cit. p. 193. 
57. MoAazraft, 1st August 1890. 
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strengthen the mutual understanding and integrity to make them one nation 
failed and outcome was regrettable**. 
Factors like modem education and hectic political activities during 
the last quarter of the \9^ century marked the beginning of modem 
journalism. The educated class attracted towards journalism because they 
wanted to know the misdeed of the Whites, discrimination against Indians 
in the Civil Services, Ilbert Bill Controversy, foundation of Indian National 
Congress and its opposition by the Muslims. Thus circulation of the 
vernacular newspaper increased. 
Two newspaper were fore front of modem joumalism. One was 
Akhbar-e-Aam and the other was Paisa Akhbar. 
Akhbar-e-Aam: Pandit Qalandar Ram was the proprietor and Gopi Nath 
was its editor. Akhbar-e-Aam first published in 1871. It is reported that 
Akhbar-e-Aam was the best among Urdu newspaper so far as its printing 
and content was concerned*'. All important national and intemational 
issues occupied space in this newspaper^. Some time humorous news were 
also pubhshed^V Bool Chand regarded his newspaper as Naqeeb-e-Awwal* 
of Urdu joumalism in modem age. 
58. Ibid., 1st September 1890. 
59. Akhtar Shahan Shahi, pp. 7-8, See also Bool Chand Urdu Joumalism in the Punjab, 
Journal of the Punjab University Historical Society April 1933. 
60. Khursheed. Abdus Salm op. cit. p. 311-12. 
61. Ibid. 
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Paisa Akhbar: Its editor was Munshi Mahboob Alam. In 1887 started its 
publication. Paisa Akhbar was very popular Urdu newspaper. In the 
development of Urdu journalism Paisa Akhbar occupies the most 
significant position. The salient feature of this newspaper was that it trained 
dozens of Urdu journalist who later on played crucial role in the promotion 
of Urdu journalism and their services rendered for the cause of nation was 
remarkable. The news and editorial was very balanced in its approach. 
Another characteristic feature was of its being Islamic orientation, 
protagonist of Muslim cause. The Paisa Akhbar fiilfilled the all criteria of 
joumaHsm. It was modeled fully on commercial basis. That is why it 
survived for a long period without facing any financial problem^ .^ Paisa 
Akhbar was a critical of Syed Ahmad Khan and Aligarh School and had 
sympathy with the congress 
With the turn of 20**" century, the entire socio-political situation 
underwent a rapid transformation. With this a brand of journalism 
developed which was radical and revolutionary in its content and nature. 
The journalists like were Zafar Ali Khan, Abul Kalam Azad and Mohd. Ali 
adorned the scene and provided a new lease of life to the Urdu journalism. 
There newspaper namely Zamindar, Al-Helal and Hamdard revolutionized 
the Urdu journalism. They were not simply a newspaper but an institution 
in itself 
62. Khursheed, Abdus Salam. op. cit.. p. 321. 
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In 1903 Maulvi Serajuddin published Zamindar from Lahore. When 
he died in 1909 then his son Zafar Ali Khan became its editor. This was 
very popular due to its fearless journalism. These newspapers played 
crucial role during the national movement and paved the way for national 
war of Independence by creating awareness among the masses. It was the 
press which actually arouse the public opinion in favour of a home rule 
government instead of an alien rule. Thus vernacular press became a 
catalysts in bringing independence to the country on the fateful day of IS"' 
August 1947. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GLIMPSES OF SOCIAL TRENDS 
GLIMP5€S OF SOCIAL TRGNDS 
Progress of human civilization usually depends upon the factors like 
social, political, economic etc. Apart from these factors, press in the 
modem age also contributes a lot in the progress of society. Our society, 
from time immemorial was divided on the basis of religion, caste, creed, 
colour and income. Hinduism and Islam are two dominating religions in 
India and most of the socio-religious reform movements were offshoot of 
these two. Customs, traditions and festivals of Hindus and Muslims differ 
from each other. The cow is sacred for the Hindus that is why they do not 
kill animals, while animal sacrifice is an important aspect of religion for 
Muslims. Hindus have no reservation about alcoholic drinks while Muslims 
reject it in total. Hindus bum their dead, Muslims bury them. Infact they 
differed in each and every aspect of life. Muslims had no hesitations in 
drinking and eating from the hands of Hindus, but the latter generally avoid 
food or water from the hands of Muslims. Thus Hindus and Muslims form 
two distinct societies. 
Kirti Narayan says that these division did not however mean that 
Hindus and Muslims respectively were held together by any bond of 
solidarity within their communities. Each was divided into several castes -
or divisions, which was observed more stringently than probably conununal 
differences. The great religious communities were intemally so divided and 
their level of social hierarchy were so different, that to treat them as 
cohesive entities would be a mistake . 
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Family was the basic unit. The caste factor was the basis of social 
relationship. The Hindu society was divided into four vamas and there was 
a host of sub-castes within the vamas .^ According to Raja Ram Mohan 
Roy, the caste system was a great hindrance in the growth of unity among 
thb Indians. It was founded upon the irrational and unpredictable 
phenomenon of birth. He favoured democratization of society and 
suggested it was possible only when caste was eliminated. He wrote, "The 
distinction of castes, introducing iimumerable divisions and sub-divisions 
among them has entirely deprived them of patriotic feelings". He fiirther 
says, "We have been subjected to such insults for about nine centuries and 
the cause of degradation has been - our division into castes which has been 
the source of want of unity among us""*. 
On the eve of Turkish invasion, Hindu society was divided on caste 
lines. Al-Benmi describing the social condition of that time says, that Caste 
system was operated on a very rigid basis'*. During the period Muslims 
1. Kirti Narain, p.p. 71-72. 
2. W. Crooke, The North West Province of India - Their History, Ethnology and 
administration, p.p. 241-53. 
3. The Father of Modem India, Commemoration, Volume I, Part III, p. 75. 
4. Edward. C, Sachau, Al-Beruni's India, Vol. II, p. 125. See J.H. Hutton, Cast in 
India, Bombay, 1969, p 71. 
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were placed on lower strata than Shudras who were called Malechas*. With 
the advent of Islam social structure in India underwent a complete change'. 
The majority of the people were Vaisnavas, within this there was 
sub-division. The 19**' century witnessed the growth of various sects both in 
Hinduism as well as in Islam who were more modem and less rationalistic 
in their approach. Low bom like Kabir, Ramanand and Raidas were 
venerated by a large section of the population. This was a clear indication 
of democratization. But this does not mean that higher caste accepted the 
existence of lower caste on equal footing . The government whenever tried 
to interfere in their social parties they unified temporarily . 
One will notice a similar type of divisions among the Muslims but 
the caste factor was not as much rigid as among the Hindus .^ There was 
flexibility in social customs e.g. acceptance of widow remarriage*". Like 
the Hindus, the Muslim society was also divided socially. It is interesting to 
note that later both Hindus and Muslims were divided on the basis of 
profession and wealth." Social position became more important than caste. 
The zamidars, landlords, princes and bureaucracy of the both communities 
5. Islamic Culture Quarterly, 195 6, p. 1. 
6. Edward. C. Sachau, op cit. Vol. II, p, 125. See also M.Mujeeb, The Indian 
Muslims p. 27 
7. Ibid. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Ibid 
Ibid 
Ibid 
Ibid 
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united under an umbrella to form an elite class". They were in fact loyal to 
the British government for their existence". Hindus and Muslims of the 
same class found much more in common among themselves than with co-
religionists belonging to lower strata of society. The society was fiirther 
divided on the basis of rural and urban. The urban class showed contempt 
for rural people and looked them down as uncultured, ignorant etc. no 
matter that they belonged to same faith. 
At the lowest web of the society were peasants, weavers, butchers 
and others who were deprived and impoverished class. The educated 
middle class enjoyed a privileged life, which consisted basically of 
professionals like lawyers, doctors, teachers and journalists etc. 
The educated class wanted a share in the governance of the country. 
The educated unemployed constituted a formidable bloc. They resented the 
government attitude of negligence. Later on this disgruntled educated 
middle class provided the leadership to the nationalist movement. A society 
divided on the basis of religion and caste on the one hand and social 
position on the other responded by either supporting or opposing or 
criticizing the efforts made by social reformers. The press in India was 
equally divided on the various issues concerning society. A neutral and 
12. Crooke, op. cit, pp. 253-56. 
13. Bipin Chandra, Amalesh Tripathi and Brunde, Freedom Struggle, p. 37. 
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unbiased press was yet to develop. We will notice that group affiliation was 
more important than independent perception or objective assessment. 
Indian society underwent a revolutionary change due to the 
introduction of modem education. Political, administrative and economic 
unification of the country, western thought, press, growing urbanization, 
communication and transportation system brought a social change. The 
intelligentia welcomed this change'^ . Initially the British rulers encouraged 
the socio-religious reform movements due to its progressive character. 
They realized that it would weaken the orthodoxy, which will ultimately 
benefit the British. But they failed to realize the significance of the socio-
religious reform movements, which brought a social and political 
awakening, and thus threatened the very existence of British rule*'. The 
Indian made an effort to resist the proselytizing influence of Christian 
Missionaries. A realization of need of modem times especially in terms of 
scientific knowledge and thus promoting a modem, secular and rational 
outlook was a major contribution of these reform movements. 
At this juncture, broadly speaking, society came to be divided into 
three broad groups: (l)The conservative and orthodox elements, (2)hidians 
influenced by western culture and (3) the revivalist. The conservative 
section of the society was opposed to any change in their religious belief 
Any reform means, an interference in their religion. Therefore, the orthodox 
14. Bipin Chandra, op, cit., p.p. 27-28. 
15. Ganeshilal Verma. Party Politics in UP (1901-1920), p. 15. 
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section of society could not accept the scientific ideological onslaught of 
the socio-religious rebels. As a result of this attitude the reformers were 
subjected to abuse and persecution. Though the orthodox Hinduism had its 
own reforming institution like Bharat Dharma Mahamandal. Madan 
Mohan Malviya started as Hindu religious revivalism, which laid the 
foundation of a Hindu University at Banaras. He laid stress on the total 
Hindu representation in the first governing body of the proposed university. 
This sectarian attitude was opposed, as this university will foster a feeling 
of exclusiveness and hostility to western civilization, to the British race, 
government and representative of that civilization'*. A large section of 
vernacular press represented the orthodox revivalist trends. 
Orthodox Muslims too refused to accept Sir Syed Ahmad Khan's 
idea of modernization . Contrary to this section there was a group which 
readily accepted the western way of life and culture. They adopted the 
western manners and customs. They were fascinated towards the western 
culture**. This section served as a link between the rulers and the orthodox 
19 section of the society 
The British criticized the Indian culture, they introduced more and 
more European style of culture and values in India. When the culture and 
tradition in India came under attack, they started glorifying the old culture 
16. VNR of UP, Leader, Allahabad 12 Nov. 1911. 
17. VNR of NWP and O Nasm-e-Agra, 7 June, 1888. 
18. Bipin Chandra, op. cit., p.p. 28-9. 
19. Bayly, op. cit., p.p. 56-63. 
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and tradition^". The British earlier extended their support to the social 
reformers, later on they withdrew their support when the latter began to 
criticize the European systems. The objective of all the organizations like 
Brahmo Samaj, Arya Samaj, Prarthana Samaj was to bring reform in the 
society. But they worked on different lines to achieve their goal. Though 
they agreed upon the abolition of sati, thugee, female infanticide and child 
marriage; they differed on the abolition of the caste system '^. During this 
period, we will notice that on the one hand Hindu consciousness was on 
rise and on the other hand there was strong opposition to the 
westernization. Their approach was to reform the society and they saw the 
path of progress in accepting what was best in east and west. 
The issue of social reform in the congress programme remained 
debatable. The press also remained divided on this issue. One trend that 
came forward was purely reformist that was a new sprit of enquiry based on 
reason that sought to rationalize social customs and institutions by rejecting 
the superstitions. On the other hand there was an upsurge of national pride, 
which glorified the past. The English press tried to wash out the social evils 
and to make India stronger. Whereas the vernacular press, tried to defend 
20. Bipin Chandra, op. cit., p.p. 29. 
21. Robinson, op. cit., Brahmo Samajists eschewed caste altogether. The Prarthana 
Samajists decided they could best reform Hinduism from within. The Arya 
Samajist however were bitterly divided over the caste. Dayanand had envisioned a 
castless society, but the failure of the Arya Samajist to implement this was 
responsible for the lack of cohesion in their nuiks, p. 67. 
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the social institutions. This is the reason why Indians opposed the Age of 
Consent Bill. The vernacular press was on the fore front. 
The Anglo-Indian press strongly advocated social reform. Some time 
constant advocacy by the Anglo-Indian press, resulted into instant reaction 
among the Indians. The Purdah system was rarely objected by any section 
of the Indian press but the Anglo-Indian press had very strong reservations 
about it. Similar was difference of view regarding divorce which according 
to western thinking was desirable but objectionable to the Indians . The 
congress leaders realized the necessity of social reform but they would not 
include it in the programme of the Congress. 
The work of social reform, however, was taken in earnest by the 
different caste themselves or by individuals. While advocating social 
reform the Indian press whether English or vernacular sought to justify it 
not because it existed in Europe but because it was sanctified in the 
scriptures. 
The revivalist movement, especially the Arya Samaj appealed to a 
large section of the people. The Arya Samaj in due course of time gained 
importance and became the symbol of a democratic social reform 
movement. Vernacular press praised its contribution in revolutionizing the 
Indian society. Swami Dayanand Saraswati advocated for unity in religion 
22. Kaisar-ul-Akhbar, September 26, 1891. 
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by keeping aside all the diversity of languages, education, manners and 
customs in the dissemination of vedic religion . But its programme of 
Shudhi movement was widely resented by the Muslims. Its supporters tried 
to convince that it was a purely socio-religious body, its critique accused it 
of having political aspirations and conmiunal inclination. 
Muslim society also underwent a rapid change. New ideas left a 
deep impact on the Muslim society. As a result educational movement 
became possible. Sir Syed Ahmad's contribution to social awareness and 
upliftment among the Muslims were phenomenal. The Aligarh Movement 
became a force to be reckoned with. He wanted modem education for the 
Muslims. He agreed that Muslims should first concentrate on education, 
which only could guarantee their progress and prosperity. 
Sir Syed also tried to reform the social abuses in the Muslim 
conmiunity. He condemned the system oi piri-muridi. He also condemned 
the institution of slavery and described it as unislamic. His progressive 
social ideas were propagated through his magazine Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq. The 
Aligarh School was thought of as an upstarts, poor as leaders and reformers 
of the Musalman community but the Musalmam do not consider them even 
Musalman and are far less prepared to recognize them as their leaders and 
23. A.R. Desai, A Social Background of Indian Nationalism, p. 108. 
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reformers^*. The Deoband School of Muslims was also opposed to Sir Syed 
and had more in common with the congress initially**. Apart from this, 
there were other organizations like Anjuman-e-Himayat-e-Bewagan-e-Islam, 
with Sheikh Wajid Hussain Khan as its president which opposed Sir Syed". 
Most of the social reformers came from upper strata of the society. 
They glorified the past and felt inspired by it. These men under western 
influence talked of reform but had no emotional commitment to the cause 
and somehow were quite happy with their privileged position in the 
society* .^ However the influence they left on the society can't be 
minimized. Simultaneously there was a section who resented government 
interference in social matters. They were bitter critique of the social reform 
for instance when Wiliam Bentick banned Sati, this was opposed by a 
section of Hindu who treated it as an interference in their religion. 
Muslims, too, were protective about their customs. Whenever any 
attempt was made to bring social reform, Muslims generally rose up in the 
arms against any infringement on privacy**. Government interference in 
promoting consciousness for social reform among the people was however 
welcomed by another section. 
24. VNR of UP, Shahna-e-Hind, Meerut, 16 April 1898. 
25. Padmasha, Indian National Congress and the Muslims, P. 4. 
26. VNR of NWP and O, Nurul-Anwar, Kanpur, 2 Januar>' 1892. 
27. Sudhir Chandra op. cit., p.p. 51-52. 
28. Riyaz-ul-Akhbar, Gorakhpur, 24 August 1899, See also Mihir-e-Nimroz. Bijnor, 28 
August 1899, Nizam-ul-Mulk, Moradabad 30th August 1899. 
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The humanistic ideas of social equahty and the equal worth of all 
individuals, which inspired the newly educated middle class, had a major 
impact on the field of social reform. This enlightened section of the society 
was disgusted with the prevailing social ills and inhuman social practices. 
The social reform movements formed an integral part of the religious 
reforms primarily because nearly all the efforts towards social ills like 
untouchability and gender based inequality-derived legitimacy from 
religion in one way or the other. In later years though, the social reform 
movements gradually disassociated itself from religion and adopted a 
secular approach. Earlier the reform movements had a narrow social base 
confined to upper strata of the society. Later tiie social reform movements 
penetrated the lower strata of the society to revolutionize and reconstruct 
the social sphere. Vernacular press played key role and provided base to 
reach the masses. 
The social problem, during the 19* century was countrywide 
problems and forces, which were working for their solution, were wide 
spread. Alcoholism was a major problem. The government was supposed to 
ban alcoholism '^. The people became addicted to drugs like Chandu and 
Charas. Newspapers raised their voice against these evils and targetted the 
government inefficiency to check the menace^". Newspapers published 
29. VNR of NWP and O, Hindustani. Lucknow, 16 January 1885. 
30. VNR of UP, Awaqi, Gorakhpur, 24 ma\ 1893. 
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articles to create consciousness among the populace to discard drinking, by 
emotional appeal that all religions in the world has prohibited it^ V The 
newspaper lamented the government sincerity not to check the drinking . 
Regarding increased drunkenness, the government plea was that of public 
character: people would resort to illicit distilling if government reduced 
legal distilling^ .^ The vernacular language press welcomed the decision of 
British Parliament to stop license for cultivation of poppy and sale of opium 
in 1891. But the government authorities apprehended a loss in revenue. 
The government justified its excise policy by stating that cultivation 
of opium is useful for medicinal purpose. If its use were stopped, it would 
cause a great panic. The newspapers became suspicious when the 
government started highlighting the good effect of opium. The vernacular 
press put a question mark on the sincerity of the government in dealing 
with the problem. 
Another social evil which cropped up was prostitution and institution 
of the dancing girls, the institution of devedasi was prevalent. The 
vernacular newspapers through their column reported constant appeals to 
the government for their removaP"*. Some people even wanted prostitution 
31. VNR of UP, Dahdab-i-Qaisari, Barelly, 9 December 1893. 
32. VNR of UP, Azad, Lucknow, 9 January 1891. 
33. VNR of UP, Naiyar-e-Azam, Moradabad, 5 February' 1898. 
34. VNR of NWP and O, 1885, Waqiat-e-Alam, Ghazipur, 5 Jan., Rafi-ul-Akhbar, 
Varanasi, 19 Oct. 
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to be declared a penal offence as it was opposed by every religion . The 
area where they resided became the centre of anti - social elements^ .^ At 
that point of time the vernacular language press was fully convinced that 
government officials were involved in such traffic. Therefore they avoid to 
take stem action. 
Another social evil, which was targetted by the vernacular language 
press, was the dowry system which was equally prevalent among Hindus as 
wall as Muslims. In case parents failed to manage dowries this meant that 
girls would remain unmarried for a long period which ultimately gave birth 
to the evil of female infanticide. The government made hollow claims that 
infanticide is on decreasing trend^' but fact remained different. The Urdu 
and Hindi newspapers constantly reported about more and more cases of 
infanticide. 
No other matter received so much attention of the vernacular press 
on the prevalence of child marriage and prejudice against widow 
remarriage. Child marriage was widely prevalent among Hindus. It was due 
to Parsi reformer B.M. Malabari, that the Age of Consent Act was passed in 
1891, which forbade the marriage of girls below the age of 12. The Sharda 
Act 1930 further raised the marriage age to 18 and 14 for boys and girls 
35. VNR of UP, Waqiat-e-Alam, Ghazipur, 5 January 1885. 
36. VNR of UP. Amir-ul-Akhbar, Meerut, 16 December 1890. 
37. Delhi Urdu Akhbar, Vol. 14, No. 5, 8 February 1852, see also K. Sajun Lai's, The 
Delhi Urdu Akhbar and its importance. Islamic Culture Vol. 24, No. 1, 1950. 
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respectively. The child Marriage Restraint Act 1978 pushed the age 18 and 
21 respectively for boys and girls. 
Widow remarriage was also considered a bane on the society which 
was to be discouraged. It was due to earnest effort of Ishwar Chandra 
Vidyasagar^ ", that the Hindu Widow Remarriage Act 1865 was passed 
which legalized marriage of widow. The widow remarriage issue was also 
opposed by a large section of the Hindus societ>'. That too was considered 
as direct infringement upon religious practices. The newspapers launched 
an attack on the custom of Sati. Sati was common among Hindus. The 
sultan of Delhi tried to remove all social evils but they could not achieve 
much success. Ibn-i-Batuta states that a license from sultan was essential 
before burning a widow. Humayun tried to ban it completely. Akbar, too 
tried to stop widow burning. He issued an order that a woman should not be 
forced to commit Sati^^. Jahangir also prohibited, Aurangzeb also 
disallowed a woman to be burnt. Manuci informed us that the Mughal 
emperors banned Sati^. The man who engineered an agitation against the 
Sati was Rajaram Mohan Roy. It was due to the influence of his frontal 
attack, that the government declared Sati as illegal and punishable by 
criminal court. 
38. Hindustan, My \U1. 
39. Badaumi,Vol. n ,p . 388. 
40. Storia the Magur, Vol. II, p.97. 
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It is now clear that women enjoyed a dubious social position. There 
were complaints about deprivation of basic amenities to women. The 
incidence of atrocities on women was increasing day by day. Even the 
government machineries were indulged in heinous crimes against women. 
The socio-religious reform movements were anxious to promote the cause 
of women and improve their position in society and newspapers were their 
main spokesmen. 
The Christian missionaries did pioneering work for the development 
of education in women. Bethune launched the first successfiil movement 
for women's education. The contributions of Vidyasagar in this field is of 
course noteworthy. Charles Wood's Dispatch on education laid great 
emphasis on the need for female education. 
The British ruthlessly followed the policy of racialism. Racial 
discrimination was prevalent in every walk of life. Discrimination was 
inherent in the nature of British rule, which was basically alien - socially, 
politically, and economically. The British developed a sense of racial 
superiority. The educated Indians were hard bent to accept this racial 
superiority. Their sense of pride fiirther got stimulus when there was a 
rising wave of racist doctrine preaching the inherent superiority of whites 
over the others'*'. Indians were discriminated in the employment. They were 
' -r [A- --i A 7..;. -
41. Bipin Chandra, op.cit., p 39 // ^'^ ~ '^^  -
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neglected, humiliation was heaped upon them, contempt was shown to their 
life, property and honour even by highly placed persons in administration 
and rules regarding services and education** definitely favoured the 
Europeans. 
Once Curzon himself declared that he was by instinct and by 
conviction an imperialist and regarded the British Empire "not only as a 
source of honour and pride to Englishman but as a blessing to the world"^. 
Intoxicated with the idea of racial superiority they practiced racial 
discrimination not only in India but in other parts of the world as well. 
When Curzon tried to establish absolute justice between man and man, 
equality before law, freedom fi-om tyranny injustice and oppression,^' his 
own government actually adopted the policy of racial discrimination in 
Australia and Africa^. The European's pride in their culture and colour was 
Am 
educated as a result of docile temperament of the Indians . 
The vernacular press appreciated the attempt of Curzon to do away 
with the racial arrogance but Anglo-Indian newspapers termed the viceroy's 
42. Sir A. Lyall Lt. Governor of UP ordered natives to come barefooted to him and Sir 
Rivers Thompson Lt. Governor of Bengal ordered the natives to keep standing in 
his presence, see also; Aligarh Institute Gazette, 17 March 1876, Vol. II, No. 19. 
43. The Roorki Engineering College rules were so amended as to bar the entry of 
Indians into it. Riyaz-ul-Akhbar Feb. 2, 1898. 
44. Speech on March 26, 1902 - Raleigh, Lord Curzon in India, p. 117. 
45. Speech delivered by Curzon on July 20, 1904-Releigh, Lord Curzon in India, p. 49. 
46. Indian people February 27, 1903. 
47. Edward Thomsion and G. T. Garret, Rise and Fulfillment of British Rule in India, 
p. 498. 
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attempts as wastage of energy. Curzon failed to check the outrages of 
Europeans inspite of their best attempts to do so. 
With the expansion of British Empire, administrative machinery 
increased tremendously. This brought Europeans into increasing contact 
with Indians and cases of racial arrogance multiplied. The Indian press 
raised an alarm against such cases. This created a consciousness among the 
Indians, which culminated into the popular demand of Indianization of 
services. 
Ilbert Bill controversy to a great extent exposed the claims of British 
justice, which according to the Indians was an instrument to deceive them. 
Ripon's government sought to abolish judicial qualification based on race 
distinction and Ilbert Bill sought to give the Indian judges the same power 
and rights as their European colleagues enjoyed. The Bill raised a storm of 
agitation among the members of the European Community and they all 
stood united against the Bill. Ripon was bound to modify the bill, which 
almost killed the purpose. 
The Ilbert Bill controversy proved an eye opener to the Indians. The 
Ilbert Bill taught the people a great lesson, the potency of public agitation 
and mass demonstration Urdu Press came heavily upon the British regime 
for her discriminatory attitude"**. When Raja Sheo Prasad supported the 
48. Akhbar-e-Aam, 12 may, 1883. Vol. 13, No 39. 
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Europeans on Ilbert Bill issue, his effigy was burnt and Akhbar-e-Aam 
denounced him in strong words'". Maulana Mohammed Ali once said, "if 
the darker races must for ever be looked upon in this way, the fatalism of 
the west was worse than the fatalism of the East... you may be contended 
with this state of things but we are not... we have learned the dignity of our 
race. We are self-respecting people". 
In the words of Premghan 'just a child get no milk without crying, a 
beggar no alms without begging and the thirsty no water without asking for 
it, the ruled do not obtained justice from ruler without petitioning and 
wailing*". The newspapers protested that there was white law and black law 
and never would the twain meet*'. 
In the administrative sphere and judicial departments, there was 
great discrimination between the appointments of Europeans and Indians. 
The language press highlighted this and said that while the number of posts 
had increased, the number of Indians in high post was still inadequate. The 
Indians were always placed at the lowest salaries. The highest post the 
Indian could hold was that of munsif. The vernacular press always raised its 
voice against these discriminations meted out to the Indians* .^ 
The employment of labourer in tea plantation industry and indigo etc 
was basically an economic issue. Women and children were employed as 
49. Ibid., 4 April, 1883, Vol. 13, No. 28. 
50. Sudhir Chandra, op. cit., p. 86. 
51. VNR of UP, Kawnpur Gazette, 1 July 1865. 
52. Advocate, Lucknow, 13 Sept. 1903. 
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forced labourer^ their position was just like slaves. Sometime women were 
outraged, later their relatives were satisfied by a compensation^. The social 
condition of the labour class was precarious and miserable. 
The existence of beggary was an stigma on the Indian society. 
Though this related to the economic crisis. Economic deprivation led to 
beggary. The press advocated the government to remove poverty and asked 
the people to form association to help deprived children^ .^ Orphanages were 
established to meet the problem of destitute children. Christian missionaries 
did a laudable work but they came under fire on the issue proselytization. 
During the 19* century the crime like theft, dacoity, high way 
robbery etc. were more rampant everywhere. The vernacular language press 
always lamented the anti-social elements^^ the press also dealt in length 
about inability of the police to take the problem^'. The newspapers also 
reported about the prosecution of iimocent people by the poUce so they by 
perforce between the thieves and criminals. 
Poverty was the main reason for growing crimes. Thus newspapers 
suggested to ameliorate the economic condition of the people. The press 
also advocated in favour of the repeal of the Arms Act, which had left the 
common people defenseless against marauders and thieves. Providing this 
53. VNR of UP Riaz-ul-Akhbar, Gorakhpur, 12 Dec. 1905. 
54. VNR of UP Halat-e-Hind, April 1892. 
55. Ouadh Akhbar, Lucknow, 17 March 1886, Azad, August 1887. 
56. Najmul Akhbar, Etawah, February 1888. Sahafat-e-Qudsi, Delhi, 1888 
5 7. Dehli Urdu Akhbar, 19 April, 1841, 12 December 1841. 
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sort of security to the people would ensure the loyalty of the public towards 
the government. 
To bring social reform is not an easy task particularly when the 
society, like ours which is custom and tradition-ridden. The presence of 
social ills was something which was an established fact and their removal 
could be effected only gradually because people were die hard to their old 
habits and traditions. The role of the press in society is the role of a watch-dog. 
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CHAPTER 4 
POLITICAL REFLECTION 
POLITICAL R€FL€CriON 
The conquest of India by the Turks ushered in a new era in the chequred 
history of bidia. The cultural amalgamation took place. This cultural synthesis 
led to introduction of new traditions in society and polity of the country. After 
the fall of the Mughals, the Muslims ceased to be a dynamic force in India. The 
Muslims lost political power, with this they even lost their hope for living. 
Farquhar rightly said, "flie whole community sank witii the empire"V The 
Muslims in India, remained frustrated and under subjugation. From time to time 
they made fiitile attempt to overthrow the British rule to regain their lost regime 
as it would give them all the offices in a country where office is everything , 
Sleeman explained. 
It is now a well-established fact that from the begirming of their 
supremacy in India, the British did not trust tiie Muslims. They always regarded 
Muslims as potential threat to their rule in India. This fear and suspicion against 
the Muslims continued, even Heber, who had an admiration for the culture and 
characteristic of the Muslims, apprehended such a danger against the Muslims .^ 
For the Muslims, therefore, the rebellion of 1857 was not just a revolt against 
the British, it was their last desperate bid for the recovery of their privileges. To 
quote Sir S.H Cunningham: "the Musalman had a personal grievance. He was 
1. Farquhar, J.N., Modem Religious Movements in India, p. 91. 
2. Sleeman, Rambles and Recollections, II, p. 183. 
3. Heber, Narrative of Journey, I, p. 298. 
feeling the dual pain of humiliated authority and tarnished prestige'*. But the 
fact is that the Muslims share in the revolt itself was no greater than that of the 
others. The Muslims had to suffer more because the British suspected them the 
most. George Campbell admitted that the most obvious, popular and pressing 
theory is that Mohammadans have rebelled*. The prevalent opinion among the 
Englishmen was that the Muslims in India are great danger to their rule. It 
became almost a habit with British officials to put the blame for every thing that 
went wrong, on the Muslims. Towards the Hindus, on the contrary, their 
attitude was generous and they were accommodated in administration while 
Muslims were deprived. "The Muslims forfeited the confidence of their foreign 
rulers" said Alfred Lyall, and consequently "lost their numerical majority in the 
higher subordinate ranks of the civil and miUtary services"*. 
At this occasion Sir Syed emerged as saviour of the Muslims and wrote a 
pamphlet titled 'The loyal Mohammadans of India'. ]n this paper Sir Syed 
Ahmad tried to convince the British that in no way Muslims are anti-British. He 
further explained in detail about the services rendered by the Muslims during 
the mutiny. At one place referring to the prevalent belief that the Muslims were 
the chief instigator of the rebelhon, he said. "Some of the acts of that horrible 
drama have already been exposed but as day by day all the particulars are 
4. Cuimingham: Earl Canning, p. 65. 
5. Campbell. Sir George, Memoirs of My Indian Career, II, p.p. 391-402 
6 Quoted by Lovett, Sir. Vemey in his, A History of The Indian Nationalist Movement, 
p 15. 
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gradually brought to light, then the naked truth stands revealed, with this 
glorious fact stand out in prominent relief to the world that if in India there was 
one class of people above every other, who from the principles of their religion, 
from habits and associations, and from kindred disposition were bound with 
Christians, in their dread hours of trail and danger, in the bonds of amity and 
friendship, then those people were the Muslims, and they alone and then will be 
effectually silenced the tongue of slanders, now so loud in the condemnation of 
the Muslims"'. That tongue was no doubt, silenced but it took a long time and 
consumed much of the energies of Sir Syed Ahmad and his companions. 
Against such a bleak background the Muslims began their struggle for survival 
under the British. 
The Muslims now firmly believed in cyclical theory of civilization 
where a civilization is bom to die. This attitude of the Muslims gradually 
assumed alarming proportions. It was not only proving fatal to the Muslims but 
dangerous to the proper working of administration itself especially because one 
section of the Indian people was advancing and the other was decaying. Earl of 
Mayo was the first British ruler who paid a due attention towards educating the 
Muslims. Later on Sir William Hunter, who wrote Indian Mussalmans, brought 
for the first time, a touch of urgency to the whole situation. This work had some 
influence on subsequent government policy towards the Muslims. Though the 
7. Sir Syed: The Loyal Mohammadam of India, Part I, p. 3. 
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British realized that something ought to be done, but what should be the way 
out, it was yet to be decided. 
The Muslims who till recently enjoyed the fruit of higher services, now 
they are ousted and deprived of all post, and positions. Syed Ameer Ali 
explained by means of facts and figures, how the Muslims had been driven 
away from the public services and the independent professions*; and he 
suggested the British government to remove the disproportionate ratio of 
Hindus and Muslims in the services of the state. Gradually as the situation 
deteriorated, the Muslims leaders began to clamour more and more for special 
treatment. The British government also became a little more attentive to their 
grievances as the nationalist movement started gaining strength. Now the turn 
was of Hindus who were looked down with suspicion and the British started 
wooing the Muslims showering all sort of blessing towards them. So the 
Muslims were advised to take fiiU advantage of modem system of education to 
ameliorate their backwardness. 
The Muslims however could not remain completely unaffected by the 
political situation. As English education spread among them, their interest in 
politics also increased. Nawab Abdul Latif, who foimded the Mohammedan 
Literary Society in 1865, made the first attempt in this direction. The society 
anyhow managed to attract the attention of the British authorities towards the 
8. The Nineteenth Century, LXVI, p.p. 193-215. See also Hunter, A statistical Account of 
Bengal Vol. I, p. 202. 
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current problem of the Muslims. Politically, the society was loyalist one. No 
criticism of the government was allowed. Though the society did not played 
any significant role in creating political consciousness among the Muslims, it 
rendered valuable service by popularizing among the Muslims to take up the 
study of English language and literature. 
The next move in this direction was made by Sir Syed Ahmed Khan. He 
founded Scientific Society on January 9, 1864 at Ghazipur. In his inaugural 
address, G.F.I. Graham, the first biographer of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan said, "for 
the first time in the annals of Hindustan, has commenced a society, in order to 
bring the knowledge and literature of the nations, of the western world within 
the reach of the immense masses of the people of the east."' 
Explaining the object of the society and reason for the formation. Sir 
Syed lamented the colossal ignorance of the native about the manners and 
customs of the European nations and he laid special stress on political 
education. "Political economy, he said," formerly known to us but none of the 
works for all ancient authors on it are now extent - from a want of knowledge 
of political economy. The native of India utterly in the dark as to the principles 
on which the government of their country is carried on"". The Society 
translated into Urdu and published many important European works on politics. 
9. Graham G.F.I., The Life and Work of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan. p. 49. 
10. Graham, op, cit., pp. 52-54 
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economy, and science. Influence of these works in moulding public opinion 
among the educated Muslims was commendable. 
In 1866, he established another political organization namely the British 
Indian Association. The purpose of the Association was to bring into notice to 
the British Parliament about the problems and grievances of the people of India. 
Later on Syed Ameer Ali decided to form a political organization for the 
Muslims called the Central National Mohammedan Association. This was the 
first an organized effort at bringing the Muslims together on a political 
platform. These organizations became a link between the government and the 
masses. The leaders of these organizations were consulted by the British 
authorities in matters of legislation and governance of the country. Similar 
organizations were started by Hindu leaders for example Landholder's 
Association, which had very little to do with the Muslims Landholders, so was 
the case with the British Indian Association. The same was true of Sir Syed's 
Scientific Society, which cared mostly for the Muslims. But all the 
Organizations were fi-ee from any sectarian influence. Later on the change in 
the working of these organizations was noticed. With the passage of time a 
communal colour began to influence and the difference between the two 
communities widened with political awakening and constitutional changes in 
India. 
After the revolt we notice a phenomenal increase in the vernacular press. 
It was during this period that Indian society underwent a rapid transformation. 
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for which a number of factors were responsible. The rise and growth of Indian 
nationalism has been traditionally explained in terms of Indian response to the 
stimulus generated by the British Raj through creation of new institution, new 
opportunities, resources etc. In other words, Indian nationalism grew partly as a 
result of colonial poUcies and partly as a reaction to colonial policies. Indian 
nationalism was the product of a mix of various factors for instance worldwide 
upsurge of the concepts of nationalism and right of self determination initiated 
by the French Revolution. The dawn of the 19* century witnessed the birth of a 
new vision - a modem vision among some enlightened sections of the Indian 
society. This enlightened vision was to shape the course of events for decades 
to come and beyond. This process of reawakening is defined as the 
"Renaissance". 
Factors like offshoots of the process of modernization initiated by the 
British in India, (strong reaction to British imperialist policies in India, political, 
administrative and economic unification of the country, western thought and 
education, role of Indian press etc.) contributed a lot in the growth of Indian 
nationalism. During the last quarter of the 19* century press made a stupendous 
growth. It is interesting to note that in 1877 there were about 169 newspapers 
published in vernacular languages and their circulation reached up to one lakh. 
Progressive character of socio-religious reform movements also helped in 
intellectual awakening. Indian society in the 19* century was caught in vicious 
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web created by religious superstitions and social obscurantism. Social 
conditions were equally deplorable. Casteism was another curse upon the 
society. The colonial rule in India was followed by a systematic attempt to 
disseminate colonial culture and ideology as the dominant cultural current. 
Faced with the challenge of the intrusion of colonial culture and ideology an 
attempt to reinvigorate traditional institutions to realize the potential of 
traditional culture developed during the 19* century. The impact of modem 
western culture and consciousness of defeat by a foreign power gave birth to a 
new awakening. There was awareness that a vast country like India had been 
colonized by a handful of foreigners because of internal weaknesses within 
hidian socio-political and cultural structure. 
During the last decade of IQ**" century, the rising tide of nationalism and 
democracy also found expression in movements to reform and democratise the 
social institutions and religious outlook of the Indian people. Factors such as 
growth of nationalist sentiments, emergence of new economic forces, spread of 
education, impact of modem westem ideas and culture and increased awareness 
of the world, strengthened the resolve to reform. The important intellectual 
criteria, which gave these reform movements an ideological unity, were 
rationalism, religious universalism and humanism. Social relevance was judged 
by rationalist critique. The social reform movements were also an embodiment 
of a new humanitarian morality, which induced the notion that humanity can 
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progress and has progressed and that moral values are ultimately those which 
favour human progress. 
Modem education, administrative unification and economic policies of 
the British, gave rise to a new middle class intelligentsia. Percival Spear says, 
"the new middle class was a well-integrated all-India class with varied 
background but a common foreground of knowledge, ideas and values... it was 
a minority of Indian society but a dynamic minority... it had a sense of unity of 
purpose and hope". This middle class proved to be a new soul of modem hidia 
and in due course, infused the whole of India with its spirit. This class provided 
strength to the Indian National Congress in all its stages of growth. 
Different socio-religious reform movements generated a hope and 
aspiration, Rippon's liberalism further kindled a new ray of hope. The 
foundation of Indian National Congress was a manifestation of the general 
unrest and the founding of an all India organization attracted the attention of the 
people. It provided a political platform. The Indian National Congress, since 
then remained a central theme in the vemacular press and it continued to be a 
political force in India. It created a sense of commonness. The Times reporting 
on the inaugural session of the Congress said: "for the first time, perhaps since 
the worid began, India as a nation met together"". That alone marked an epoch 
in modem India. 
11. The Times, London, Februan- 1. 1886. 
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With the foundation of Congress, political opinion in the country began 
to assume a new dimension. A new vision was set before the nation. The first 
session of the Congress was held at Bombay. From every part of the country 
people assembled there and discussed new vistas for the country. During the 
first phase of its existence, the Congress retained the character of a "loyal 
opposition"" accepting moderate aims and expressing faith in constitutional 
methods of activity". W.C. Banerjee*^ was elected the president. The Indian 
Mirror reported that, "people of different races from different parts of India 
gathered together, met on a common platform, exchanged view, and ideas with 
each other, cultivated brotherly feelings among themselves and discussed the 
most important questions effecting the political welfare and progress their 
common country'*". None of the vernacular press could afford to neglect it 
especially when a good number of journalists participated as delegates. 
The Indian Spectator characterized these deliberations of three days as 
record of the most brilliant achievement of British rule in the east, the dawn of a 
new India from the point of view of the politicians, the harbinger of indirect if 
not of direct representation". The Amrit Bazar Patrika was delighted at these 
leaders of the society who had come from different and distant part of the 
12. John Gimther, Inside Asia, p. 447. 
13. Sir William Wedderbum, A. O. Hume. Father of the Indian National Congress, p. 50. 
14. W.C. Banergee (1844-1906) Brahmin from Bengal; President, Indian National 
Congress, 1885; Member, Bengal Legislative Council. 
15. January 6, 1886 (quoted in Voice of India, January 1886 a Bombay monthly giving the 
views of important newspapers of the country on burning questions of the time. 
16. Voice of India. January 3, 1886. 
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country to deplore their fallen condition*'. There was mixed reaction in the 
press on the establishment of the Congress, a few expressed satisfactions over 
its foundation while others reacted sharply. Liberals in England, however, 
displayed satisfaction at the Indian attempt to articulate itself. Though the 
Anglo-Indian press and the British civilians quickly perceived the danger that 
lay ahead if a section of Englishmen themselves allied with the Congress to end 
their privileges. When the Congress was established in 1885, much high-
ranking British officials supported the Congress. In fact Lord Reading, the 
governor of Bombay was to have inaugurated its first session. But as it grew its 
strength and became increasingly critical of British administration, the officials 
became alarmed and suspicious of its activities. They even publicly condemned it. 
The liberals at home were warned to beware of Dadabhai Nauroji whose 
demand of representative government if accepted would lead to abdication of 
Englishman's authority in favour of nationalists like Dadabhai, S. N. Banerjee 
and their followiers . According to the Anglo-Indian press, western education 
had imparted the lesson of public speaking and the cry for legislative reform to 
the Indians, who were motivated by the desire to get fresh opportunities for 
oratorical display. 
The hostility of the Anglo-Indian press and its incitement to Muslims, 
prompted the Congress leaders to direct their energies towards registering the 
17. Amht Bazar Patrika, Jan. 7, 1886. 
18. Ibid., December 29, 1886. 
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support of all section of the society. Because just after the first session of the 
Congress held at Bombay. The Englishman, one of the fore-most Anglo- Indian 
newspapers, denounced its formation by calling it a "Hindu Organization" . 
Since the next session was to be held in Calcutta, S.N. Banerjee initiated talks 
to solicit the support of the Muslims with their leaders like Syed Ameer Ali*" 
and Nawab Abdul Lateef*'. 
The Central Mohammedan Association set before it the objective of the 
political regeneration of Indian Muslims^ ^ and put forward before the British 
government their just and reasonable claims. Central Mohammedan Association 
also presented their grievances to the govenmient for effective measures^ .^ 
19. Quoted by the Indian Mirror, Dec. 1887, Commenting on this Condemnation of the 
Congress as a "Hindu Congress" A.C. Mazumdar wrote "...as if the Hindus were 
altogether a negligible factor in the country and that such a disqualification was 
sufficient for its disparagement in the elimination of the public and to discredit its 
weight and importance with the authorities". See his Indian National Evolution, p. 141. 
20. Syed Amir Ali, founded Central National Mohammedan Association in 1872 wliich 
initiated the first organized effort at bringing the Muslims together on a poUtical 
platform, with its headquarters at No. 2 Royal Street Calcutta. Thp Central National 
Mohammedan Association was founded to obviate the difficulties under which the 
Mohammedan laboured. Prince Mohd Fanukh Shah, a great grandson of Tipu Sultan 
was elected as President and Ameer Ali its Secretary' and Treasurer. 
21. Syed Abdul lateef founded the Mohammedan Literary Society in .^ril 1865, with its 
headquarter at No. 16 Tolatollah Lane in Calcutta. The object of the society was "to 
impart usefiil information to the higher and educated classes of the Mohammedan. 
22. K.K. Aziz says that the importance of the National Mohammedan Association in the 
19th Century was second onlv to the Aligarh Movement, see Ameer Ali, His Life and 
Work, p. 74. 
23. The Association presented Memorials to Lord Ripon in 1882 and to Sir Stewart Colvin 
Bayley in 1888 pointing out the discriminated in the Civil Services between the Hindus 
and Muslims. 
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Unlike Sir Syed, Ameer Ali strongly favoured political activity on the 
part of the Muslims^ '*. This explains why Ameer Ali laid great emphasis on 
political grounding. Ameer Ali's contribution to Muslims politics is more 
significant and more powerful than Sir Syed, Ram Gopal rightly observe that 
"while Sir Syed was himself an institution, Ameer Ali created an institution 
which extended its activities as far West as Karachi and as far south as 
Bangalore^ .^ 
In response to the Congress invitation, the Central Mohammedan 
Association decided to abstain from participation in the proposed congress . 
The Association fully agreed with the Congress objective but differed only in 
respect of the timing. As a result a large number of Muslims decided not to 
participate in its deliberation. Following the example of Mohammedan 
Association, Nawab Abdul Lateef and his Mohammedan Literary Society also 
decided not to participate in the deliberations of the Congress. The conservative 
Anglo-Indian press publicized the refusal of the Muslims to associate 
themselves with the Congress. In England, the large section of the press began 
to apprehend danger on account of the rise of nationalism. The press asked the 
government to adopt the policy of ruling India by setting two major 
communities against each other, and to turn the more backward condition of the 
24. Syed Razi Wasti, Memoirs and other writings of Syed Ameer Ali, p.p. 33-34. 
25. Ram Gopal, Indian Muslims - A political History, p. 44. 
26. The Centra! National Mohammedan Association had also dechned to participate in the 
Congress Session, on the ground that it was useless to raise a hue and cr>' against the 
government which was doing its best to carr>'out reforms. See Administrative Report of 
NWP and Oudh for the year ending 31st March 1888, p. 168. 
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Mohammedan community to advantage by using their loyalty as a claim to 
preferential employment in the service of the state, and opening to them the 
career of army, high pay, high position and honours . 
It is significant that it was not the Muslims but the official Anglo-Indian 
Press that began to raise their voice for the loss which the Muslims might suffer 
in future. In this atmosphere of suspicion the second Congress was convened at 
Calcutta in 1886. Thirty three out of the 436 delegates who attended the 
Congress were Muslims^ *. However to attract a better Muslims representation 
Congress invited Badruddin Tyabji to preside over the deliberation in the third 
Congress. Badruddin Tyabji regarded the formation of Congress as the mark of 
a new epoch in the history of the nation, and a signal that the distinction of the 
different races had disappeared and they had began to work togather^*. 
However, his views were not shared by other Muslims leaders and sympathisers 
- notably Sir Syed and Ameer Ali whom he attempted to persuade to co-operate 
wdth the Congress^". This was the triumph for the Congress organizers who 
27. Husain, B. Tyabji, Badruddin Tyabji-A Biography, p. 175. 
28. Tyabji papers, Tyabji letter to Sir Syed, February 18, 1888. Tyabji's letter to Amir Ali, 
Dec. 3,1887. 
29. Sir W.Gregorey's article in the Nineteenth Century, The Statesman, December 24, 1886. 
30. The following table shows the strength of the Muslims delegates in the aimual Congress 
1885-94. 
Year 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1894 
Hindus 
58 
387 
497 
965 
1502 
520 
1118 
Muslims 
2 
33 
83 
221 
254 
91 
23 
Others 
12 
16 
27 
62 
133 
14 
22 
Total 
72 
436 
607 
1248 
1889 
625 
1163 
See Report of the Indian Nationa Congress P^ers. 
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through him provided the first effective reply to the anti-Congress agitation 
which was being worked out with much intensity and vigour . 
Till this time Sir Syed concentrated on education and social reform of 
the Muslims. But the latest Congress effort to induce Muslims to come with in 
its fold infiiriated him. And the outcome was his famous speech what is called 
"Lucknow outburst"^ ^ against the Congress. Sir Syed, in his speech, came out 
bitterly against the Congress. He advised his co-religionist to remain loyal to 
the Queen. But nothing stopped Sir Syed's anti-Congress enthusiasm. As days 
passed he was more than convinced of the VAsdom of his stand which was 
praised by British officials both in India and England. 
Sir Syed believed that the moment, Muslims were dragged into political 
agitation they would be completely ruined. The only hope for their fiiture lay in 
the stability and continuance of British rule in India. To his co-religionists, he 
talked bluntly, warning them that if they joined the Congress, nothing but 
national disaster lay in store for them. Under a system of representative 
government, their future was dark; that system would only lead to the perpetual 
subjugation of the Muslims by the Hindus, Sir Syed developed his fears on 
three main grounds: (1) that the Hindus and Muslims were two different 
31. See an editorial. The National Congress and its critics in the Tribune, Nov. 9, 1887. 
32. Sir Syed delivered the speech, on Dec. 28, 1887. The Pioneer quoted on Jan. 11 and 12, 
1888. The Times referred to the speech as "one of the most remarkable political 
discourse ever delivered by a native of India (January 16, 1888). 
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nations", inspite of the fact that they drink from the same well, breath the air 
from the same city and depend on each other for his life; (2) that representative 
institutions, were unsuited to the conditions in India. Sir Syed said that if 
universal suffrage as granted in America, granted to the people of the India, the 
situation would be precarious. In this condition the Muslims voters would vote 
for the Muslims candidates and the Hindu voters would vote for the Hindu 
candidates. In this game of number politics, Hindu would certainly have an 
upper hand. Then what could be the surety of safeguard of Muslims interest; (3) 
that the Muslims must depend on the British for the safeguarding of their 
interests and for their effective representation. 
Sir Syed's speech created a great fiirore throughout the country. The 
Hindu press bitterly criticized his approach. The Indian Mirror called him a 
tool in the hand of our enemies - who has covered himself with shame and 
disgrace^. Young Bengal described his speech as "queer foolish, childish, 
sycophantic"*^ . The papers like The Bengali, The Indian Spectator, The Hindu 
Patriot and The Hindu, were equally critical but their tone was much more 
restrained and dignified. The Muslims Herald on the other hand was with all 
praise for him. The Congress leaders were equally bitter against Sir Syed. He 
was accused of creating ill-feeling and hatred between the two communities. 
33. The Pioneer, January 11, 1888, Sir Syed always referred to the Muslims in political 
controversy as a "nation". The Hindu newspapers as often challenged this contention of 
Sir Syed. 
34. The Indian Mirror, January 25, 1888. 
35. Quoted in Pioneer, February 2, 1888. 
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For a long span of time Sir Syed maintained silence, but then he broke his 
silence and said he was no harbinger of ill-will between the Hindus and 
Muslims. He said: "there is no person, who desires more than I do, that 
friendship and union should exist between the two people of India, and that one 
should help the other. I have often said that India is like a bride whose two eyes 
are the Hindus and Muslims. Her beauty consists in this that her two eyes be of 
equal luster"^ .^ 
Theoder Beck, the principal of MAO College had a great influence upon 
Sir Syed and convinced him that; parliamentary system of government was 
suited to a country containing two or more nations tending to oppress the 
numerically weaker. The Anglo-Indian press was delighted at Sir Syed's public 
speech and praised him for his wisdom. The Englishman described Sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan as true leader of the Muslims. Whereas Badruddin Tyabji as 
having no influence on the Muslims masses. The vernacular press warned the 
Muslims not to be a tool in the hands of English, who were true enemy of the 
country and who had adopted the policy of "Divide and Rule". 
On August 12, 1888 Sir Syed appealed both Hindu and Muslims who 
were opposed to the Congress to join together to counteract the false impression 
created in England by the supporters of the Congress that the entire people of 
India were with the Congress and to show to the British public that not only 
Muslims but also many influencial and powerful Hindus were opposed to this 
36. Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq, Vol. II, Issue 3, p. 25. 
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movement. For this purpose he formed the Indian Patriotic Association which 
was actively supported by Raja Sheo Prasad of Banaras. Raja of Bhinga, 
Munshi Naval Kishore etc. 
The Congress leaders on the other hand continued their efforts to win 
over the Muslims. The presence of small number of the Muslims delegates was 
attributed to the present lack of higher education among the Muslims^ .^ The 
Muslims from every part of India participated in the Congress session and 
showed keen interest in its proceedings. The popular Muslims paper of Madras 
termed it as an assembly for the public weal" . Badruddin Tyabji gave an 
assurance that the Congress would not discuss any matter to which the Muslims 
as a body were opposed '^. Sir Syed was of the view that the moment the 
Muslims resort to agitative politics their interest would be severely damaged. 
Thus the only hope for their bright future lay under the existing British rule in 
India. 
The alliance of the officials with a section of a native gentry and 
journalists produced a reaction in favour of the Congress. The most widely 
circulated Urdu journals of the country, Paisa Akhbar, Lahore, edited by 
Maulvi Mahboob Alam openly expressed its sympathy with the Congress 
40 
cause . 
37. Anhual Congress Report (1886), p.p. 7-8. 
38. Shams-ul-Akhbar, January 9, 1888. 
39. For Tyabji letter see The Pioneer, April 2, 1888. 
40. Dost-i-Hind, Dec. 20, 1888 announced the decision of the editor of Paisa Akhbar 
approving the Congress programme. 
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In the midst of such hostility and opposition, the fourth congress met at 
Allahabad in 1888. A special feature of the Allahabad Congress was the 
Association of Anglo-Indians and Muslims with it. The delegates, who 
participated, emphasized that the Congress was thoroughly loyal and law 
abiding and it had the support of the Muslims. The number of Muslims 
delegates was around 200 i.e. nearly one sixth of the total number of delegates. 
Syed Sharifuddin, a delegate from Bihar asked the delegates not to get 
disturbed by the criticism carried out against them because this was not a new 
game. The first Congress was condemned as a "Congress of a few educated 
native gentlemen"; the second as a "Congress of Bengalees"; and the third as a 
"Congress of Hindu". Now gentlemen, he said, "here in 1888 we have got 
before us not only Hindus, Bengalees and Marathas, but I am proud to say -
more than 200 Mohammadans". He therefore hoped that their critics would 
have the decency to accept it "by its right name" i.e. an Indian National 
Congress'*'. A resolution was adopted that when there will be consensus on any 
matter then the matter would be submitted to the government, if there will be 
desertion then the matter will be dropped'*^ . 
The one immediate result of Allahabad Congress was the change in the 
attitude of the Central Mohammedan Association of Bengal. Syed Ameer Ali 
expressed his view in these words that the Muslims had all very sincere 
41. Annual Congress Report (1888), p. 20. 
42. Ibid., p.p. 85-86. 
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sympathy for the Congress movement and would be glad to join it, if assured 
that their interest would not be jeopardized. He also stated that the views of Sir 
Syed were certainly not the parameter of the feeling of the Muslims Community 
at least in that part of Bengal^ .^ The government was perturbed on the quick 
change of attitude and hastily without losing anytime in gaining over Syed 
Ameer Ali by appointing him Judge in place of Romesh Chandra. This 
indication of a new policy exasperated the Hindus. The reaction in the Muslims 
press was sharp and it attributed evil motives to the Hindus'* .^ 
After the Allahabad Congress, political alignments became fairly 
marked. A sizable section of the press supported the Congress while those who 
opposed the Congress could roughly be divided into four groups. Firstly, the 
ultra-nationalists who thought the 'speech-making England educated Congress 
leaders' were labouring under an illusion about the true character of British rule 
in India. Bangabhasi, the most popular newspaper of the country, spearheaded 
this line of thought. Secondly, Muslims press also opposed the Congress but in 
itself it was divided in two groups - one supporting the Aligarh school and the 
other opposing it. Thirdly, the Anglo-Indian presses, which really represented a 
microscopic minority more than made it up by its resources and by its alliance 
with the officials. Lastly, a section of the press that end at pleasing the British 
authorities, also set itself against the Congress, of which the Urdu daily Oudh 
43. Bengalee, January 19, 1889. 
44. Mohammedan Observer, Januar\' 11, 1894. 
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Akhbarv/as the most conspicuous'*'. In 1888, its owner Munshi Nawal Kishore 
was awarded the title of CLE., which was considered to be a reward for his 
outright support to the Company's rule. 
The Congress leaders were not worried about the charges of 
sedition and disloyalty against their organization. They were aware that many 
British officials in hidia and England including Gladstone had sympathy with 
the Congress. They had also the backing of England's liberal press. Lord 
Landsdowne who succeeded Lord Dufferin, regarded the Congress as a 
progressive movement, with which he found himself in sympathy"*^ . 
The Congress leaders were full of admiration for British history and 
culture and spoke of the British connection as 'providential'. It was their 
carnival faith that British rule in India, was in the interest of the Indians. They 
looked upon the British government as their ally; in the course of time, they 
believed British would help them to acquire the capacity to govern themselves 
in accordance with the highest standards of the west. 
In 1886, Dadabhai Nauroji presiding over the Calcutta session of the 
Congress, described in length the "Blessings of British Rule" and his remarks 
were cheered by the audience. Anand Mohan Bose as Congress President in 
1898 declared, "The educated classes are the friends and not the foes of 
45. Oudh Akhbar was the only Urdu daily of importance in U.P. e.g. in 1897 it was among 
the first five vernacular Journals. 
46. See on editorial, The Viceroys' Message to the Congress in The Pioneer, JanuaA' 30. 
1891. 
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England, her natural and necessary allies in the great work that lies before her". 
Thus it was generally believed that the chief obstacle in the path of India's 
progress was not British colonial rule but the social and economic 
backwardness of the Indian people and reactionary role of the Anglo-Indian 
bureaucracy. Loyalty to the crown was their faith, one important article of their 
political religion. 
Initially the British government maintained neutrality which later on 
changed to hostility. Lord Curzon was more categorized in his pronouncements 
when he said that the Congress is "tottering to its fall" and one of his greatest 
missions in India was "to assist it to a peaceful demise". The officials 
encouraged the loyalists like Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and Raja Sheo Prasad of 
Banaras to organize the United Indian Patriotic Association to counter Congress 
propaganda. Further Lord Dufferin challenged the very national character of the 
Congress and dubbed it as representing only a microscopic minority. 
The failure of violent method in 1857 convinced the Indians to adopt 
peacefiil way of agitation. The Congress, policy of agitation aimed at arousing 
the masses and to make government responsive to public opinion. The 
vernacular press did not approve the Congress attitude to the British 
govenmient but it considered meetings valuable as the masses may be aroused 
by them and no government would be able to ignore their voice. The liberals 
made the Indians to believe that the British nation was not responsive to 
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agitation until it was carried on constitutional lines. The Congress basically 
demanded better administration for India. It was sought by the Congress, which 
was the expression of the Indian public opinion that and the British government 
should formulate their policies according to the wishes of the people. The 
Congress demanded - expansion of councils, greater association of Indians in 
administration, separation of executive and judiciary. The early leaders failed to 
realize the reform they asked for which would cut at the root of the British rule 
in India. 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan held the view that representative institutions are 
not suitable in a country like India, For the Muslims it was suicidal. He was not 
in favour of agitational politics and he put forward that ignorance and illiteracy 
are great hurdle in agitational politics. Sir Syed Ahmad and a section of 
Muslims press feared that as agitation spread, it might result in bloodshed in 
Northern India. The Pioneer and Aligarh Institute Gazette predicted that the 
Congress brand of agitation would lead to another catastrophe of 1857'*'. As far 
as vernacular press was concerned it readily employed agitation to preach 
sedition vernacular press was realistic in its view about the nature of British 
rule. 
Vernacular press in India virtually believed in the Irish type of agitation 
backed by physical force. Sir Syed in his famous speech at Lucknow observed 
47. Aligarh Institute Gazette, November 12, 1888. 
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that Irish agitation was proving successful because in Ireland there were 
thousands of men ready to sacrifice their lives willingly for the cause of nation. 
Sir Syed asked if among the congress leaders there existed even ten men who 
consented to stand before bayonets . After 1897 political outlook in India 
began to change. The vernacular press suggested that the Congress should 
rethink on its methods and should obviously abandoned the politics of begging 
as the Congress had reduced itself to a begging institution"*'. The New India, 
being a pro-Congress paper would not deny the fruitfulness of the Congress. 
Like most of the vernacular press, the New India believed that whatever 
concessions were given to the people, the government was motivated by the 
desire to strengthen the stability of the British rule. It was a mistaken belief to 
attribute reforms to agitation. The partition of Bengal was the climax of 
agitational politics, which heralded a new era of political extremism. The 
moderates were now being sidelined. The vernacular press played a significant 
role and paved the way for anti-partition movement throughout the country. The 
result was the universal denunciation of the partition. Urdu press also came 
heavily on this move of Curzon who divided Bengal. 
There was great deal of controversy about the inclusion of 'social 
reforms in Congress programme. The Congress leaders realized the importance 
of social reform, as Ranade believed in the value of social reform for the 
48. The Pioneer, January' 12, 1888. 
49. New India, July 17, 1902. 
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political uplift: "you cannot have a good social system, when you find yourself 
low in the scale of political rights; nor you can be fit to exercise political rights 
and privileges unless your social system and social arrangements are perfect. If 
your religious ideas are low and groveling, you cannot succeed in social, 
economic or political spheres. This interdependence is not an accident but a law 
of our nature"*". Notwithstanding this, leadership failed to include social reform 
in the programme of Congress. 
Legislative reforms occupied for most important place in the resolution 
of the Congress. The Congress passed resolutions on the necessity of legislative 
reforms. The vernacular press raised its voice for legislative reform. The 
Viceroy Lord Dufferin also recognized even the need to reform legislative 
council. Before the establishment of the Congress, he had advocated for reform 
proposals*'. The pro-Congress press pointed out the necessity and desirability 
of conceding political rights to the people in view of the great awakening of the 
masses, the growth of public opinion and responsible press. On the other hand 
Anglo-Indian press and the Aligarh Institute Gazette were opposed to it. Sir 
Syed expressed his view that representative institutions are not suitable for 
India. But considering the popular demand, Indian Council Act 1892 was 
passed. 
50. Kellock, Mahedar Govind Ranade. P. 91. 
51. Hindustan, January 22 and 23, 1889. 
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Apart from politically educating the people the press was also was a pro 
helpful in governance of the country. Press supplied information to the 
government. Even bitter critics of Indian press admitted its importance. The 
moral and ethical base of British imperialism lay in its 'rule of law'. This was 
simply a proclamation because European judges and juries always worked in 
favour so far as European offender was concerned. Whatever corruption cases 
existed in courts were often exposed by the press. In this regard Urdu Press was 
on the forefront. However, in spite of all the defects in the judicial system, it is 
undeniable that the British pattern on which the courts in India worked acted as 
a great check on the executive authority. 
The vernacular press raised the question on the issue of separation of 
executive from judiciary. They favoured the separation whereas the Anglo -
Indian press justified the existing system, firstly on the ground of lack of 
finance to implement separation. Secondly, it was doubted if separation would 
lead to better results . 
Vernacular press including Urdu Press raised their voice against the 
atrocities of the police. The institution of police was widely resented because 
this was the most oppressive institution. The press widely resented the Age of 
Consent Bill because people apprehended that the police might get the power to 
regulate the private life of an individual. Every section of the press launched a 
52. Bengalee, November 26, 1896. 
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furious attack and denounced oppressive measures of police committed against 
weaker and innocent section of the people. 
Discrimination was inherent in the nature of British rule, which was 
basically alien - socially, politically and economically. In theory they declared 
that the British rule was based on equality, fair play and benignity. But in 
reality it was based on racial discrimination and the policy of 'Divide and Rule'. 
The British bureaucracy developed an attitude of arrogance and contempt 
towards the Indians. The Indians were dubbed as belonging to an inferior race. 
Curzon proudly declared that he was by instinct and by conviction an 
imperialist and regarded the British Empire "not only as a source of 
hounourable pride to Englishmen but also as a blessing to the world^ .^ The 
press also raised the issue of racialism and bitterly criticized the racist attitude 
of British towards Indians. 
The demand for the Indianization of services initially grew out of the 
economic necessity that the educated classes were trying to get through 
government services. This demand caught the attention of the pubhc due to the 
racial consideration, which the government practiced in appointments. The 
unrest and opposition to racial discrimination was also manifested in the 
agitation for the Indianization of the services. Though the Charter Act of 1833 
and the Queen's Declaration of 1858 had removed all racial disabilities from 
India, but in reality this was never put into practice. The agitation for 
53. Speech on March 26, 1902 - Raleigh, Lord Curzon in India, p. 117. 
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Indianization of services became synchronous with legislative reforms and the 
two demands intermingled with each other. The press raised its voice 
demanding for simultaneous examinations for civil services both in India and 
England, raising the age limits for it. The Anglo-Indian press vehemently 
opposed this. 
The last quarter of the IS**" century, rocked with Hindi-Urdu controversy. 
Till 1837, Persian was the court language, which was later on replaced by Urdu. 
Urdu remained popular among both Hindus and Muslims equally. There was no 
linguistic division between the Hindus and Muslims. The British imposed 
English in schools, which followed a linguistic renaissance, and people started 
having pride in their own language*'*. 
One of the important manifestations of revivalist movement was the 
demand for the introduction of the Nagri script in government offices and court 
in place of Persian. Urdu speaking Hindu elites like Pandit Ajodheanath 
vigorously opposed their proposal to replace Urdu by Hindi. It is interesting to 
note that most of the leading newspapers like Oudh-Akhbar, Nasim, Anis-e-
Hind, Rahbar to name a few were not only owned but also were very ably 
conducted by Hindus. Hindus on the one side recognized Persian as symbol of 
Muslims sovereignty while Muslims considered Hindi as dirty and degrading**. 
54. Anil Seal, op. cit., p. 320. 
55. NWP and Oudh, p. 314, evidence of Babu Sheo Prasad before the Educational 
Commission. 
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Later Urdu speaking Hindu elites changed their loyalties^. At this time Sir 
Syed was in Banaras. He realizes that Hindi-Urdu controversy was hostile to 
Muslims and this would widen the division between Hindu and Muslims. But 
he continued his effort to unite them . 
The Hindi-Urdu controversy gradually gained ground. This contributed a 
lot in the growth of communal politics. In 1893 Nagri Prachami Sabha was 
founded to gamer the support for the cause of Hindi^ *. Madan Mohan Malviya 
was one of the leading protagonists of Hindi agitation, which began in 1883. Sir 
Syed on the other hand was ardent supporter of Urdu, which he considered 
essential for gaining Muslims ascendancy. In 1900 Sir Antony MacDonaled the 
Lt. Governor of United provinces of Agra and Ouadh was persuaded to accept 
Hindi in Nagri script as court language. 
On the issue of Hindi-Urdu controversy, Hindus raising a great hue and 
cry created a doubt in the Muslims mind. Already the educated Muslims had 
become suspicious of the Hindu leaders and their activities, this controversy 
made them even more apprehensive^'. The Urdu-Hindi controversy was 
sparked off because of certain basic causes, which were the fundamental 
reasons for misunderstanding between Hindus and Muslims and could not be 
56. Robinson, p. 74. The example of Raja Jai Kishan Das, One of the closest friend Sir Syed 
can be given. He urged the cause of Hindi and Nagri script and wanted a Sanskrit 
University. He left the Aligarh Scientific society. 
57. Hali, Heyat-e-Jawed, p.p. 192-94. See correspondence between Sir Syed and Hindus in 
this connection in the Aligarh Institute Gazette, November 27,1868. 
58. Edvin Greans, Hindi & Nagri Prakarmi Sabha, The Modern review Sep. 1907, p. 265. 
59. Rafique Zakaria, Rise of Muslims in Indian Politics, p.p., 308-9. 
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treated in isolation. But it definitely contributed to the rise of divisive 
movements. The government had politicized a purely an academic matter. The 
official made a dormant language issue a political and communal controversy^*, 
"says Kirti Narain. He further says how "it helped in breaking up the hitherto 
socio-economic homogenous group which had always symbolized cohesiveness 
in society"^*. Ultimately the language controversy grew not only bitter but 
assumed a dimension of communal colour inspite of the effort by Pro-Congress 
papers to keep it strictly a linguistic issue. 
60. Kirti Narain, op. cit, p. 141. 
61. Ibid. 
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URDU JOURNALISM AND NATIONAL 
MOVEMENT 
URDU JOURNALISM AND NATIONAL 
MOVEMENT 
The history of freedom movement will remain incomplete 
unless the contribution made by Urdu Journalism is taken into 
consideration. The dedicated services rendered by the writers, 
editors, publishers and distributors will be a source of inspiration for 
future generation. They sacrificed their life for the cause of nation. 
In true sense they were architects of modem India. Through their 
writings they brought about awakening among the masses and thus 
paved the way for massive war of independence. 
The Western education brought about revolutionary changes in 
the thinking process of Indians. Western education virtually resulted 
into the growth of a new class of intelligentsia, under whose able 
guidance India fought a long battle of her independence. The 
educated Indians were well acquainted with western ideas of 
democracy, liberty, equality, nationalism, etc. They demanded a 
share in governance. When their demand was rejected, then they 
launched a massive struggle, which culminated into what is called 
national movement. Ideologically nationalism is always present and 
needs only an appropriate atmosphere and situation to arrest itself 
practicallyV 
1. Ravindra Kumar, Essays in the Social History of Modern India, p.2. 
The number of western educated Indians was increasing^ but 
their prospect of getting employment was diminishing because all the 
higher posts were exclusively reserved for the Europeans . The 
introduction of English education actually opened the floodgate of 
liberal European thought. The colonial rulers conceived the idea of 
introducing English education for an efficient administration. The 
English educated intelligentsia worked as a catalyst in arousing the 
national consciousness. Under the Charter Act of 1833 and the 
Queen's proclamation of 1858 the doors of higher services remained 
closed to the Indians. This caused discontent and frustration among 
the educated class and thus discontent proved infectious. Men like 
Surendranath Banerjee, Aurbindo Ghose etc. turned nationalist only 
after the doors of the coveted services were closed to them. This 
disgruntled class formed the nucleus for the newly arising political 
unrest and it was this section of the society provided leadership to 
the Indian National Congress"*. The growing political consciousness 
among them naturally worried the British authorities. 
The western education fostered the spirit of renaissance in 
India, resulted into birth of socio-religious reform movements. Now 
people became aware of richness of their own culture. The educated 
2. Anil Seal, Emergence of Indian Nationalism, Competition & collaboration 
in the later 19th century, pp. 20-22. 
3. Ibid. 
4. DA. Low (ed.) Soundings in Modern South Asian History, p. 4. 
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Indians realized the existing degradation and humiliation they were 
facing as colonial subject*. It was advised that Indian must not 
abandoned their religion and not forget their past history if they 
again wish to rise in the world'. 
Administrative measures adopted by the British were either ill 
conceived or repressive in contents for instance 'Ilbert Bill 
controversy'. The Arms Act, the vernacular Press Act of 1878 
created wide spread resentment^. Racial arrogance, high handedness 
of British authorities, physical assaults etc. forced the Indian 
journalist to start a political campaign against the British". 
Progressive charter of socio religious reform movements 
successfully mobilized support of masses against the imperialist 
government. The social reforms sought to remove caste distinction, 
gender bias, religious hatred and united the people as whole' and 
prepared the ground for national movement. 
Jawahar Lai Nehru remarked "the foreign political domination 
led to a rapid destruction of the economy she had built up without 
anything positive or constructive taking its place. The net result 
5. Sudhir Chandra, Dependence and Disillusionment: Emergence of National 
Consciousness in the Later 19"' Century India, p. 43. 
6. Ibid. 
7. Sudhir Chandra, op. cit., p.p. 1-17 
8. Anil Seal, op. cit., p.p. 172-77 
9. Ibid, p. 28 
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being poverty and degradation beyond measures"*". The exploitative 
economic policies of the British ruined the Indian economy. 
Improved transportation and communication enabled the British to 
furtheren free trade. To meet the expenses of administration the 
taxation was very high'*. Industrial Revolution in England 
necessitated the cheap of deep raw material and market for her 
manufactured goods'^. The Drain of wealth continued*"*. Under the 
British, agriculture suffered the most. The British introduced 
Permanent settlement, royatwari settlement, and mahalwari system 
and brought important changes in the agrarian system. Proprietary 
right in land was introduced; land revenue turned into land rent; 
peasant reduced to tenant at will and land rent maximized. There was 
no improvement in agriculture and means of irrigation in comparison 
to railways. The agricultural sector was almost neglected which 
resulted into frequent occurrence of famines that broke the backbone 
of Indian rural economy. There started agrarian revolts culminating 
into beginning of a mass struggle against colonialism*'*. 
16. Jawahar Lai Nehru, Discovery of India, p. 102 
11. Anil Seal, op. cit., pp. 10-16 
12. Bipin Chandra, Amalerh Tripathi & Barun De, Freedom Struggle, p.9. 
13. Dada Bhai Nauroji, Poverty and Un-British Rule in India, pp. 30-45, See James 
Grant in The Fifth Report. II ed. by W.K.Firminger, p. 276, See also Holden 
Furber, John Company at Work, pp. 112-116, See What S. Bhattacharya says in 
CEM, p. 209. 
14. Bipin Chandra, op. cit.. pp. 16-35.Shan Mohammed, The growth of the 
Muslims Politics in India, p . l . 
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Colonial rule in itself generated a sense of unity, for example 
common administration, uniform system of law and governance. 
Transportation and communication system brought a political unity. 
National consciousness was thus being generated by identical 
aspirations and frustrations among the population. 
Apart from colonialism which was itself responsible for 
creating political consciousness among the people. The vernacular 
press, too played a remarkable role in national awakening. The Urdu 
newspaper Akhbar Jame-Jahan-Numa^^ started its career under the 
aegis of the British East India Company. Since it enjoyed the 
patronage of the company, it was quite obvious to have a soft 
attitude towards the British government. Financially too, the 
newspapers were supported by the government in lieu of which they 
shed their loyalty. 
The British authorities in India had no profound love for Urdu 
language. Their main interest in the promotion of Urdu lied in 
meeting their imperial design. Though Urdu journalism was 
promoted to serve the interest of the Britain. But in a short span of 
time it became a vehicle of nationalist propaganda. Urdu Press had 
started publishing such articles, which bore the message of 
15. First Urdu Newspaper published in. 1822, from Calcutta, See Khursheed. 
A.S., op.cit., p. 35,45. See also in Imdad Sabri, Tarikh-e-Sahafat Urdu, p. 306. 
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nationalism and also spread the spirit of patriotism"^. Articles 
published in the newspapers highlighted the exploitative nature of 
the British rule. 'Drain of Wealth', commercialization of agriculture, 
de-industrialization and de-urbanization were the issues which 
occupied the space in most of the vernacular press. Besides this the 
vernacular press came heavily on the British rule, press held them 
responsible for cultural degeneration and religious conflagration. The 
sensitive issue of both culture and religion was under threat which 
arose the passion of both Muslims and Hindus equally. 
Dehli Urdu Akhbar, in its very first issue literally criticized 
the growing indscipline, rampant corruption and a general 
deterioration in law and order situation in the country. This paper 
also made its earnest effort to arouse the national sentiments from 
the racial arrogance of the British rulers. 
Initially the tone of comment in the Urdu newspapers was 
generally a gentle one, though truth was told. In 1857 the revolt 
occurred, which was first expression of Anti-British sentiments. 
Though at this point of time nationalism was absent, if it exists it 
was in embryonic form. To brand the revolt simply a sepoy mutiny is 
not correct. It was culmination of the accumulated grievances of the 
15A. Margarita Bams, op. cit., p. XIII, See R.K. Trivedi; The Critical Triangle. India, 
Britain and Turkey, p. 249. 
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people against the company's administration and dislike of the 
foreign regime. Popular discontent and hatred against the British rule 
started gaining strength among different sections of the society. 
The Urdu Journalism in fact inspired the rebels to take arms 
against the British. The Revolt was suppressed and vernacular press 
underwent a drastic change. New legislations were made to check the 
spirit of press. During this period tone of the press remained more or 
less mollifying. Successful suppression of the revolt was followed by 
a "reign of terror" characterized by atrocities of the victorious 
British to avenge the wrong done to them during the Mutiny by the 
insurgents*'. 
The British re-conquest was followed by a general massacre of 
elements that were suspected to have participated in the uprising*^. 
British policy towards Muslims after the Mutiny became harsh and 
distrustful . The property of the Muslims was confiscated, they were 
debarred from civil and military services and entire community was 
16. Shan Mohammed, The Growth of the Muslims Politics in India, p. 1. 
17. G. O. Travelyan, Cawnpur, p. 109, John William Kaye descriling the 
atrocities perpetrated on the people of India says: Arrest followed arrest, a 
great panic arose among the Mohammadans of Patna No one Knows whose 
turn would come next or what form of offensive movement of English 
authority would take. This was said about Patna but it was true of all 
mutiny affected areas. Sec A History of Sepoy War in India, (1857-58) 
Vol. Ill, (1876), p. 81. 
18. Hafeez Malik, Muslims Nationalism in India and Pakistan, pp. 207-8. 
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reduced to a state of despondency". The Muslims were not only 
deprived of their position earlier they had enjoyed but the British 
policy brought them a sense of humiliation and decline^". 
In such a situation, only a courageous journalist spoke the 
truth^'. The Dehli Urdu Akhbar covered the news of the uprising 
extensively. Following are a few examples of extracts of the news 
items published in the issue of the paper dated 24 '^' May 1857: 
Kol: It has been heard that four companies of Kol appeared 
before the king after disgracing the English, killing every 
Englishmen, they came across and allowed the people to loot the 
treasury and public looted it thoroughly and everyone grabbed 
what he would catch hold of^ .^ 
Lucknow: It is reported that in Lucknow Englishmen suffered 
the way they feared here, it is also rumoured that the brother of 
the deposed king who was known to be mad who has occupied 
the throne and the state is being ruled in his name but it is not 
known that the disposition of the kings of dancers and the friend 
of the musician and where is the ruler". 
19. W. W. Hunter, Indian Mussalmans, p. 159, See also the Composition of 
Army, the Report of the Commission appointed to enquire into the 
organization of Indian Army. Presented to both the house of the Parliament 
by the Command of her majesty. London (1859) p. IX. 
20. K. M. Panikar, A Survey of Indian History, p. 28. 
21. Khursheed, Abdus Salam, Karwan-e-Sahafat, pp. 10-11 
22. Atique Siddiqui, Hindustani Akhbarnawesi, p.384. 
23. Ibid. 
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Kanpur: It has been reported that the condition of Kanpur is 
similar to that of other places. Wherever an Englishman is 
found, he is killed". 
Delhi: The public feels greatly harassed and troubled because of 
the prevalent loot. The city people themselves as well as 
outsiders are indulged in looting and the authority of the police 
is less than one-tenth of what it was earlier. In short every 
respectable and rich person is facing great difficulties these 
days". 
Abdus Salam Khursheed rightly observed that the dark clouds 
had surrounded the city of Delhi, and it became deserted. Dehli Urdu 
Akhbar was closed down and its proprietor Mohammed Baqar was 
shot dead. He was the first journalist who scarified his life for the 
cause of nation^^. 
Koh-e-Noor, a prominent Urdu newspaper continued its 
publication till 1856. The paper was popular for its exemplary 
courage shown in editorial exposing maladministration, corruption 
etc. The newspaper heavily came down on the gonernment^'. 
24. Ateeq Siddiqui, Hindustani Akhbar Nawesi, p. 384. 
25. Ibid. 
26. KhuTsheed, Abdus Salam. Sahafat Pakistan-0-Hind Mein p. 124. 
27. Ibid., p. 62. 
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Simultaneously, it published articles full of praise^* for the 
government. During the revolt it extensively reported the news of 
British victories^'. 
Sadiq-ul-Akhar^^, the articles published in the paper contained 
anti British sentiments and sowed the seeds of discontent among the 
masses, through depicting true picture. The basic theme of news 
items published in Sadiq-uI-Akbar was to arouse anti-British 
sentiments^'. 
British authorities in India nurtured a hostile attitude towards 
the Urdu press. Abdus Salam Khursheed writes about the crucial role 
Urdu paper played before the revolt of 1857, "it would perhaps be 
wrong to expect the newspaper of the period to reflect the public 
opinion". Nevertheless the Delhi Urdu paper wrote in favour of the 
Indian employees of the government and criticized the police 
officers. The manner in which Koh-e-Noor appealed to all the papers 
of the country to maintain the freedom of the press and the way in 
which both the Lucknow newspaper exposed the anarchy and 
corruption that prevailed after the annexation of Oudh, give evidence 
of their courage and they deserved to be the praised"^^. 
28. Khursheed, Abdus Salam, Sahafat Pakistan-0-Hind Mein, pp. 60-61. 
29. P.N. Chopra, Role of Indian Muslims in the Struggle for Freedom (ed.), p.8 
30. By this name several newsp^ers were published both in Persian as well as in 
Urdu. See Imdad Sabri, Rooh-e-Sahafat, Vol. I. 
31. Imdad Sabri, Rooh-e-Sahafat, Vol. I, p. 261. 
32. Khursheed Abdus Salam, op.cit., p.84. 
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Charles Metcalf liberated the press in 1835, which facilitated 
the growth of vernacular press and enabled it to express its views 
fearlessly. Thus, Urdu journalism in particular played active role 
during the revolt and afterwards. Dehli Urdu Akhbar and Sadiq-ul-
Akbar deserve special mention. When the revolt was suppressed the 
Urdu newspaper became target. The attitude of the English 
newspaper remained hostile and aggressive towards the vernacular 
press. They constantly demanded censorship for the vernacular press. 
In 1857, Lord Canning passed the law known as Canning Act, which 
resulted into harsh measure against the Urdu Press. Consequently, 
after the revolt was suppressed Muslims in particular were expelled 
from the field of journalism". 
After the revolt a new era of Urdu journalism ushered. Polity, 
society and economy in India underwent a complete transformation. 
This period also witnessed the emergence of national awaking and 
subsequence growth of an organized national movement. 
"Associations, like cricket, were British innovation and, 
cricket became an Indian craze", says Anil seaP^. Western 
domination of India generated certain forces - some as a result of its 
impact and some of as a reaction to it, which ultimately challenged 
western imperialism. One important effect of the introduction of the 
33. Natrajan, S.A., History of the Press in India, p. 54. See R.K. Trivedi, 
op.cit., p. 249. 
34. Anil Seal, op.cit., p. 105. 
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western culture in India was the growth of modern political thought 
like nationalism, nationality, political rights etc. The Indian sub-
continent witnessed the growth of political ideas and political 
organization hitherto unknown to the Indian world. And it were 
political associations which heralded 19"' century India into modern 
politics These associations were secular in nature and bounded 
together the new classes. 
Raja Ram Mohan Roy was pioneer of political movement in 
India. He was greatly influenced by Western ideas. He had sympathy 
for popular movements all over the world. He was the first man who 
diverted the attention of Englishmen towards the grievances of India 
and sought for remedial measures. He demanded the liberty of the 
press. The task of organizing political association, however, left to 
the associates of Raja Rammohan Roy. 
A large number of political associations came into being 
during the second half of the 19*'' century, with the object of 
stimulating the sense of nationalism amongst the people and of 
encouraging political education. The idea of a common political 
association for the whole country was felt seriously. It took decades 
to materialize the idea of an all India organization. Finally on 25**' 
Dec 1885, a retired British civil servant A. O. Hume laid the 
foundation of Indian National Congress. W. C. Banerjee popularized 
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the view that the idea of Indian National Congress was a produd ol 
Lord Dufferin's Brain that he suggested it to Hume who chalked out 
the structure. Dufferin wanted to have a political organization, 
through which the government could ascertain the information 
regarding the grievances of people and thus saved the administration 
from any possible outbreak in the country. Lala Lajpat Rni 
maintained that the Indian National Congress was organized to serve-
as a "safety-valve" for the growing unrest in the country and 
strengthen the British Empire. The idea was, writes Lala Lajpat Rai"^ 
"not only to save the British rule from any danger that threatened it 
but even to strengthen it ...the redress of political grievances and 
political advance of India was only a byproduct and of secondary 
importance". 
A. O. Hume was an enlightened imperialist. He was alarmed at 
the growing gulf between the rulers and ruled. He succeeded in 
founding an organization and made it at least in the beginning a 
forum for pro-British and anti-Russian propaganda^^. D. A. Low in 
his book, Sounding in Modern South Asian studies, explained that 
the early congressmen actually wanted to overthrow the British rule 
35. Lala Lajpat Rai (1865-1928), panjabi bania; author; lawyer and Arya 
Samaj Leader; reputed extremist leader; present Indian National Congress, 
1920; author. Unhappy India. 
36. B. L. Grower, A Documentary Study of the British Policy towards Indian 
Nationalism, p. 11. 
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and to replace it by the indigenous one. Though these educated 
Indians were very much influenced by the political ideas of British 
aristocracy and the British middle class. 
The Congress represented Indian public opinion to the British 
so that they could rule accordingly. The major demand put forward 
by the Indian National Congress was the introduction of 
representative institution like local self-government and their entry 
into it, be ensured, Indianization of services, improvement in social 
life of the people elimination of poverty and starvation, fiscal 
reforms etc. All these demands were based on the Proclamation of 
1858^^ 
The early Nationalist believed that creating National 
Awareness was very important. The fundamental objective of 
Congress included promotion of Indian nationalism, social-political 
and economic advancement of the Indians . Its aim was to foster 
unity and integrity in the country. 
The Congress leaders organized public meetings to formulate a 
unified public opinion. However, to reach to the masses a medium is 
required and fortunately vernacular press served as Catalyst. The 
vernacular press became the mouthpiece of the Indian and presented 
37. Prem Narain, op.cit., p. 47. 
38. S. R. Mehrotra, India and Ihe Commonwealth, p. 16. 
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a true picture of the British government and created an awareness 
among the people. Initially the tone of the press was loyal one but as 
soon as the Congress movement progressed, the press also grew 
vociferous and more expressive. At this juncture press stood and 
created national consciousness. In return with the growth of 
nationalism the press received a tremendous encouragement. Its 
importance was realized even in its early stage and it created a furore 
in the mind of the British. 
In 1886, Lord Dufferin the viceroy, harassed by the press, 
called it a 'foul torrent of abuse' and 'a great river of calumny'^'. 
Further he says that the press did undoubtedly expressed the ideas of 
the educated classes. Press was blamed for rousing sedition. The 
vernacular press became divided over the Congress. One group was 
supporting it other was opposing to it. 
In the mean time significance of the Muslims support was 
realized. Muslims made effort to overcome their sectional interest 
and it were they who decided to bring unity in their rank*". Sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan came forward and championed the cause of the 
Muslims. He asked Muslims to keep themselves aloof from the 
politics and advised Muslims to be loyal to the British. He was not 
39. Dufferin to Kimberly 17 May 1886 D. p. 19, (Reel 517). 
40. Anil Seal, op.cit., pp. 306-7. 
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against the Hindus. He spoke in glowing terms about Hindu Muslims 
Unity - 'The word Hindu does not denote a particular religion but on 
the contrar>' every one who lives in India has the right to call himself 
Hindu. I am sorry that although I live in India you do not consider 
me a Hindu'"*'. 
Sir Syed opposed the Indian National Congress and felt that 
India is not ready for national movement. Congress was regarded as 
Hindu body. He advocated that Muslims should keep aloof from the 
Congress^^. He feared that if the Congress demands were fulfilled 
then the Muslims would be excluded from higher services and 
legislative council, as illiteracy was rampant among the Muslims. He 
advocated Muslims to get themselves educated otherwise they would 
be deprived of the fruit of independence. 
In 1888 Sir Syed organized United Patriotic Association"*"* 
which launched a campaign against the Congress. Sir Syed Ahmad 
asked the Muslims to extend their support to the British government. 
In lieu of this support Sir Syed actually wanted to ensure the British 
support in fovour of Muslims. Sir Syed even sent his messengers to 
different parts of India to persuade Muslims to repudiate the 
41. Tara Chand, History of Freedom Movement in India, Vol. II, p. 358. 
42. Ibid. p. 11. 
43. Anil Seal, op. cit., p. 328, 
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Congress'*'*. Opposition of the Aligarh School gained strength from 
Theodore Beck, The English principal of the MAO. College. He 
was a typical example of colonial officers who was allegedly the 
architect of Muslims separatism. 
Besides Muslims's antipathy as another phenomenon which 
influenced the national movement was the preponderance of the elite 
in the province. They were readily loyal to the government and had 
nothing to do with Congress. As a result Congress had received its 
support from the smaller zamindars and bigger peasants in the 
countryside. It was supported financially by mill owners and big 
traders^*. It was thus essentially a middle class movement and in 
towns and cities was laid by lawyers and part-time professional^^. 
Muslims separatism on the other hand, did not have that middle class 
base. It was laid by Muslims Aristocrats and government servants'*'. 
The absence of elite - Muslims or Hindu support was responsible for 
retarding progress of the Congress'*". 
With the foundation of Indian National Congress two trends 
emerged. One was represented by the nationalists who were aiming 
44. Anil Seal, op. cit., 335. 
45. Paul Brass, op. cit., p. 229. 
46. D. A. Low, Sounding in Modern South Asian History, pp. 1-8. 
47. Gupta, op. cit., p. 39. 
48. Low, op. cit., pp. 1-8. 
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at the fusion of different elements of Indian population^'. Other 
group was represented by centrifugal forces backed by the British 
government that followed the policy of "divide and rule". The action 
and interaction of these forces shaped the future history of India 
under the British rule. 
It was during this period, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan realized that 
Muslims should not pursue an antagonistic attitude towards British. 
Contrary to this he asked Muslims to adopt a conciliatory policy in 
which lied their material progress. Thus he asked his co-religionist 
not to join the Indian National Congress and made all efforts to 
convince the Muslims to ally with the British government. At this 
juncture a considerable number of Muslims edited journals which 
stood against him. In Bengal Dar-ul-Saltanat and Urdu Guide and 
Ahmadi; in UP, The Mihir-i-Nauroz, the Oudh Panch, the Shahna-i-
Hind in Panjab, the Paisa Akhbar, Mulla-Do-Piyaza, The Rahbar-e-
Hind represented the nationalist news and were highly critical of Sir 
Syed's political Programme. Newspaper like the Mehr-o-Sudhakar in 
Bengal, Najm-ul-Akhbar and Azad in U.P., The Rafaque-e-Hind and 
Chaudhavi Sadi in the Punjab with their communal leaning opposed 
Indian National Congress but they had strong restriction with Sir 
Syed's policy of loyalism towards the British. The only success that 
49. Speech of A. 0. Hume; delivered at Allahabad on April 30, 1888. 
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Aligarh Moment's political propaganda could gain was 
encouragement of isolationist policies and convinced a section of 
Muslims to believe that the government would favour them. 
The last quarter of the 19**" century witnessed a clear-cut 
distinction between Hindu and Muslims. The traditional cohesion 
was being replaced by the communal divide. This distinction was 
created by the English people and socio-religious reform movement. 
The English education created a distinction in the society^". 
Western educated Indians almost looked down upon traditional 
institution. Though the vernacular press was bitterly oppose to the 
onslaught of Western culture in India. 
Urdu press came heavily on Sir Syed's move to establish 
M.A.O. College on Western lines^V Their English was to be imparted 
and western culture was to be promoted. Hindus were not opposed to 
Sir Syed's effort. The Bangabhasi wrote: The promotion of Muslims 
welfare is an object of gratification to a Hindu. The Hindu is not and 
ought not to be zealous to the welfare of Musalman brothers. Those 
50. Haji Mohd. Ismail, a close associate of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, while 
enumerating the different classes in Indian society went on to indicate the 
difference between those where educated in the oriental fashion and those 
were educated in the western pattern - Aligarh Institute Gazette, Oct. 10, 
1893. 
51. Oudh Panch, May 16, 1889 published an Urdu quatrain about Sir Syed 
who has no faith in religion who does not offer daily prayers or keep fast 
during Ramazan, nor believes in the ascension of Prophet to Heaven; what 
is called Meraj, he may well drawn himself- Report NWP. 1889, May 22. 
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who tried to make the Musalman welfare an apple of discord between 
the two communities were ill advised'^. Even Bankin Chandra 
Chaterji, giant of Bengalee literature was criticized by the Hindu 
papers for his unfriendly references to the Muslims . 
t^h The renaissance in Bengal during the 19 century caused 
socio-religious reform movements. All these movements were a 
revolt against the existing social and political system. Both in Islam 
and Hinduism the socio-religious reform movement came into 
existence. They utilized press as a vehicle to propagate their point of 
view. The earlier cohesion and solidarity of the Hindus and Muslims 
was considerably effected by their religious movements. Even within 
the fold of Hinduism and Islam controversies surmounted^^. 
These movements attacked caste-system, which was prevalent, 
both among Hindus and Muslims. The conscience and pride of being 
high birth was rooted in all section. But papers like Amrit Bazar 
Palrika uphold the view that Muslims are low born since most of 
them converted to Islam belonged to low caste. 
52. The Bangabhasi, Oct. 26, 1895. 
53. Bardwan Sanjivini, Nov. 22, 1888, found foult with the Hindus who took 
morbid delight in nullifying Muslims and regretted that Bankim Chandra 
Chaterjee was not free from this fault. 
54. Shahna-i-Hind, April 8 & 12, 1902; Complained of the hostility between 
the wahabis and the sunnis - Report NWP, 1902: April 26; Mihir-o-
Sudhakar, November 10, 1899 called on people concerned to end this 
controversy and create an conducive atmosphere. Reports Bengal 1899: 
November, 18. 
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Disgust with the Christian missionaries was common with both 
Hindus and Muslims. Sir Syed himself had pointed out one of the 
main cause of the mutiny of 1857 was grave apprehension which 
public felt on account of proselytizing vigour of the missionaries and 
their backing by official machinery*^. Even after the catastrophe of 
1857 the missionaries as well as official showed no respect for the 
religious feelings and sentiments of both Hindus and Muslims. 
Bishop Welldon declared that the religions of India were breaking 
down and unless India became Christian that vast country will be 
without faith. The Bishop's declaration that the duty of England is to 
make India Christian aroused the widespread resentment in the 
country*^. 
British soldier showed disrespect to the place of worship of 
Hindus and Muslims. The missionary paper Nur Afsan, Ludhiana 
made hilarious observation on both Hindus and Muslims religions. 
When a British Theatrical company masquerading the prophet would 
keep the Urdu Press agitated and the Muslims of Delhi logged a 
complaint to the Lt. Governor of Punjab to ban the staging of such a 
scene in deference to Muslims susceptibilities^'. Missionaries did not 
have any respect to the sentiments of the people. They used to issue 
55. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Asbab-e-Baghawat-e-Hind (The Cause of the 
Indian Revolt), Benaras, 1873, p. 
56. Bangabhasi, December 17, 1898, commented on Bishop Weldon Reports 
Bengal 1898: December 24. 
57. Panjab Gazette, December 13, 1890, Punjab 1890: December 20. 
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vernacular pamphlets in which they intended to bring Hindu gods or 
the prophet into disrepute. 
English hostility to Turkey was taken by the Urdu Press as 
clear indication of the British desire to reduce Muslims to slavery 
wherever they might be. Muslims in India and elsewhere in the world 
were supporting Khalifah. The Urdu Press was critical of British 
design in Turkey and expressed their hope of disaster for the British 
imperialism in case of crusade . The role of vernacular Press in 
forging a unity between the Hindu and Muslims was praiseworthy. 
The press made earnest effort to form a united public opinion against 
Christian government in India. The vernacular press branded 
Christian government wherever it was as revengeful and blood 
thirsty*'. Muslims rulers were extravagant, but they spent all money 
in India, creating wide range of employment. But the English drained 
away the wealth of India. The British ruined the Indian handicraft 
and industry, for which it was famous all over the world^". 
In 1885 Indian national Congress was formed, the Congress 
leaders made their earnest effort to muster the support of Muslims to 
58. Akhbar-i-Aam was an Urdu daily edited by Pandit Mukund Ram. It was 
liberal and pro-Congress. It had a large circulation among Muslims. This 
paper was sympathetic towards Turkey. June 14, 1895 quoted the Dar-ul-
Saltanat and Urdu Guide - Reports Punjab: June 22. 
59. Akhbar-i-Aam, July 10, 1891 - Reports Punjab 1891: July 25. 
60. Surabhi-o-Palaka, January 30, 1890 - Reports Bengal 1890, Feb. 8. 
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fight against the tyrant British imperialism. Surendranath Banerjee 
laid emphasis on formation of district organization just to seek the 
support of Muslim*'. 
Sir Syed's political views were totally different and 
considerably out of tune with the prevailing sentiments. The Urdu 
press was critical of his political vision". His unconditional support 
to the British government came under sharp criticism in press. His 
policy seemed of appeasement". 
Urdu press assessed Sir Syed's achievement towards the close 
of his life, which manifested dissatisfaction of his political attitude". 
During his lifetime, Sir Syed could not mustered unanimous support 
of the Muslims, but he left tremendous impact on the minds of 
Muslims. The M. A.O. College was a testimony of his achievement. It 
is apparent that he could not have gained support from the British 
had he opposed to their policies. Every viceroy visited his college 
61. Bengalee, February 8, 1896. 
62. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan's decision to send a delegation to congratulate the 
queen on her sixtieth birthday. The Dar-ul-Saltanal and Urdu Guide 
published articles opposing Sir Syed see, report 20th June 1897. The Paisa 
Akhbar commented Sir Syed for his parochial views in its issue of 19th 
July 1897. Shahna-i-Hind called Sir Syed a great sycophant who had sold 
his religion and his conscience was dead - Report 1st July 1897. 
63. Maulana Abul Kalam Azad was particularly critical of his views of 
supporting the British. 
64. The Mohammedan Advocate of India, First issue, 1896, Dar-ul-Saltanat 
and Urdu Guide, December 5, 1895. 
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and spoke admirably for him'*'. Educated Muslims at the MAO. 
College got jobs in the British administration*^^. As a matter of fact 
Sir Syed enjoyed a respectable position among Muslims. 
Sir Syed's emphatic denunciation of the Congress and outright 
support for the government created doubts and created hesitation and 
suspicion in them regarding joining national movement. At this time 
Urdu press was equally divided on this issue whether to join the 
Congress or not. Others advised Muslims neither to support nor 
oppose the Congress but to establish an organization for promoting 
their learning^'. A review of the press brings out that a vague 
suspicion rather than any conflict of principles prevented the 
Muslims from joining the Congress. It is instructive to note the role 
of Mr. Beck, Morison and Archbold inculcating separatist views 
among the students of M.A.O. College. In his antagonism to Indian 
nationalism, he even prescribed loyalty as a sole criterion for the 
appointment to the government jobs'*. 
65. Aligarh Institute Gazette, April 30, 1901 published the speech of Lord 
Curzon at the MAO College where he observed "you have, as I think 
enjoyed exceptionally good fortune in Aligarh. For you have been 
addressed by viceroys as scholarly and brilliant as Lord Lylton, Lord 
Dufferin and Lt. Governors as famous for their administrative capacities as 
Sir William Muir, Sir John Strachy, Sir Alfred Lyall". 
66. Ibid., June 6, 1904 quoted Sir Buckland Cohen who in 1892 said: To have 
been an Aligarh man is, as I have over and over again found a passport to 
the respect and confidence of both Englishmen and natives. 
67. Aligarh Institute Gazette, August 14, 1894, published an article 
disagreeing the viewpoint. 
68. Aligarh Institute Gazette, December 15, 1893. 
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In 1898, Sir Syed died. It was a great loss to the Aligarh 
Movement. His successor, Mohsinul Mulk, could not fill the vacuum. 
Then a shift in Muslims thinking was apparent. Further more, the 
natural clamities like famine and plague cemented the gap between 
the Hindu and Muslim^'. As their suffering was common to all and 
the attitude of the British official was highly condemnable. The 
relief measures adopted were insufficient. This strengthened the 
bond of unity against the British imperialism'". 
The cordiality between the Hindu and Muslims was noted with 
pleasure by several vernacular newspapers. The Oudh Panch 
regretted that leaders of two communities were not displaying the 
71 
friendship, which permeated the masses . 
Asr-i-jadicC^, a newly started Urdu paper, advised Muslims in 
1903 to support Congress on those issues which were beneficial to 
them''*. The position of Muslims in Indian political setup formed a 
topic of anxious discussion in the press. The Muslims youth were 
being fascinated with the policies and programme of Congress . In a 
meeting held at Lucknow on Oct. 22, 1901, the Muslims were 
69. Dabdaba-i-Qaisari, March 19. 1889 - Reports NWP 1898, March 23. 
70. Pioneer, April 9, 1904. 
71. Urdu Guide, June 6, 1898 - Reports NWP 1898, June 18. 
72. Asr-i-Jadid, a monthly periodical started by Khwaja Ghulam-us-Saqlain, 
an alumni of the MAO College was critical of the Aligarh School of 
Politics and sympathvsed with the nationalist view point. 
73. Asr-i-Jadid ~ Ksipons NWP 1903: March 14. 
74. Aligarh Monthly, published by MAO College. 
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advised to protect their own interests and to refrain from pursuing a 
policy of hostility towards the other communities '. To prevent the 
educated Muslims youths from joining the Congress, formation of a 
Muslims political association was suggested to attract Muslims 
Intelligentsia of progressive views and to mean it away from the 
Congress'^. Morison, himself was realizing the necessity to take 
steps to establish a small Council of Muslims rather than a broad 
based association'^. The Aligarh Institute Gazette towards the close 
of 1901 also agreed on the desirability of forming a pan-Islamic 
conference'*. 
The increasing popularity and success of the Congress was 
being generally recognized . 
Sir Syed's policy to befriend the alien government was 
interpreted to be based on expediency rather than on a sound 
appraisal of the long-term needs of the Muslims society. "The only 
wise course open to Muhammadans wrote a Muslims paper is to eat 
humble pie, join the Congress camp and co-operate with Hindus for 
75. Asr-i-Jadid, February 1903. 
76. Ibid, See also Al-Bashir, March 17, 1903. The Al-Bashir was pro Sir Syed 
paper and was recommended by Morison as entitled to special help from 
the Muslims - Aligarh Institute Gazette, Sep. 19, 1901. 
77. Aligarh Institute Gazette, September 19, 1901. 
78. Aligarh Institute Gazette, December 12, 1901. 
79. Aligarh Institute Gazette. August 15, 1901, published a communication in 
which the writer pointed to the increasing importance of the Congress. 
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the common good of the country"'". The Muslims of Madras 
predicted that the Congress was on the way to gather immense force 
in future*'. 
An Invitation to Badruddin Tayabji to preside at the 
Mohammedan Educational Conference which had been founded by 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan who had been its permanent secretary. This 
shows clear cut swing in Muslims opinion to Congress . Lord 
Curzon's measures and utterances also contributed to better Hindu-
Muslims relation. The lavish expenditure on Delhi Durbar at a time 
even when the country was passing through severe famine and 
plague, equally hurt Hindu and Muslims. Japan's victory over Russia 
further shattered the hope of loyalist in British government. 
Muslims sympathy now began to tilt in favour of Congress. 
There was every possibility of joining Muslims either Congress or 
formation of separate organization to raise their voice against British 
government. Many Urdu newspapers started criticizing ruthlessly the 
policy and programmes of British, which were, considered anti-
Indians*^. The newspapers with loyalist tone began to loose grounds 
and those anti-British began to increase their circulation, a renowned 
urdu newspapers the Paisa Akhbar with unmistakable leaning to the 
80. Shahna-i-Hind, April 8, 1903 - Reports NWP 1903, April 8. 
81. Shahna-i-Hind, January 7,1904. 
82. Advocate, October 27, 1904. 
83. Voice of India, October 27, 1904. 
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Congress had increased its circulation from 5000 in 1895 to 13,000 
in 1900. 
For the Congress of 1905 it wished Muslims to participate and 
to make up their political differences with their Hindu fellow 
subjects. Principal Archbold took serious notice to this shift in 
Muslims political opinion and he prevailed on the viceroy at Shimla 
to receive a deputation of the Muslims which was led by His 
Highness the Agha Khan. 
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ROLE IN NATION BUILDING 
ROLE IN NATION BUILDING 
In the modern society, journalism has to play a vital role. 
Newspapers constitute a basic source of information for majority of 
population. In the absence of electronic media during the 19^*^  
century, newspapers remained the single source for disseminating 
information. To keep masses aware of day to day happenings, 
newspaper was to be relied upon. A newspaper caters to the needs of 
the different readers by publishing various types of news such as 
political, economic, socio-religious, scientific, cultural etc. 
We can say that the newspapers are the written records of our 
contemporary civilization, they can advance the progress of 
civilization or they can thwart it V The main purpose of the press is 
to keep people informed and mould their opinion. Journalism works 
like an adventure, which is full of fresh experiences and unexpected 
developments. The press makes earnest effort to keep people aware 
of national and international happenings. The press also plays a 
remarkable role in eliminating the undesirable conditions prevailing 
in the society. The press is responsible for diffusion of knowledge. 
The press, during the second half of the 19*'' century became the 
symbol of progress. It also gave articulate expression to the political 
A Free and Responsible press, by the commission on freedom of the press, p. 3. 
consciousness seen in the newly emerging sentiments of national 
integration, and enlightened thinking and acting. 
For interpreting and assessing the public opinion, press is 
recognized as the most suitable agency. During British regime 
legislatures failed to represent the opinion of the masses opinion. At 
this juncture press stood unrivaled as a vehicle of public opinion. 
Significantly enough, the journalists of this period were commoners. 
Any enterprising person from the middle class could bring out 
newspaper when there was actually a scarcity of press and publishing 
houses. 
The freedom of press was granted by Ripon in 1882. Which 
marked the rapid growth of the press in India. The press therefore 
offered unprecedented opportunities of ideas. The public leaders like 
Surendranath Banerjee, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Keshav Chandra Sen, 
Bipin Chandra Pal, Balgangadhar Tilak etc. were attracted towards 
journalism. Their contribution through writing for the cause of 
nation is unforgettable in the history. Since they belonged to 
different strata of the society, they represented a true picture of the 
public opinion accordingly. 
Role of the press, especially towards moulding the destiny of 
nation, is noteworthy. According to A.C. Majumdar, "Press with all 
its, defects and lapses, as well as its numerous disadvantages. 
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difficulties and disabilities, the Indian press has played an important 
part in the evolution of national life"*. The editors of vernacular 
press courageously discussed all political, social and economic 
problems in detail both at micro as well as macro levels. In their 
criticism they were relentless and brought the ruthless nature of the 
British imperialism in a number of ways. 
Kirti Narain rightly observed that, "With experience the 
vernacular press became more and more adept at exposing the 
colonialism and imperialism of the administration and its attempt to 
subvert the society, culture, politics and the economy of the 
province""*. The editors were reactionaries in their approach and this 
attitude enabled them to successfully appeal to people's emotional 
susceptibilities. All section of Press Anglo-Indian, Ultra nationalist, 
communalist had the propensity to interpret events in political 
context. 
The problems like administrative high handedness, case of 
racial arrogance, educational matters, missionary activities, 
economic policies, representative government, Indianization of 
services etc. occupied the columns of most of the newspapers. Every 
event and issue that occurred during the period was critically 
2. A.C. Majumdar, op. cit, p. 27. 
3. Kirti Narain, op. cit., p. 16. 
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analysed. People were kept well informed of the entire episodes. In 
North India, the press was fast coming up and manifestation of 
divide and rule policy was closely visible in the vernacular press. 
"The 19*'' century witnessed the rapid socio-political changes, 
which was best reflected in the newspapers. The political 
development throughout the country necessitated the growth of 
journalism, Vernacular press started posing a threat to the well 
entrenched colonial power as, they became representatives of the 
views of the people on a variety of issues and with the growing 
awareness became more analytical and critical"*, says Kirti Narain. 
Broadly speaking, the newspapers were grouped along 
different lines. For instance, circulation wise; paper that represented 
important sectional interests or had germinal potentialities of blazing 
new trials was the Aligarh Institute Gazette etc. The Pioneer, the 
resourceful Anglo-Indian daily of Allahabad, enjoyed a special 
position. Its observation was believed to be officially inspired. 
Bukingham encouraged Indians to adopt journalism as 
profession. He made the newspaper the mirror of the people, he 
manifested at its keenest and most persistent at the spirit of enquiry 
and criticism. He imparted to the press the quality of leadership*. 
4. Kirti Narain, op.cit., p. 15. 
5. S. Narayan, op.cit, p. 48. 
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The tradition of independence and revolt set from Hickey to 
Bukingham, became firmly rooted in the Indian press. 
The Revolt of 1857 created a division in the Indian press. The 
Journalist in India came to the divided on the basis of their 
nationalities^. The resultant ferment after 1857 and the subsequent 
development of communication attracted a number of thoughtful 
Indians to journalism, vk'hich offered great scope for the propagation 
of views'. In fact the period 1857-85 witnessed a phenomenal rise in 
the number of important journals and newspapers. 
A.C. Majumdar says, "while the public associations were thus 
slowly but steadily inculcating the educated community of the 
country with political thoughts and ideas, and the early friends of 
India in England persistently, though ineffectually drawing attention 
of the British public to Indian affairs, there was yet another and more 
powerful agency at work silently moulding and shaping public 
opinion on a much larger scale throughout the country. The Indian 
press, which like the public associations was founded after the 
western model, with the rapid spread of education steadily gaining in 
strength and rising into power" . By 1885 the press was by and large 
representative of diverse public opinion and had public eminent 
6. Prem Narain, op.cit., p. 4. 
7. S.N. Banerjee, A Nation in Making, Noted that in the seventies of the last century 
the press had become such a great necessity of an organ for political work, p. 63 
8. C. Majumdar, Indian National Evolution, p 27. 
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public leaders as journalist. Bengal took the lead and provided 
leadership to the nationalist movement. Bengal became the cradle of 
all political activists.' 
Throughout the medieval period, Persian remained the 
language of the people and press. It was only towards the first 
quarter of the 19**' century that Urdu replaced Persian*". Introduction 
of lithography into India led to the establishment of Urdu and 
Persian press. Since lithographic publications were available at 
cheap rate. This enabled people to purchase and an increased desire 
of people to get themselves acquainted with happening around them 
increased the circulation of newspapers. Though habit of reading 
newspaper was until then yet to develop. Though this habit was 
limited to a small circle, its significance, because of its potentialities 
for the future, could not be minimized". 
The growth of vernacular press resulted into a new variety of 
politics and the emergence of new classes as active element in 
politics". The vernacular press in general and Urdu in particular 
created a national consciousness amongst the intelligentsia as it 
9. Aligarh Institute Gazette, August 1, 1882 observed: "Undoubtedly the 
Bengali are the leaders of the native community these days, as we have 
repeatedly declared... They were the first to breakthrough the trammels of 
prejudice and cross the sea for the purpose of education..." 
10. Rafique Zakaria, op.cit., p. 210. 
11. Saksena, op.cit., pp. 21-22, 65-66. 
12. Kirti Narain, op.cit., p. 40. 
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became increasingly aware of the economic and social anomalies in 
the British form of government. Significantly, in the second half of 
the 19"" century, vernacular press including Urdu Press assumed the 
role of oppositional force to the British government. Its policies and 
programmes were critically analyzed and evaluated. Growing 
national consciousness was a natural outcome of this evaluation. 
According to R.C. Majumdar, among the important public 
questions they chiefly concerned themselves with (1) reduction of 
public expenditure, (2) appointment of natives to high offices under 
the state, (3) defect in the administration, (4) the existence of 
feelings of distinction between the conquerors and the conquered. In 
many cases writers displayed quite a high level of knowledge and 
strong independence of views. Importance of the Indian press as a 
means of educating public opinion and inculcating patriotic and 
national views among the public is significant."" 
Gokhale, on the importance of press rightly observed, "The 
20"' century marked the beginning of a new era in Indian politics 
during this period an organized public opinion, hitherto absent came 
to the forefront, and this manifestation of organized public opinion 
could be traced in the development of the press, which readily 
expressed people's political aspirations. It spread the message of 
13. R.C. Majumdar, p. 251. op. cit. 
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equality and idea of justice. It stinwilated public spirit and set high 
standard of public duty"''*. 
Vernacular press made slow progress. So was the case of Urdu 
press. Urdu press initially owes its existence to Hindu proprietor, 
who contributed significantly in its development. Agra Akhbar^^ was 
founded by a Hindu. During later half of the 19**' century Urdu press 
was actually revived and a new lease of life was given by Sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan* .^ Sir Syed was aware of immense possibilities of this 
medium, specially for rousing the Muslim consciousness' . 
Generally, the Urdu press was moderate in political, social and 
religious matters. The Urdu press like other vernacular came heavily 
upon the British administration for its racial arrogance and its biased 
attitude against Indians. The main Urdu journals of the time were the 
Oudh Akhbar, Bharat Patrika, Kankub-e-Hind, Muraqqa-e-Tahzib, 
Anwar-ul-Akhbar, Oudh Panch, Akhbar-e-Alam, Nizam-ul-Akhbar, 
Shahna-i-Hind etc. These papers however contained a very little 
original matter, they actually had to rely upon English newspapers. 
The Vernacular Press Act of 1878 was bitterly criticized throughout 
India. In 1881, Lord Ripon, we then viceroy of India repealed it and 
14. Speeches of Gopal Krishna Gokhle, p. 405. 
15. Agra Akhbar, first published in 1830, this was regarded as the first Urdu 
Akhbar, see also Rafique Zakaria, p. 210. 
16. Asghar Abbas, Sir SyedAur Urdu Sahafat, p. 5. 
17. Rafique Zakaria, p. 211. 
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brought a sense of relief among the journalist. The office of the press 
commissioner was abolished'" and Home Department was held responsible 
to supervise instead of press commissioner. Lord Rippon's tenure was thus 
a time of national awaking, which generally spread from the educated 
Bengali to the rest of India. 
In 1885, the Indian National Congress was founded and 
according to Pat Lovett, The real development of the art of business 
of journalism as it is understood in the west, dated in India from the 
birth of the Indian National Congress in 1885."'' 
R. C. Majumdar rightly remarked that, "The foundation of 
Indian National Congress considerably changed the tone of both the 
Indian and Anglo-Indian Press and brought politics into the forefront 
of discussions in both cases. The more important newspapers now 
sought to educate the public into political ideals of the congress^". 
Though the language newspaper were still in their incipient 
stage as far as their effectiveness is concerned. These newspapers 
could not create healthy public opinion. Lord Dufferin expressed his 
support to the newspapers. He professed to regard in as essential to 
18. Lord Lytton had constituted a press Commissionership to provide the press 
with authentic information The Latter proved to be an official monitor but 
an unattractive one 
19. S. Natrajan, p. 128. his resume of the History of the press has been 
compiled from Natrajan Pandit Ambika Prasad Bajpai Samachar patron Ka 
Itihas, Prem Narain, Vinod Kumar Saxena, Reaction to British Politics 
1898- 1911. 
20. R.C. Majumdar, p. 251. 
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the welfare and progress to the nation and though that it might 
rendered great service to the people in general and the government in 
particular^*. Alfred Lyall, the then Lt. Governor of NWP and Awadh 
also acknowledged that the language press has made progress in 
intellectual power and civilized feeling . 
The reason for this growth of journalistic enterprise was 
attributed to certain development, which had taken place during the 
last quarter of the 19*^  century. For instance transport and 
communication, the introduction of railways and the telegraph 
brought revolutionary changes in this field. It was during this period 
national movement gained momentum and like vernacular press Urdu 
journalism made remarkable progress and it became more vocal. 
Specially with the rise of educationist Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and the 
growth of Aligarh School, which made journalism meaningfuP^. 
Improvement of education system consequently increased the 
number of educated Indians so this resulted into an increased 
circulation of the newspapers. Journalism now began to be regarded 
as noble profession and people started attracting towards it^''. Socio-
21. VNR of NWP&O Hindustani, Lucknow, 3 June 1885. This communication 
was in response to the newspapers editors resolve at a meeting at Lucknow 
to show moderation and refrain from false rumors. 
22. VNR of NWP 0, Hindustani, Lucknow, 18 March 1885 Najm-ul-akhbar, 
Etawah, 24 March 1885. 
23. Asghar Abbas, Sir Syed Aur Urdu Sahafat, p. 23. 
24. Natrajan, op. cit. pp. 132-6. 
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religious reform movements brought a change in the attitude of 
orthodox section and they became more moderate in their out look . 
The journalists in India were furious as they felt that this 
would be beneficial to express their ideas and this method of 
advocacy would certainly arose the passion of Indians against the 
British. Government always tried its best to stop the publication of 
certain newspapers and for this purpose they from time to time 
brought legislation, the copy of Right Bill introduced in 1885 was an 
example. The fact of the matter was that towards the close of the 19''* 
century, the Indian press was becoming an important vehicle of 
expression. It vigorously criticized the policies and programme of 
the British government and offered a natural check on the activities 
of the British officials . So the press legislations were enacted with 
an objective to suppress the activities of the press. At this time we 
will find the government provided all sort of encouragement to the 
English press and its opinions needed but the government 
completely ignored the opinions of the native newspapers. The 
English newspapers and the government accused the language 
newspapers of seditious utterances. 
25. Ibid. 
26. S.N. Paul, op. cit. pp. 2-30. 
27. Saxena, op. cit. pp. 2-30. 
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The official Secrets Act of 1889 targeted the local newspapers 
and they protested vehemently^'. The Indian press criticized the Act. 
The English newspapers tried to make the government believe that 
the Hindi and Urdu papers were inciting Hindus and Muslims against 
it^'. Though reality was different as accepted by a liberal Lt. 
Governor Anthony McDonnell who saw the native press as temperate 
and non-inflammatory, he was not in favor of giving it too much 
importance^". The official secrets Act of 1889 had prevented the 
publication of Secret information relating to naval and military 
matters. Later through an amendment it extended to the civil 
administration as well. This was a clear indication of repression and 
there was every possibility of becoming every official as Czar^'. 
When government of India proposed to amend the Official Secret 
Act, in 1903. The nationalist opposed it. Criticizing the amendment, 
Gokhle said, "I would like to see the official who would venture to 
arrest and march to the police thana the editor of Anglo-Indian paper. 
But so far as Indian editors are concerned, there are, I fear officers in 
this country, who would be sorry for an opportunity to march whole 
battalions of them to the police thana. It is dreadful to think of the 
28. VNR of NWP O, Hindustan, Kalakankar, 19 Oct. 1889, 
Hindustani,L\icknow, 20, Oct. 1889, Nasim-e-Agra, 7 Nov. 1894. 
29. VNR of NWP O, Shahna-i-Hind, Meerut, 16 July 1897. 
30. VNR of NWP O, Azad, Lucknow, 20 Aug 1897. 
31. VNR of NWP O, The Citizen, Allahabad, 14 Sep. 1903, The Indian people 
Allahabad, 4 Sep. 1903. 
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abuse of authority which is almost certain to result from this 
planning of Indian editors, especially the smaller ones among them, 
so completely at the mercy of those whom they constantly irritate or 
displease by their criticism.... The proper and only remedy... is.... 
to discourage the issue of confidential circulars which seeks to take 
away in the dark what has been promised again and again in the Act 
of Parliament, the proclamation of the Sovereign and responsible 
utterances of successive viceroys"* .^ Nowhere throughout the British 
empire is the government so powerful relatively to the governed as in 
India.... The Press is, in One Sense, like the government a custodian 
of public interests and any attempt to hamper its freedom by 
repressive legislation is bound to effect these interests prejudiciously 
and can't fail in the end to react upon the position of the government 
itself*\ 
In 1905, the partition of Bengal created turmoil in the country and 
with the growth of extremism in politics, the Urdu press like others became 
more vociferous. Whether extremist or moderate, Hindu or Muslim whether 
political or communal leanings the newspapers became increasingly more 
aggressive in tone, attracting the wrath of the govenunent for further 
repressive measures. However, the government was fully convinced that 
the editors were responsible for instigating masses. 
32. Speech of Gopal Krishna Gokhale, n.l., pp. 214-15. 
33. Ibid., p. 222. 
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The government of India passed the Seditious meeting Act in 
1907. By this the local government was empowered by the Governor 
- General in Council to institute prosecution in consultation with 
their legal advisors in all cases where the law has been willfully 
infringed '^*. The government of India sent another directive to the 
local government that postal articles and telegraphic messages 
should be censored to avoid excessive being made by newspapers^*. 
Under this Act Only U.P. came into its purview. The newspapers 
disapproved of it; this was considered necessary for disturbed areas 
and U.P. was hardly that^^. 
In 1908 two acts namely the Explosive Act and the 
Newspapers Act VII were passed with an objective to curb the 
vernacular press. Under this Act local government were empowered 
to take stern action against the editors and those newspapers who did 
not refrain themselves from publishing seditious articles"*'. This 
proved to be a temporary relief for the government. The tone 
newspapers of remained more or less same. How can voice of a 
journalist, having nationalist approach, dedicated to the national 
service be curbed. Ram Das Ram wrote, wrote those who have in 
34. Government of India, Home Public File No. 273/1907 Nos. 1269-79 prog 
16, VNR of UP; Lucknow 7 Nov. 1907; Abhyudha, Allahabad 25 Oct. 
1907. 
35. Advocate, Lucknow, 20 Jan. 1910; GAD File No. 293/1910. 
36. VNR of UP, Advocate, Lucknow, 11 June 1908. 
37. Moti Lai Bhargava, p. 24. 
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their hearts love for their country, do not care about the punishment 
by foreigners^*. 
Hewett feared that unless the government did something to curb 
seditious tendencies of the press in some parts of the country it 
would have to face with consequences of a most serious character. 
Newspapers, if not blatantly seditious were instigated by a feeling of 
hostility against to government and calculated to have a harmful 
effect on the relation between the government and the people^'. The 
only option remained with the British government was to pass strict 
laws in order to disarm the disloyal Journalists^". The existing laws 
enforced only made the offending paper more popular and its editor a 
martyr. Thus the government decided to make strong laws to check 
the growth and publication of the Vernacular press. 
Editors were persecuted and many were threatened for further 
action if they did not change their ways. In 1908 the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act was passed. This Act had little effect on the 
Journalists, they expressed their views as much fearlessly and boldly 
as earlier. The net result of this was the passage of the press Act of 
38. Ram Das, editor of Swarajya, Allahabad, 18 July 1908, Aligarh Institute 
Gazette, 17 June 1908. 
39. General Administration Department, File No. 320/1909 Control over the 
newspaper press in India, p. 27. Sep. 1909. 
40. Ibid, p. 31 
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1910. Under this, the system of licenses and registrations was more 
stringent. 
The local governments were assigned more powers. Several 
extremists Newspapers were closed downed and some moderate 
newspapers were warned of dire consequences. The Indian Press Act 
of 1910, with its drastic provisions, was no doubt, a serious menace 
to the healthy growth of public opinion in the country. The Act, at 
least for the moment, paralyzed all the honest and independent 
criticism. "Liberty, says A.C. Majumdar, "is always nurtured on the 
Lap of persecution and "action and reaction" is the law of progress in 
all living organism.'"*' 
Under the influence of Pan-Islamic the Urdu Newspapers 
became more aggressive in their tone against the British imperial 
design in Turkey. The rise of politico-religious newspapers like 
Comrade*^, Al-Hilal^^ and Zamindar** preached anti-British opinion 
41. A.C. Majumdar, op. cit. p. 30. 
42 The Comrade of Mohd. AH was started in January 1911, An English Weekly. It 
became sole spokesman of Indian Muslims on the Turkish Question. Its motto was 
to be ""Conu-ade of all and partisan of none". See Rajkumar Trevidi, op. cit. p. 255, 
Khursheed A.S. op. cit. pp. 361-63. 
43. Maulana Abul Kalam Azad started his paper Al-Hilal in 1912 from 
Calcutta. Through this paper Maulana Azad advocated the cause of liberty 
equality, constitutional and parliamentary government. Unity between 
Hindus and Muslim. It strongly championed the cause of Turkey and other 
Muslim country. Al-Hilal set a new style in Urdu journalism. C/. Mushirul 
Haq, op.cit. p.72. C/. R.K. Trivedi op.cit., p. 251. 
44. The Zamindar, starteid by Maulvi Sirajuddin in 1909. After his death his son 
Maulana Zafer Ali Khan became its editor and proprietor. He turned it into a 
leading Urdu newspaper of Punjab and excercised great influence over the lover 
middle classes. Critised consevatism, loyalist Muslims and advocated pan-
Islamism. C/. R.K. Trivedi, p. 254. Khurshid A.S. p. 348. 
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and Indian Muslims were convinced of their religion being in danger. 
This development actually enhanced the effectiveness of the press in 
general. Sensationalism became the order of the day. The effect on 
public mind was immense. The Comrade enjoyed overwhelming 
influence over the students. 
The British government came down heavily on the Urdu press. 
The editors were being persecuted. Thus, to check Urdu press 
Criminal law Amendment Act was passed in 1913. The 
internationalization of the press and the outbreak of the First World 
War created turmoil within the British government. In 1914, the 
government of India passed the Press and Sea Customs Act, 
proscribing the pamphlet Al-Jihad"* .^ In 1914 the Naval and Military 
News ordinance was passed which actually created military 
censorship. The defence of India Act of 1915 was aimed at checking 
the seditious writings among Muslims against the government. 
Temporarily though, these acts, however imposed restriction 
but these encouraged their circulation. The more repression means 
more popularity. They became more effective in the formation of 
public opinion. Then vernacular press in total, became a pivotal force 
in channelizing and highlighting the national movement and it gained 
45. GAD, File No. 589/1914. 
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momentum. With the emergence of Gandhiji criticism became the 
fashion of the day. 
Controlling the press became necessary for the British 
government. The press was to be suppressed as they were at the 
verge of creating socio-political upheaval. One method to control the 
press was providing active patronage to it. For instance, 'Aligarh 
Institute Gazette' of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, which lost its popularity 
among masses for its attitude towards the British^^. The aristocracy 
was its subscriber who could ensure its survival^'. 
Later on, the government came with the idea of giving 
subsidy. The payment of such subsidy was subversive to the freedom 
of the press. The vernacular press was unhappy about annual 
government subsidies to a few chosen papers like Aligarh Institute 
Gazette, the Oudh Akhbar of Lucknow and Kashi Patrika of 
Varanasi which supported the government measures strongly. The 
resentment against such policy was inevitable"**. The Aligarh 
Institute Gazette remained loyal. For instance once it reported that 
the vernacular newspapers were so provocative that the government 
was forced to pass the Press Act 1910. Though the Oudh Akhbar had 
changed its stand. It was not disloyal but became more logically 
46. Prem Narain, op.cit., pp. 266-67. 
47. Ibid., pp.43-44 
48. VNR of NWP & 0, Shahina-i Oudh, Faizabad, 31 Jan. 1885. 
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critical of the issues involved. For example, it considered the press 
act too harsh. Later, the Oudh Akhbar lost ground with the 
49 
government . 
Development of extremist journalism and growing Pan-Islamic 
trend forced the government to provide subsidy to the loyal 
newspapers. These papers came to the rescue of the British 
government and Urdu newspapers like Al-Bashir of Etawah, 
Mushrique of Gorakhpur etc. supported the British government. 
These newspapers had good circulation and actively engaged in 
counter attack. This move was resented by other newspapers 
specially the nationalist one. Sir Anthony MacDonnel Once 
suggested that the officials should be provided with the supplements 
of language newspapers. So that the authorities could be in close 
touch with the opinion and sentiments of the people and thus an 
improvement could be made possible^". The British government 
promulgated all suppressive and repressive measures to curb the 
vernacular press. Editors were harassed and the government took a 
tough stand against them. At Gorakhpur the police instigated and 
attack on the editor of the Riaz-ul-Akhbar as the later had exposed 
police corruption^'. 
49. VNR of UP, Oudh Akhbar. Lucknow, 11 Feb. 1910. 
50. MacDonnel papers, p. 9 of the appendix of the committee appointed to 
consider the question of the enlargement of the function of the provincial 
councils 1888. 
51. VNR of NWPife 0, Mashir-i Qaisar, Lucknow, June 1888. 
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The importance of the vernacular can be realized that the severe 
punishment to the editors led to an increased popularity and wide 
circulation of the paper. The editors of the Rafiq-i-Hind, Nayar-e-
Azam were punished for publishing libel in 1887. Several editors 
were implicated for libel. For instance Ain-i-Hind, faced libel 
charges for voicing anti-government views. The editor of Qaisar 
Panch of Ballia was imprisoned by the police with false charges 
being trumped up against him . As indigenous press progressed, 
government practiced further persecution. As a result, many Urdu 
newspaper stopped their publication. While editors strongly argued 
that the freedom of the press was necessary in the interest of the 
government and of the people. Riyaz al-Akhbar rightly remarked 
that, "if editor are brought into difficulty by false charges of theft.... 
Being trumped up against them for exposing the irregular 
proceedings of officers, government will have no means of obtaining 
local information of an independent source"". 
With the growth of extremism in politics, the press became 
more vocal and even moderate did not hesitate to openly criticise the 
government policies and programme. The rising wave of extremism 
and its influence was clearly visible in the press, which perturbed the 
British authorities. Persecution became the fate of editors. But it 
52. VNR of NWP& O, Anis-e-Hind Meerut, 17 March 1894. 
53. Riyaz-ul-Akhbar, Gorakhpur, 28 Aug. 1891. 
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hardly discouraged them. On the contrary, they become more 
vociferous. The Government felt to formulate a ready-made 
procedure to penalize a newspaper, which was persistently hostile 
against the government. Infact, those newspapers wrote most 
violently which had the widest circulation and showed that a general 
interest was taken in the extremist movement. The writings of the 
more rabid section were more deeply trained with the view of 
sedition than had hitherto been the case'^. 
When Pan-lslamism became more fervent, the government 
sought out the Muslims Urdu newspapers, suspected of instigating 
communal furvour against the British. Hamdarc^^ and Al-Hilal 
continued to publish articles, which were considered instigatory by 
the government. The Muslim Gazette of 19 December 1913 still 
wrote, "To use European goods is against the Islamic religion". For 
this reason the government directed the newspapers to adopt a more 
reasonable line otherwise under the press Act they would be booked. 
However this had little impact on the papers. Inspite of this, 
language press was gradually becoming more conscious of its power 
and influence and repressive measure did not really curb its ferocity. 
54. Confidential Annual Reports on the language press of 1908 Prog. 21 Home 
Pol. A proceedings Nos. 51-3, p. 3, July 1908. 
55. Hamdard, a leading Urdu daily newspaper started by Mohd. Ali in 1912 
from Lucknow. It became very popular within a short span of time. 
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At this juncture, the English language press came to stand 
solidly behind the government and the bureaucracy** and blindly 
defended government policies*'. While vernacular press came 
heavily on the government and its policies. Consequently it was 
subjected to rigorous enforcement of the press laws. The entire 
language press was branded as seditious. This is not true, because the 
vernacular press was responsible for exposing high handedness of 
the British administration and economic exploitation and expressed 
public opinion to prevent the growth of popular discontent. 
The English papers were more interested in subjects like 
legislative reform, separation of executive from judiciary, the 
currency question and university education etc. Whereas local 
language newspaper highlighted the issues related to national 
importance concerning the common masses like racial arrogance, 
unemployment, famine, plague and matter of public interest*'. 
Actually the vernacular press was accused of inciting communal 
disharmony. This is not true because we have evidences that how 
tirelessly the vernacular has fostered the growth of communal 
harmony. At this time a certain section of the press tried to infuse 
sectarian feelings, to some extent, they got success in their mission. 
56. S. N. Paul, Public Opinion and British Rule, p. 208. 
57. Natrajan, p. 163. 
58. Prem Narain, op.cit., pp. 285 - 86. 
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These activities proved a great hindrance in the process of national 
integration. This section of the press also justified the British rule in 
India and had praised them. 
The Pan-Islamic trends left a deep impact on Urdu Journalism. 
Urdu Journalism, prior to the pan-Islamism was divided into two 
stream, one was supporting the British authorities and it policies 
blindly, the other group was to represent an anti-British sentiments 
and stood for the cause of Indian nationalism. The Urdu press at this 
time brought the Muslim more close to the Indian National Congress, 
which was the greatest contribution the Urdu press played. It gave a 
great boost to the Pan-Islamic supporters in the Urdu Press. 
Vernacular press was very popular among the masses. The true 
picture of the country was best reflected by papers in local languages 
whose editor showed exemplary courage^'. By then reading 
newspapers became a feature of Indian life. The newspapers besides 
becoming the political educator became a mean of political 
participation. The vernacular press was quite sure that their influence 
was not because of repressive measures taken by the British of the 
newly educated classes-whose character and aspiration they 
faithfully reflected. 
59. Natrajan, p. 164. 
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The circulation of the English newspapers was larger if 
compared with vernacular newspapers. The number of Urdu or Hindi 
newspaper was larger but their circulation was less. Among Hindi 
and Urdu paper the latter has much smaller circulation. The probable 
reason was that Muslim in general was not as much educated as 
Hindus. Hindi Journalists more acutely felt problem of the finding 
buyers, for Urdu was the language generally understood by the 
people^". Small circulation should not lead us to conclude that the 
vernacular press was ineffective. As a disseminator of ideas the 
worth of the newspaper was very great. It reached out to the common 
man and influenced those who could not afford to buy it. The village 
headmen and masters read the papers loudly to the common people^*. 
The Pioneer, in a great desperate remarked", the disloyal language 
rags now penetrate into remote villages... The village schoolmaster 
or accountant is generally the disseminator . A local library would 
be organised around a single newspaper. Gradually this tendency 
spread althrough the country". This was the reason why the British 
government was afraid of language press and wanted to curb its free 
expression. Government realized that it afforded a valuable index of 
the State of public feeling '^*. The Journalists fearlessly continued 
60. VNR of NWP&O, Azad, Lucknow, 28 Feb., 1890. 
61. Prem Narain, p. 287. 
62. Ibid., cited pioneer, 16 Nov. 1893. 
63. Natrajan, pp. 71-2, Bipin Chandra, India's Struggle for Independence, p. 103. 
64. Home Public, A, Sept. 1901, Nos. 88-9. 
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with their mission probably because they gradually realized that they 
had captured the public imagination and also because they 
understood the defensive psychology behind repressive government 
measures. 
Journalism became a potent force during the national 
movement. Though during the second half of the 19*'' century Urdu 
Journalism was in its early stage of development, but it was effective 
to create a viable public opinion. It could reach to the common man 
and could feel the pulse of the nation. It created a turmoil in 
government circle by raising the voice of people and their concern 
about exploitative nature of the British rule. Its influence on the 
government machinery was tremendous. The government was 
interested in knowing the development and public opinion through 
the language press, but at the same time they made earnest effort to 
curb the press. The British authorities adopted several measures to 
check the growth of press. For instance their strategy to give a 
limited or no news to the language newspapers. In these 
circumstances the vernacular press was forced to publish its own 
versions, making them more attractive by adding their own flavor. 
The newspapers proved to be an effective means to disseminating 
news to the public and influencing government policies. They were 
actually fountainhead of information on social, economic, cultural 
and political developments. This gave a certain unity to all these 
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diverse phenomena, which were threatening the foundations of a 
firmly entrenched colonial power. 
Inspite of several handicaps wrote, R.C. Majumdar that, 'the 
Indian press performed its tasks fairly well. It was clearly recognize 
even by enlightened Englishmen that the Indian press must 
necessarily, be always in opposition to the government. The Indian 
press as a body, followed this principle, and reviewed the entire 
administrative policy of the government. There was hardly any topic 
of public importance, which did not form their subject of 
discussion"**. 
The press contributed to the growth of the socio-political 
awakening. The press published the day-today activities of various 
social movements and it also brought them in touch with the 
masses. It resulted into development of the progressive tendencies 
like the reorganization and unification of the social organism in the 
light of modern requirements. 
Apart from this the press made a valuable contribution in the 
field of cultural sphere. It introduced Indian Society to the etiquettes, 
manners and other socio-cultural patterns of western civilization. It 
acquainted the people with the utility of western dress, civilization, 
65. R.C. Majumdar, British Paramountcy, II, pp. 250-51. 
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method of living, education etc. The press inculcated the modern 
tendencies in the newly growing generation. 
With a growth of patriotism as reflected in the nationalist 
press showed that the days of imperialism in India were numbered. 
Press raised its voice against the denial of Indian's share in the 
administration. The monopolization of power by the British halted 
the progress of the country. At this time press made the people aware 
about the economic and political exploitation by the foreign power 
and raised an alarm against the alien power. The language 
newspapers at this time propagated the ideals of national liberation. 
They also created a new confidence in the vitality of their people. 
It is interesting to note that Urdu newspapers like other 
language newspapers highlighted the very issue relating to the 
common people, for instance, supporting the cause of peasants and 
workers against the feudal bourgeois classes. It reserved ample space 
for publicity to the strike of the workers. The newspapers also 
published articles demanding the reduction of working hours, better 
living condition etc. The net result was the passage of factory acts, 
which brought a sigh of relief to the working class'''. It was the first 
legislation directly affecting the industrial labours in the country. 
66. Sukhbir Chaudhri, op.cit., Vol. I, p. 419. 
67. B.L. Grover, op.cit., p. 447. 
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This legislation however, wrote Girish Mishra, did not satisfy either 
British manufacturer or Indian social workers*'* . Consequently, 
another legislation, the factory Act of 1891 was passed. 
The growth of modern education facilitated the emergence of 
an educated class on one hand and helped the press to grow on the 
other in India. An alert and grown up press during the course of 
freedom struggle played a prominent role to strengthen the Indian 
nationalism. The free press, commented Marx, "introduced for the 
first time into Asiatic Society and managed principally by the 
common offspring of Hindus and Europeans in a new and powerful 
reconstruction"^'. The printing press had a revolutionary effect in 
revealing new ideas before the public mind. The press was the most 
significant medium of the mass communication. The newly educated 
class knew that with the introduction of the art of printing took 
forward for a change of substantial improvement in the socio-
political life of the people. At the same the renaissance leaders 
realized that an alliance between the new ideas and printing press, 
will, undoubtedly, prove more influential in removing the hindrance 
in the way of development of nationalism. 
68. Girish Mishra, op.cit., p. 233. 
69. Mulk Raj Anand, (ed.) Marx and Engels on India, a collection of articles 
and writings, ji^. 14-15. 
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On the political front the nationalist movement got impetus 
because the press was a very meaningful instrument in facilitating 
political education and propaganda. With the assistance of the press, 
the nationalist were able to familiarize the masses with doctrines and 
ideologies such as representative institutions, liberty, democracy, 
local self government etc. The newspapers on the one hand devoted 
columns criticizing the various policies of the British government 
and on the other hand educating the masses in the field of political 
problems. Press was a powerful weapon to propagate and popularize 
their programs, policies and means of the struggle enunciated by 
them from time to time. Raj Kumar Trivedi rightly remarks, "The 
Indian owned Press had thus became powerful medium of reflecting 
and determining the public opinion"'**. He further says, "In addition 
there was a fairly strong Urdu Muslim Press, watchful of Muslim 
interests. The Urdu Press underwent a revolutionary change as a 
result of the Turkish developments. There was as a result a great 
strengthening of anti-British sentiments in the Urdu Press. The 
dominant currents even in the Urdu Press became nationalist in spite 
of official encouragement to separatism since 1905^*. 
70. R.K. Trivedi, op.cit., pp. 255. 
71. Ibid. 
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One can't deny the truth that without the support of the press 
neither could All India conferences of nationalist organizations have 
been conducted successfully nor the various political movement 
aiming at political independence organized. 
Again, it was the press which made possible the exchange of 
views on an extensive, swift and perpetual basis among various 
communities residing in different parts of the peninsula. Thus, it is a 
powerful instrument in establishing closer social and political links 
between people of various castes, creeds and provinces. The 
extensive exchange of views on programs and problems relating to 
different sectors of the country led to the creation of a sprit of 
national collaboration in various political and social spheres. 
It was this dauntingly accomplished collaboration which could 
achieve the proverbial tryst with destiny in the subsequent period. It 
is the legacy of the period that the press stills remains and 'arbiter' 
between the government and governed. 
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CONCLUSION 
In democracy the press, the government and the people form a 
triangle in their relationship. The vernacular press, virtually developed 
into an indispensable Institution during the 20'*" century. It played a vital 
role for keeping the struggle for independence in motion and shaping 
and public opinion. It brought different parts of the country close to 
each other and tried to infuse the spirit of nationalism. 
The vernacular press, from very begiiming had a mission to 
liberate India from British. Aurobindo Ghose has remarked, "political 
freedom is the hfe and breath of a nation". National consciousness was 
created and fostered by the press, which ultimately resulted into 
independence of the country. 
Urdu journalism, reflected the true picture of socio-political, 
economic, cultural educational condition of the country during the 19* 
century. Virtually, the Urdu press represented the sentiments and 
emotions of the masses in the country. It served as a catalyst in 
preventing the government to adopt reckless measures. The Urdu 
newspapers exercised considerable influence on the British authorities. 
Further more it acted as a check and balance on the British imperialist to 
adopt and implement those policies which were considered thoroughly 
anti-Indians. 
In the absence of electronic media, people were fascinated 
towards print media, which was the only source of infonnation. 
Illiteracy and inability of the people to purchase the newspaper could 
not prevent them from getting them acquainted about the issues 
highlighted in the vernacular press. 
With the growth of nationalist sentiments, the number of 
newspapers went on increasing and their circulation, too increased 
considerably. The revolt of 1857 was an expression of anti-British 
sentiments, though failed to achieve its objective to root out British 
imperialism from the soil of India. The Vernacular press in general and 
Urdu press in particular engineered the revolt to overthrow an alien rule. 
North India, which is considered as the Urdu-speaking belt, was the 
epicenter of revolt. After the revolt was suppressed the British 
authorities came forward to curb the activities of vernacular press. By 
harnessing the services of press, the English educated Indians fostered 
the spirit of nationalism. The greatest achievement of the press was its 
creation of feeling of oneness by bringing the people of different regions 
together. This feeling of Indianness make people to realize the home 
rule is only guarantee of safeguard to their interest. 
The leaders like Dada Bhai Nauraji S.N.Banerjee, W.c. Baneijee, 
etc. expressed their voice against the exploitative nature of the British 
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rule. They explained to the people about social and discriminatory 
attitude of the colonial master. 
The earliest nationalists were mostly drawn from the profession 
of journalism. The growth of extremists in Indian pohtics changed the 
entire course of nationalist activities. The reporting in the newspapers 
about the revolutionaries occupied most of the space and its impact was 
such that people got ttiemselves convinced to overthrow the alien rule 
through a violent revolution. 
When the vernacular press grown as a force, then British 
authorities in Indian started imposing various restrictions on the press to 
make it ineffective. Editors were persecuted, printing press was 
confiscated and license of various newspapers were seized. This act 
strengthened the colonial control on the pressmen yet they could not be 
permanently bowed down, as punishment only increased their bitterness 
and defiance. 
The need for an all India organization was felt allover the 
country. This found an expression in the columns of language 
newspapers. The propaganda for an organized plate form was to be used 
as an vehicle for expressing public opinion, which found its expression 
in the foundation of Indian National Congress in 1885. The Indian 
National Congress soon caught the eye of newspapers and then press in 
India got divided into different stream First of all nationalist press was 
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divided as moderates and extremist others were characterized as liberals 
and conservatives, later on these were pro-British and anti British. 
The emergence of Muslim politics was product of their fear 
sychosis of Hindu hegemony and enslavement by Hindu, their fellow 
citizens since they were numerically less. Hence they doubted the 
secular and non-castist character of the congress. At this point of time 
Sir Syed appealed to the Muslims to keep themselves aloof from any 
active politics. He argued that since Muslims were educationally 
backward what share they will get in governance. He, therefore asked 
Muslims first to get them educated, for this purpose he started MAO 
College at Aligarh. 
Thus, the political, social, economic, cultural educational and all 
matters found their expression in the Urdu press. Newspapers had 
become an effective medium of disseminating information and offering 
solution to problems. Though, the newspapers represented various 
trends, yet their columns revealed the prevailing conditions of period as 
no other source did. The colonial government made its best efforts to 
curb the newspapers but it failed. More restriction means more 
popularity. 
The vernacular press, which stood for the cause of Indian 
freedom, shaped the political, social, economic agenda for the country 
after she achieved her independence. 
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APPENDIX - B 
VERNACULAR NEWSPAPERS AND JOURNALS OF THE PERIOD 
Name of the paper Place of 
Publication 
Name of 
Publisher/editor 
Circu-
lation 
Year 
Bengali Daily: 
Samvad Prabhakar 
Sulabh Dainik 
Bengali Weekly 
Anand Bazar Patrika 
Bangabasi 
Banganibasi 
Bankura Darpan 
Basumati 
BharatMihir 
Bharat Basi 
Burdwan Sanjiwani 
Charu Mihir 
Chinsuru Vartavah 
Dacca Gahzette 
Dacca Prakash 
Education Gazette 
Garib 
Grambasi 
Hitaishi 
Hitakari 
Hitawadi 
Mihir-o-Sudhakar 
Murshidabad Hitaishi 
Navavibhakar 
Nqyqyug 
Praja Bhandu 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Bankura 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
B.J.Chanddra 
Mymensingh 
Chnisura 
Dacca 
Dacca 
Hugli 
Dacca 
Howrah 
Calcutta 
Kusbtea 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Murshidabad 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Chandra Nagar 
Gosain Das Giq)ta 
— 
Maulvi Abdul Hamid Khan Yusufzai 
Marina Kanta Hose 
Indra Nath Banaijea 
Bam Dun Bhatt 
Biswas Nath Mukherji 
Jaladhar Sen 
— 
— 
Jogesh C. Saikar 
Raj Kant Shorn 
Dina Nath Mukheilu 
SB. Roy 
Guru Ganga Choudhati 
Bhu Deb Mukherji 
— 
Priya Nath Mallick 
— 
Mir Mussanaf Husain 
Kali Prassana kabyavisharad 
SD Shamsul Huda Later M. Abdul rahim 
Banwari Lai Goswami 
— 
R4mchandra Majumdar 
— 
1500 
3000 
600 
1000 
20000 
8000 
500 
13000 
2500 
3000 
400 
1000 
650 
500 
2200 
825 
3000 
1000 
800 
800 
4000 
1000 
400 
1000 
500 
995 
1891 
1897 
1890 
1904 
1895 
1895 
1897 
1904 
1890 
1897 
1901 
1904 
1904 
1897 
1890 
1890 
1890 
1890 
1897 
1891 
1897 
1904 
1904 
1895 
1891 
1890 
Pratikar 
Prativasi 
Rangpur Dik Prakash 
Rangapur Vartavah 
Sadharani 
Sahachar 
Sanijibani 
Sanshodhani 
Som Prakash 
Sulabh Samachar 
Surabhi-o-Pataka 
Hindi Weekly: 
Arya Varta 
Bharat Mitra 
Hindi Bangabasi 
Uchit vakta 
Urdu Weekly: 
Dar-ul-saltanat-e- Urdu 
Al Ranch 
General & Gauhar-J-Asfi 
Persian Weeklies: 
Hablul mateen 
Jam-I-Jahan Numa 
English Daily: 
Amrit Bazar Patrika 
Anglo Indian 
Bengalee 
Indian Daily News 
Indian Mirror 
Statement 
Friend of India 
Berhampur 
Calcutta 
Rangpur 
Rangpur 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
DinapuT 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Bankipur 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Kamakhava Prasad Ganguli 
— 
Raja Mahima Rajan Roy 
Jay Chandra Shankar 
~ 
Bipta Das Banerji 
Krishna Kiunar Mittra 
Khasi Chandra Gupta 
Kailash Chandra Vidyabhusan 
— 
Jogendra Nath Bose 
Kshetra pal Sharma 
Ram Das Verma 
Amrit Lai Chakarvarti 
Durga Prasad Mitra 
— 
Sd-Abdul Khair 
Hakim Nauzir Hussain 
Sd. Jalauddin 
— 
Sisir Kumar & Moti Lai Ghosh 
— 
Surendeianath Banerjea 
Wilson Digby 
Hirambo Chandra N4itra 
Paul Knight 
Paul Knight 
600 
3600 
1000 
1000 
800 
500 
3200 
4000 
600 
3000 
700 
750 
1200 
10000 
4500 
310 
310 
196 
1000 
250 
2237 
1800 
3000 
1800 
1000 
4000 
4000 
18% 
1901 
1901 
1901 
1892 
1890 
1904 
1891 
1890 
1892 
1890 
1890 
1891 
1897 
1891 
1897 
1897 
1890 
1904 
1886 
1885 
1885 
1904 
1885 
1904 
1904 
1904 
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English Weekly: 
Assam Times 
Behar News 
Behar Herald 
Behar Times 
Englishman 
Hindoo Patriot 
Indian Echo 
Indian Nation 
Mohammadan Obser\'er 
New India 
Re is andRyat 
Hindi Daily: 
Liberal 
Mihir-I-Nimroz 
Najam-ul-Akhbar 
Najm-ul-Hind 
Nasim-1-Agra 
Nasim-ul-Mulk 
Nayyar-I-Azam 
Oudh Punch 
Police News 
Rafiq-I-Saltanat 
Rahbar 
Rohilkhand Gazette 
Safina 
Shahna-I-Hind 
Sitara-I-Hind 
Tohja-I-Hind 
Tuti-I-Hind 
Vernacular Advertiser 
Dibnigaih 
Bhagalpur 
Bankipur 
Bankipur 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Azamgaih 
Bijnor 
Etawah 
Agra 
Agra 
Moradabad 
Moradabad 
Lucknow 
Meerut 
Moradabad 
Moradabad 
Bareilly 
Bijnor 
Moradabad 
Moradabad 
Bijnor 
Meerut 
Lucknow 
Radha Nath Chakarvarti 
C.Y. Chintamani 
AC. Gupta 
Mahesh Narain 
J.H. Stocqeler 
S. Chandra & Rai Raj Kumar Sarvadhikari 
Kinj Behari Bose 
N.N. Gosh 
Abdul hamid 
Bipin Chandra Pal 
Shambho Chandra Mukerjea 
M. Kudrat Ali Khan 
Md. Karimullah 
H. Md. Rahmat Khan 
Jamuna Das 
Jamuna Das Biswas 
Qazi Md. Fariduddin 
Sd. Ibni Ali 
Sajjad Hussain 
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